SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Board of Directors Meeting Agenda
March 31, 2021 | 11:45 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Virtual Meeting
Attendee WebEx: Join Meeting
Password: SERC123

1. Call to Order and Welcome, Todd Hillman, Chair
2. Administrative Items
a. Safety and Security Guidelines
b. Introduction and Establish Quorum
c. Antitrust Guidelines
d. Confidentiality Requirements
e. Fiduciary Duties
3. Consent Agenda
a. Approve Technical Committee Officers
i. Operating Committee
1. Chair, Daniel Case, GridLiance
2. Vice Chair, Glenn Dooley, Duke Energy Florida
ii. Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee
1. Chair, John Greaves, Southern Company
2. Vice Chair, Carter Manucy, Florida Municipal Power Agency
b. Approve Minutes of October 21, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
c. Approve Minutes of December 9, 2020 Board Executive Committee Meeting
d. Approve Agenda
4. Board Committee Reports
a. Nominating and Governance Committee, Tim Lyons, Chair
i. Approve Human Resources and Compensation Committee Nominee
ii. Approve Regional Delegation Agreement Revisions
b. Human Resources and Compensation Committee, Doug Lego, Chair
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c.

Finance and Audit Committee, Lisa Johnson, Chair
i. Approve Draft 2022 Business Plan & Budget for Posting and Submission
to NERC
ii. Review 2020 audited financial statements (Attachment 11a and 11b)
iii. Review Annual Investment Report

d. Risk Committee, Deborah Wheeler, Chair

BREAK
5. Update on Winter Weather Event, Maria Haney, Manager, Situation Awareness &
Security
6. Extreme Weather and Integration of Renewables, Melinda Montgomery, Senior Director,
Engineering & Advanced Analytics and Gaurav Karandikar, Manager, RAPA and
Technical Services
a. Western Interconnection August Heat Wave Event, Branden Sudduth, Vice
President, Reliability Planning & Performance Analysis, WECC
b. Solar Penetration in the SERC Regions, Sammy Roberts, General Manager
Transmission Planning and Operations Strategy, Duke Energy
7. Technical Committee Reports
8. Regulatory Update, Rebecca Poulsen, Senior Legal Counsel
9. Future Meetings
a. June 24, 2021 (9:00am-2:00pm) – WebEx/Charlotte
b. September 23, 2021 (9:00am-2:00pm) – WebEx/Charlotte
c. December 15, 2021 (9:00am-2:00pm) – WebEx/Charlotte
10. Executive Session (if needed)
11. Adjourn
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Attachment 2

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
ANTITRUST COMPLIANCE GUIDELINES
I. GENERAL
It is the policy and practice of SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) to obey the antitrust
laws and to avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This policy
requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or which might appear to violate, the
antitrust laws. Among other things, the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or
among competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product design, terms of
sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that unreasonably
restrains competition.
It is the responsibility of every SERC participant and members of SERC staff who may in
any way affect SERC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.
Failure to observe this commitment will result in serious consequences to such SERC
participants or members of SERC staff, as the case may be. For example, SERC may
refuse to allow a SERC participant to participate in SERC activities if such participant
refuses to comply with these guidelines.
Antitrust laws are complex and subject to court interpretation that can vary over time and
from one court to another. The purpose of these guidelines is to alert SERC participants
and members of SERC staff to potential antitrust problems and to set forth policies to be
followed with respect to activities that may involve antitrust considerations. In some
instances, the SERC policy contained in these guidelines is stricter than the applicable
antitrust laws. Any SERC participant or member of SERC staff who is uncertain about
the legal ramifications of a particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns
about whether SERC’s antitrust compliance policy is implicated in any situation should
consult SERC’s legal counsel immediately. Any participant or member of SERC staff
who observes an improper discussion at any SERC meeting should immediately raise
the issue with whoever is in charge of the meeting so that the discussion can be
terminated and, if needed, appropriate advice sought. It must be remembered that even
passive participation in an unlawful discussion may lead to a finding of collusion.

II. PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
Participants in SERC activities (including those of its committees and subgroups) should
refrain from the following when acting in their capacity as participants in SERC activities
(e.g., at SERC meetings, conference calls and in informal discussions):


Discussions involving pricing information, especially margin (profit) and
internal cost information and participants’ expectations as to their future
prices or internal costs.



Discussions of a participant’s marketing strategies.



Discussions regarding how customers and geographical areas are to be
divided among competitors.

9/9/11
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Discussions concerning the exclusion of competitors from markets.



Discussions concerning boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors,
vendors or suppliers.

Any other matters that may fall within these guidelines as prohibited activities should be
brought to the attention of SERC’s legal counsel before being discussed.

III. ACTIVITIES THAT ARE PERMITTED
From time to time decisions or actions of SERC (including those of its committees and
subgroups) may have a negative impact on particular entities and thus in that sense
adversely impact competition. Decisions and actions by made SERC (including its
committees and subgroups) should only be undertaken for the purpose of promoting and
maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system. If there is not a
legitimate purpose for discussing a matter that is consistent with this objective, please
refrain from discussing the matter during SERC meetings and in other SERC-related
communications.
SERC participants and members of SERC staff should also ensure that SERC policies
and procedures, including those set forth in the SERC Bylaws are followed in conducting
SERC business. Other procedures that may be applicable to a particular SERC activity
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:


Delegation Agreement between the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) and SERC



NERC Rules of Procedure



NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program



SERC Compliance Program Procedures



SERC Regional Standards Development Procedure



Organization and Procedures Manual for the SERC Standing Committees

In addition, all discussions in SERC meetings and other SERC-related communications
should be within the scope of mandate for or assignment to the particular SERC
committee or subgroup, as well as within the scope of the published agenda for the
meeting.
No decisions should be made nor any actions taken in SERC activities for the purpose of
giving an industry participant or group of participants a competitive advantage over other
participants. In particular, decisions with respect to setting, revising, or assessing
compliance with SERC regional reliability standards, NERC reliability standards, or the
NERC Rules of Procedure should not be influenced by anti-competitive motivations.
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Subject to the foregoing restrictions, participants in SERC activities may discuss:


Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, including operation and
planning matters such as establishing or revising reliability standards, special
operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, and plans for new
facilities.



Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards for the bulk power
system on electricity markets, and the impact of electricity market operations
on the reliability of the bulk power system.



Proposed filings or other communications with state or federal regulatory
authorities or other governmental entities; provided, however, that any such
communications or petitioning of governmental authority must have a
reasonably foreseeable chance of resulting in favorable governmental action
(i.e., the hoped-for governmental action must be possible when viewed
objectively).



Matters relating to the internal governance, management and operation of
SERC, such as nominations for vacant committee positions, budgeting and
assessments, and employment matters; and procedural matters such as
planning and scheduling meetings.

Any other matters that do not clearly fall within these guidelines as activities that are
permitted should be brought to the attention of the SERC legal counsel before being
discussed.

9/9/11
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Attachment 3

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

Members of SERC Committees, Subcommittees, Task Forces and Working Groups,
who are employees of SERC Member Companies and thus represent all segments of
today’s electric industry, may, in performing SERC Functions, have to use information of
a sensitive and commercial nature, including but not limited to that provided by SERC
Member Companies and designated as “Confidential Information”, that SERC Member
Companies customarily hold confidential and do not disclose publicly. SERC and its
Member Companies recognize that at times it will be necessary or desirable for SERC to
disclose Confidential Information to the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) or to third parties. As a result, the SERC Board has adopted a program to
preserve the confidential nature of that information so that SERC Member Companies
will not be competitively disadvantaged by providing Confidential Information to SERC
for its use in performing SERC Functions.
SERC has entered into a Delegation Agreement with NERC and complies with Section
1500 et seq. of the NERC Rules of Procedure, both of which govern the conditions upon
which SERC will disclose Confidential Information to NERC. SERC may also enter into
Confidentiality Agreements with third parties for the disclosure of Confidential
Information, if a third party demonstrates a need to use such information in a matter that
is consistent with the purposes of SERC. Additionally, SERC Member Companies have
signed or will sign Confidentiality Agreements that prohibit (i) the use of Confidential
Information by its employees for other than SERC purposes and (ii) the disclosure of that
information to any third party, unless disclosed to NERC pursuant to the terms of the
SERC’s Delegation Agreement with NERC or the NERC Rules of Procedure, or to a
third party that has signed a Confidentiality Agreement with SERC. If either you or your
employer has not signed such an Agreement and/or your employer has not designated
you as an employee authorized to receive Confidential Information then you will not be
given access to Confidential Information and you will be required to leave the meeting
before any such information is disclosed, used, or discussed.

Updated 9/9/11
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Attachment 4

SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Evaluation | Analysis | Assistance | Operating Experience
FIDUCIARY DUTIES OF SERC BOARD MEMBERS
The SERC Board of Directors (“Board”) is the governing body of the SERC Reliability
Corporation (“Corporation”), responsible for the ultimate direction of the management of the
affairs of the Corporation. The SERC Board is responsible for policymaking, while the President
and CEO is responsible for the management and execution of SERC Board-made policy and
day-to-day affairs of the Corporation.
A corporate, fiduciary duty arises when a person has an obligation to act for the benefit of a
corporation. SERC Board members have fiduciary duties to the organization, including duties of
care, loyalty, and obedience. SERC Board members are required to act reasonably, prudently,
in good faith, in the best interests of SERC, and in furtherance of SERC’s mission.
Duty of Care
• SERC Board members must act with such care that a person in a like position would
reasonably believe appropriate under similar circumstances. SERC Board members:
o must be informed, based on reasonable inquiry;
o may rely on information and reports received from trustworthy sources; and
o must protect any confidential information obtained while serving the Corporation.
Duty of Loyalty
• The duty of loyalty requires SERC Board members to exercise their powers in the
interest of the Corporation and not put their own interests or the interests of another
entity or person above the Corporation’s interests. SERC Board members:
o must avoid any actual or apparent Conflict of Interest; and
o must act in good faith.
Duty of Obedience
• SERC Board members should act in furtherance of the Corporation’s mission. Because
SERC is a not-for-profit corporation with members, directors owe the fiduciary duty of
obedience to SERC’s mission, not to SERC’s members. SERC’s purpose as defined in
its articles of incorporation and bylaws is to promote effective and efficient administration
of Bulk Power System reliability in the SERC Region.
Basic Responsibilities of Directors:
• Attend and participate in SERC Board meetings
• Diligently read, review and inquire about corporate material
• Monitor affairs and finances of the Corporation
• Exercise ordinary and reasonable judgment
• Be fully engaged
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Daniel Case – Manager, System Operations for GridLiance.
Daniel Case started in the Electrical industry in 1995 as an electrician

apprentice. Working various roles in construction, maintenance, power
plant operations, and training. In 2009, he began working directly in
System Operations as a Balancing Authority and Transmission Operator.
For the last 7 years, he has acted as the Manager of System operations
for assets located near Joppa Illinois, which are currently owned and
operated by GridLiance. His responsibilities include compliance, staffing,
training, and day to day operation supervision. Daniel’s diverse
experience allowed him to develop a broad perspective on System
Operations. This experience has shown that excellence is achieved by active learning and
incremental improvements. Daniel currently serves a SERC Operating committee vice chair and
is an active member of the SERC System Operator Working Group. Daniel holds an MBA from
Murray State University and he is pleased to give back to the industry that has provided him
with an exciting career and many friends across the United States.
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Glenn Dooley – General Manager, System Operations for Duke Energy, Florida
LLC.
Mr. Dooley began his career with Georgia Power Company in 1980, working
in a variety of roles including distribution, transmission engineering,
protection & control, system operations, and transmission maintenance.
Dooley transitioned to Progress Energy (now Duke Energy) in 2000, spending
7 years in the Carolinas overseeing different transmission maintenance areas
before coming to Florida in 2007. He currently oversees the DEF Energy
Control Center and is responsible for operation of DEF’s bulk power system.
He holds a BEE from Georgia Tech.
Dooley currently serves as a representative on the SERC and FRCC Operating
Committees (4 years as FRCC OC chair), as chair of the Florida Reserve
Sharing Group since its inception in 2008, as alternate BOD member for FRCC and FCG (Florida
Coordinating Group) and represented the FRCC RE for two years on the NERC Operating Committee.
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John Greaves

Corporate Security Manager - Critical Infrastructure Protection
Georgia Power
John has been working in various Corporate Security roles of increasing
responsibility within Southern Company since 1992. He started with
Alabama Power as a Corporate Security investigator with assignments at
headquarters as well as rural Alabama. His investigations portfolio
included internal and external investigations of a wide range of criminal
activity, internal misconduct / policy violations and due diligence support
for other internal investigative teams. John lead several investigations
into physical damage to, sabotage or destruction of infrastructure assets,
many of which resulted in arrests and prosecutions, most at the local and
state level and two notable cases that resulted in federal prosecutions
and convictions. Following the September 11, 2001, terror attacks, John was formally recognized by the
FBI for “service in the public interest”.
In 2006 John was selected by Southern Company Corporate Security leadership to serve as physical
security subject matter expert in the emerging NERC CIP scope of work. John has continued since that
time to serve as a physical security thought leader within Southern Company, actively chairing or
advising many CIP related teams and projects. John transferred to Georgia Power Corporate Security in
2007 and transitioned from investigations to management of Georgia Power Corporate Security’s
physical security portfolio. Although enterprise physical security remains his overall primary scope of
work, critical infrastructure protection has become his main area of focus. John is in his third year of
doctoral studies pursuing a Doctor of Science in Emergency Management through Jacksonville State
University.
His research focus is critical infrastructure vulnerabilities with potential to cause cascading failures
across the energy, telecommunications and finance sectors. He previously earned Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees in Criminal Justice from The University of Alabama and an MBA through Columbia
Southern University. John has been actively engaged over many years within the energy sector in a
variety of physical security SME leadership roles, most notably serving as the current vice chair of the
SERC CIPC and a former SERC CIPC delegate to the NERC CIPC. In addition to his electric sector
experience, John graduated with honors from police academies in Alabama and Georgia and has served
in a variety of sworn local law enforcement roles and missions since 2006. John, in his 29th year of
Corporate Security service to Southern Company, is a vocal advocate for multidisciplinary cross-sector
collaboration and notes his enormous gratitude for the opportunities for service provided by SERC to its
membership.
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Carter Manucy

IT/OT & Cybersecurity Director,
Florida Municipal Power Agency

Carter Manucy is the IT/OT & Cybersecurity Director for
Florida Municipal Power Agency, a joint-action agency in
Orlando, Florida.
At FMPA, Carter is responsible for all corporate
Information Technology as well as the Operational
Technology as it relates to FMPA’s generation assets.
With more than 25 years of industry experience, Carter
has held numerous roles in the IT/OT domain while
maintaining a passion for cybersecurity.
Carter was a previous voting member of the NERC CIPC, previous chair of the NERC CIPC Control
Systems Working Group, and a member/contributor of many related industry efforts. Through
this and other efforts, He authored and co-authored industry whitepapers, guidelines, and
Implementation Guidance. He is the current chair for the Cyber Mutual Assistance Coordinator
Committee, and a recognized cybersecurity expert for FMPA’s members, Public Power, and
other organizations.
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SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Board of Directors
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
October 21, 2020
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Eastern
Call to Order and Welcome
Chair Greg Ford called to order a duly noticed meeting of the SERC Reliability Corporation
Board of Directors (Board) on October 21, 2020 at 9:00 a.m.
Chair Ford welcomed everyone, and welcomed special guests keynote speakers Colleen
Sidford and Rob Manning, both NERC Trustees; Sara Patrick, President & CEO of the Midwest
Reliability Organization (MRO); and presenters Jim Schott with Entergy and Terry Whitmore
with CLECO who will report on hurricane Laura restoration efforts.
Safety and Security Briefing
Tim Ponseti, SERC Vice President of Operations reminded attendees to stay safe, stay healthy,
and stay home. Mr. Ponseti provided a safety tip to attendees to have a basic disaster supply
kit or emergency kit. Mr. Ponseti also provided a security briefing, discussing hackers or cyber
criminals using ransomware. Remember three basic phishing rules: (1) slow down, look, think;
(2) question opening an email if you have an uneasy feeling about it; and (3) when in doubt,
throw it out.
Attendance and Quorum
A list of attendees is provided in Exhibit A. Holly Hawkins, SERC Vice President, General
Counsel, and Corporate Secretary announced that a quorum was present.
Antitrust, Confidentiality, and Fiduciary Duties
Ms. Hawkins reviewed SERC’s antitrust guidelines and confidentiality policy, which were
attached to the meeting agenda. Ms. Hawkins also reminded Directors of their fiduciary duties
to the Corporation.
Board Chair’s Report
Before providing a summary of the May and August 2020 NERC Board meetings, which were
again held virtually due to the pandemic, Chair Ford recognized the following individuals who
have helped shape SERC into the truly superior Region it is today:
Chair Ford recognized Jim Goodrich for his service to SERC as an Independent Advisor over
the past decade. Jim has provided governance and policy advice to SERC’s Board, Board
Officers, and SERC staff since SERC’s origination as a Regional Entity. Jim was one of
NERC’s nine original Independent Directors, and he has been integral in helping move SERC
toward a hybrid board. Chair Ford read a resolution thanking Mr. Goodrich for his contributions
over the years. On a motion duly made and seconded, the Board adopted the resolution for Jim
Goodrich, which is provided in Exhibit B.
Chair Ford recognized Mark Ringhausen who is retiring at the end of this year. Mr. Ringhausen
has been a valuable member of the SERC Board for a number of years, served on committees
including the Finance and Audit Committee, and for the past two years, has chaired the
Compliance Committee. Over the past couple of years as BCC chair, Mr. Ringhausen has
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provided oversight in our process improvement efforts to not only reduce the backlog but to also
make our violation processing program much more effective.
Chair Ford recognized Laura Coakley for her years of service as chair of the Finance and Audit
Committee. Laura has been a tremendous help to the Board in her role on the FAC, and her
involvement over the last four years has positioned that committee into a truly oversight role.
Chair Ford congratulated and recognized John Odom, who is retiring early next year. John
joined SERC in the FRCC integration a little over a year ago – and has been invaluable in
ensuring a smooth and seamless transition for Florida entities and staff into SERC. John has
been an integral part of industry and the ERO for many years, and we are going to miss his wise
counsel and advice.
Chair Ford provided a summary of the May and August 2020 NERC Board meetings, which
were both held virtually due to the pandemic. During the May NERC meetings, NERC’s
President & CEO Jim Robb reported on how the ERO Enterprise has collaborated with FERC
during the pandemic to provide regulatory relief while still assuring a reliable and secure grid,
including: lessening compliance burdens so companies can allocate resources to the current
crisis; and collecting information to promote situational awareness and sharing with industry.
Chair Ford noted Bruce Walker, Assistant Secretary for the Office of Electricity at the
Department of Energy (DOE), provided remarks during the NERC Board meeting, focused on
the recent Executive Order, Securing the United States Bulk Power System. Walker noted the
DOE will continue the collaborative work with FERC, the ERO Enterprise, and the Electricity
Subsector Coordinating Council. Jim Robb noted NERC’s support for the Executive Order. The
NERC Board approved the Regional Delegation Agreements, which NERC and the Regions
review and renew every five years. As the Chair of NERC’s Reliability and Security Technical
Committee (RSTC), Chair Ford had the opportunity to provide a presentation to the NERC
Board on the committee’s activities and transition plan work.
Lastly, Chair Ford reported himself, Vice Chair Todd Hillman, and President & CEO Jason Blake
attended the semi-annual joint boards meeting with the NERC Board of Trustees, NERC’s CEO
and the chairs, vice-chairs, and CEOs of the regions. Chair Ford reported discussing several
important topics during the joint boards meeting, including what each Region and NERC are
doing in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, budget impacts related to COVID-19, and the
Align project.
During the August NERC meetings, there was a lot of discussion on the collaboration among
NERC, the Regional Entities, and FERC to help entities during the COVID-19 crisis, including:
lessening compliance burdens so companies can allocate resources to the current crisis; and
collecting information to promote situational awareness and sharing with industry. Bruce
Walker, assistant secretary for the Office of Electricity at the Department of Energy (DOE),
provided an update on DOE activities, noting a new large-scale grid storage project, in support
of NERC’s involvement in the North American Energy Resiliency Modeling System and the
recent supply chain Executive Order. The NERC Board also received an update on supply
chain activities, including progress of standards development for electronic access control and
monitoring systems, physical access control systems and low-impact BES cyber assets. The
NERC Board approved the 2021 Business Plan and Budget of NERC and the Regions. The
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total ERO Enterprise combined 2021 budget increase from 2020 is 2.2% with an assessment
increase of 0.6%.
As the Chair of NERC’s RSTC, Chair Ford had the opportunity to provide a presentation to the
NERC Board on the goals of the RSTC, particularly around how it is organizing existing
subgroups by program areas, divided into three categories: (1) Performance Monitoring (with a
focus on monitoring and analysis); (2) Reliability and Security Assessment (with a focus on how
to mitigate existing and emerging risks); and (3) Risk Mitigation (with a focus on emerging
issues). Each area will have an operating model and an assigned sponsor based on subgroup
topics and workloads, with NERC staff responsible for managing work flows and deliverables.
The RSTC is also planning a Security Integration and Technology Enablement Subcommittee
(SITES), which will focus on potential security threats and emerging risks; and a Security
Working Group, with a tactical scope focused on short term security and compliance issues.
President’s Report
President and CEO Jason Blake reported to the Board on the state of affairs at SERC. Mr.
Blake recognized that this is a pivotal board meeting for SERC – we are transitioning the full
Board into an active Membership body and moving to a hybrid board with Independent
Directors. Mr. Blake thanked the Board for leading us through these advancements.
Mr. Blake turned to discuss how since the April Board meeting, SERC has hit its stride in
dealing with the pandemic, due to our strong partnership with stakeholders and our focus on
risk. Being focused on risk has allowed us to be creative and react well. Some examples
include, being the first region to conduct virtual audits to protect the safety and security of entity
and SERC staff, conducting virtual certifications, delaying certain standards, and expanding
self-logging for COVID-19 related noncompliance (noting there may be an opportunity to
continue increased use of this tool). Mr. Blake discussed SERC’s high productivity during this
unprecedented time, highlighting several areas. One area is monitoring – we are on schedule
to conduct over 50 audits this year. SERC has had up to 31 different audits going on at one
time, and we have received positive feedback about these engagements.
Mr. Blake recognized Andrew Williamson, SERC Director of Reliability Assurance, for pressing
SERC to be even more of a risk-based organization. Another area is compliance and
enforcement – thanks to Mark Ringhausen’s leadership of the Compliance Committee, for the
first time in years, the team has established a sustainable program and are getting more out
than coming in, while chipping away at the back-log. Another area is the technical committees –
our partnership with stakeholders has remained active during this time, with over 1,300
stakeholder representatives continuing to participate in our vibrant technical committees,
sharing numerous lessons learned. Mr. Blake cautioned that we must continue to be vigilant
with our health and safety during this long, on-going pandemic to ensure we can pursue our
mission. Mr. Blake discussed the on-going severe weather experienced in SERC’s region
recently, noting that the recently published Regional Risk Report included severe weather as
one of SERC’s top risks. It’s been an intense hurricane season, with hurricanes Laura, Sally,
and Delta wreaking havoc to SERC’s footprint and our entity systems. Mr. Blake thanked
MISO, CLECO, and Entergy for an impressive coordinated approach to restoration efforts.
Mr. Blake reported that through these obstacles, SERC has remained focused on three strategic
focus areas: (1) being a credible trusted expert organization for our stakeholders; (2)
establishing SERC as a leader across the ERO and FERC; and (3) creating a highly desirable
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place to work. Mr. Blake discussed robust activities across the organization demonstrating
SERC’s focus on the three strategic focus areas.
1. Positioning SERC as a credible and trusted expert organization – We are positioning risk
at the heart of all we do, being data-driven, and ensuring we are mitigating risks in the
most thoughtful and pragmatic way. Mr. Blake highlighted three activities that
demonstrate SERC being a credible and trusted expert organization: (1) establishing the
Board Risk Committee – we are establishing a Risk Committee reporting to the Board to
ensure we have programs in place that effectively identify and prioritize risk and that we
thoughtfully deploy our resources to mitigate those risks; (2) enhancing and improving
the Regional Risk Report – this demonstrates our commitment to be data driven and
leverage our technical committees to identify and prioritize our regional risks that we
then deploy our resources to mitigate; and (3) commitment to independence – Mr. Blake
recognized Jim Goodrich’s work over the year to move us in the direction of adding
Independent Directors to the Board. We are enhancing our credibility by moving to a
hybrid stakeholder-independent board. Mr. Blake commended the task force for its work
on searching for Independent Directors and noted his excitement for the impressive,
high caliber candidates.
2. Establishing SERC as a leader across the ERO Enterprise and SERC –Mr. Blake
highlighted activities that demonstrate SERC being a leader across the ERO and FERC:
(1) Strategic Plan – Mr. Blake analogized the ERO Enterprise Strategic Plan as being
like the team playbook, where SERC is like a very important key player on the team and
SERC’s Strategic Plan is like the work SERC needs to do position itself to lead the team
to victory; (2) Florida Integration – Mr. Blake reinforced SERC’s commitment to fully
integrate Florida into every aspect of SERC. Florida entities’ active participation in
SERC’s technical committees shows progress, with 20% of technical committee
participation coming from Florida entities. We recently conducted a survey to gauge
Florida entities satisfaction with the transition, and will share the results later in the
meeting. Also, FRCC is officially joining SERC as a Member in the RTO/ISO/Reliability
Coordinator sector – Mr. Blake thanked Stacy Dochoda, President & CEO of FRCC, for
all that she’s done in the Florida integration; and (3) Outreach and Training – SERC is
very committed to sending out messages and information to stakeholders, including
assist visits and eLearning training modules – eLearning training is tremendously
popular this year, with a quadruple increase in activity this year due to better, riskfocused content and better production. In the past, we’ve struggled in the area of selfreporting. The goal is 90% or higher of issues being self-reported. Our team has been
working very hard to raise this percentage year over year. Right now, we have 98% of
O&P and 85% of CIP issues being self-reported. Mr. Blake thanked the stakeholders for
improving in this area and also recognized our outreach and training has helped.
3. Creating a highly desirable place to work through culture and purpose – Mr. Blake
emphasized our commitment to culture, including creating a safe and powerful team
environment, ensuring our mission is deeply rooted in all we do, and ensuring all actions
we take are purposeful and intentional (recognizing a ripple effect on our entities). For
example, we are fortunate to have a diverse team. We want to make diversity and
inclusion at the forefront – we’ve held town hall meetings where individuals shared their
personal experiences for the greater good of the organization and we are continuing the
conversation in relaxed, safe, and simple forum we are calling “Coffee Talks”. Mr. Blake
reported that the positive effects of all these efforts are seen in the data, with the drastic
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improvement in SERC’s vacancy rate. A little over two years ago, our vacancy rate was
27%, and now it is 2%. We are also bringing on high caliber, talented people to the
team.
Keynote Speaker, Colleen Sidford, Trustee, North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
Chair Ford introduced Colleen Sidford, who joined the NERC Board of Trustees in February of
2019. She is the chair of the Enterprise-wide Risk Committee, and a member of several other
NERC Board committees. Prior to the NERC Board, Colleen served in various executive roles at
Ontario Power Generation, including as vice president and chief investment officer, treasurer,
and assistant treasurer. Prior that, she founded and operated a financial services consulting
company in Europe, and was an executive with Bank of America, the Molson Companies, and
Bank of Nova Scotia.
Colleen Sidford spoke to SERC’s Board about COVID-19 requiring a different approach for
many things. She informed the Board that the day prior, her Canadian government advised our
common border would remained closed for at least another month. Ms. Sidford stated she
continued to be impressed with the collective approach of NERC and the Regions on continuing
to focus on the reliability of the grid. Ms. Sidford recognized Jason Blake’s leadership across
the ERO Enterprise, the importance of SERC adding Independent Directors (noting she is
pleased with the diversity of the nominees), and our impressive work developing SERC’s
strategic plan – “It’s all very impressive.” Ms. Sidford commented. She thanked SERC for its
commitment to our mission, through the challenges of COVID-19 and the hurricanes. Ms.
Sidford acknowledged that 2020 has made us more focused on risk, and commended SERC for
establishing a Board Risk Committee. In her work as Chair of the NERC Enterprise-wide Risk
Committee, she is focusing on people, policies, and practices and how the ERO approaches
diversity and inclusion. She also spoke briefly on the Align project, and the increased security
of the compliance, monitoring, and enforcement efforts. In May, the NERC Board approved an
updated funding and project plan for Align, which addresses secure management of evidence
and data and improved efficiency and effectiveness for the ERO enterprise operations. She
noted the upcoming Joint Boards meeting – with the NERC Board of Trustees, NERC’s CEO,
and chairs and vice-chairs and CEOs of the regions – as another example of the ERO working
as one synchronous machine.
Keynote Speaker, Rob Manning, Trustee, North American Electric Reliability Corporation
Chair Ford introduced Rob Manning, who joined the NERC Board in February of 2018. He is
the liaison to the Standards Committee and served on several other NERC Board committees.
Prior to joining the NERC Board, Rob served as vice president of Transmission and Distribution
Infrastructure for the Power Delivery and Utilization research sector at the Electric Power
Research Institute. Prior to EPRI, Rob served as an Executive Vice President to Tennessee
Valley Authority, where we was responsible for a variety of areas, including power system
operations. And before TVA, Rob was a vice president at Duke Energy, responsible for power
delivery and gas transmission.
Rob Manning explained his excitement to attend SERC’s Board meeting, that SERC’s Board
meetings are a hot ticket among the NERC Board of Trustees due to all the exciting activities at
SERC. Mr. Manning also reminisced that his history in our industry lies with SERC. Mr.
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Manning spoke about how it’s been a challenging year for all of us, but our industry has always
found a way to thrive in challenging times. Quoting Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Bad times have a
scientific value. These are occasions a good learner would not miss.” Mr. Manning opined that
our industry stands up and gets things done during hard times. Mr. Manning stated, “Over the
past year, SERC’s accomplishments have been phenomenal.” Specifically, he commended our
continued transition to a hybrid board – a very positive step in recasting our board, the Florida
integration – our remarkable work expanding the scope of SERC’s territory and responsibility
and welcoming new friends, and our continued ability to deliver some of the best reliability in the
world in the face of three major hurricanes.
Consent Agenda
On a motion duly made and seconded, the Board approved the following items on the consent
agenda:
• The April 23, 2020 meeting minutes (Attachment 5 to the agenda)
• Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC) New Membership Request (Attachment
6 to the agenda)
• The agenda
Chair Ford welcomed FRCC as a member to SERC effective January 1, 2021, when the new
Bylaws become effective, to expand the ISO/RTO Sector to include Reliability Coordinators. He
also welcomed Stacy Dochoda, President and CEO of FRCC to the meeting and to SERC,
again thanking her for helping make the Florida integration smooth and seamless.
Board Executive Committee Report
Chair Ford reported on recent Board Executive Committee (BEC) activities. The BEC has been
actively engaged in the governance transition, providing strategic direction to Jason and his
team so that we can be ready for January 1, 2021. The BEC also oversaw the Independent
Director Search, which was led by our Vice Chair Todd Hillman. The BEC engaged in a
strategic planning session in June of this year, and approved the 2021-2023 Strategic plan in
September. Tim Ponseti, SERC VP of Operations, has kept the BEC apprised throughout the
year on the changes to SERC’s IT and Security strategy, and the BEC approved one of the
projects coming out of that strategy, the Member Portal Consolidation Project. The BEC
provided direction on the creation of a Board Risk Committee, discussed the ERO Align Project,
and approved our new NERC-SERC Delegation Agreement as well as our updated Cash
Investment Policy. Chair Ford also reviewed upcoming BEC activities, including approving the
2020 corporate strategic initiative results, approving the 2021 corporate strategic initiatives,
overseeing the transition to the new governance structure, electing a Chair and Vice Chair of
the Board, and electing the Board Committee membership.
Human Resources and Compensation Committee (HRCC) Report
Doug Lego, HRCC Chair, reviewed the committee’s recent activities, specifically highlighting
staffing, including drastically improved turnover and vacancy rates. He also highlighted SERC’s
COVID-19 employee connectivity efforts and office reopening plans, noting health and safety of
staff is a continued priority. The HRCC also received a preliminary review of proposed 2021
Corporate Strategic Initiatives. Mr. Lego also discussed upcoming activities for the HRCC.
Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) Report
Laura Coakley, FAC Chair, provided a review of committee activity including endorsing the final
2021 Business Plan and Budget and endorsing the member portal consolidation project. The
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committee also reviewed updated 2020 spending projections, authorized filing 2019 IRS Form
990, approved the Financial Internal Control Policy and reviewed quarterly financial statements.
Ms. Coakley also reviewed upcoming activities for the FAC.
George Krogstie provided details of the financials, explaining that when the Board met in April,
we were still early on in the pandemic, but since then, we’ve committed to returning savings to
stakeholders in the form of reduced future assessments (Attachment 7 to the agenda). Mr.
Krogstie reported looking into the feasibility of speeding up the member portal consolidation
project, which was originally budgeted over three years. He reported looking at trying to
complete that project in a two-year period without requesting additional funding, which would
reduce the budget request in 2022.
Compliance Committee Report
Mark Ringhausen, Compliance Committee Chair, provided the committee’s final report to the
Board, due to the committee sunsetting at the end of the year as we move to implement a
broader Board Risk Committee. Over the past year, the committee reviewed themes and
lessons learned from compliance activities, discussed compliance program trends and metrics,
performed quality reviews of previously filed enforcement actions, discussed risk-based
approach to 2020 compliance monitoring plans. For the remainder of the year, the Compliance
Committee will work toward a smooth transition of the compliance program oversight role to the
new Board Risk Committee.
Nominating Committee Report
Tim Lyons, Nominating Committee Chair, thanked committee members for service over the last
two years with all the changes associated with the FRCC integration and moving to the new
Board structure. Mr. Lyons commended the committee members for doing an outstanding job
vetting these program and process changes. Mr. Lyons reported the committee endorsed the
Independent Director Task Force’s recommendation to elect the three Independent Director
candidates to serve on the SERC Board of Directors. For the remainder of the year, the
Nominating Committee will work toward a smooth transition into the Nominating and
Governance Committee.
Hurricane Laura Restoration
Tim Ponseti, SERC VP of Operations discussed Hurricane Laura. With 150 mph sustained
wind speed, Laura came ashore as a strong and deadly category 4 hurricane. Laura destroyed
the transmission system in south-western Louisiana, especially in the area in and around Lake
Charles. In its wake it left 1 million customers without power, an incredible 342 sustained
transmission line outages, 1900 transmission structures damaged, and 430 substations
damaged. Adding to the restoration challenges, the area of southwest LA and eastern Texas is
really an electrical peninsula or load pocket, which relies heavily on 3 Extra High Voltage
transmission lines into the pocket. Hurricane Laura went almost directly over a major substation
in this area, which serves as a hub for multi voltage transmission lines, as well as generation.
Further, much of this area is very rural, not easily accessible, and made up of marsh and
wetlands. Mr. Ponseti noted that reporting on this devastation hits close to home as he is from
South-east LA and has many close friends and family still in the area.
Mr. Ponseti reported on restoration efforts following Hurricane Laura, emphasizing how all the
companies and players involved worked together in a highly collaborative, open and transparent
manner. MISO, Entergy, and CLECO have closely coordinated with SERC throughout the
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restoration effort. Mr. Ponseti reported that with the addition of staff from Florida, as well as
some recent key hires, SERC now has a significant number of folks who have had direct
experience in storm restoration and emergency operations, which has allowed us to step up and
be the ERO leader and trusted expert in this area. Based on our staff’s experience in working
devastating damage, and islanded systems without any live feeds or generation, we sent 15
restorations guidelines to Entergy and MISO to serve as an aid to all parties as they manage
risk levels during restoration efforts, especially when thinking through a range of contingencies
that may be needed – including load adjustments and curtailments as cranking paths into Lake
Charles get rebuilt. Mr. Ponseti concluded that our Technical Committees have identified
Extreme Weather is one of the top two risks the SERC region BES system faces and Hurricane
Laura proved this point in spades. With the addition of the Florida Peninsula to SERC, it’s
almost impossible now for a hurricane to miss us.
Jim Schott, Entergy VP Transmission, presented to the Board on Entergy’s experience during
Hurricane Laura and restoration efforts following the hurricane. Mr. Schott expressed gratitude
to the industry, including many companies on SERC’s Board, for sharing people, resources, and
materials to aid in restoration efforts. Entergy received mutual assistance from over 25 utilities.
He especially thanked Florida Power and Light for providing over 50 500kV structures.
Terry Whitmore, CLECO VP Transmission Services, also presented to the Board on his
company’s, CLECO’s, experience and restoration following Hurricane Laura. Mr. Whitmore
noted CLECO lost nearly 50% of customers during the hurricane and roughly half of its
transmission system was out of service. Mr. Whitmore also thanked industry for assistance
during restoration and specifically thanked Entergy for its coordinated restoration efforts.
ERO Enterprise Transformation-Sara Patrick
Sara Patrick, Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) President and CEO, praised SERC
entities for the impressive coordinated response to recent severe weather. Mr. Patrick spoke to
the Board about the ERO Enterprise transformation, noting she has watched how much things
have changed specifically at SERC since Jason began leading. In December of 2018, Jim
Robb, NERC President and CEO brought the region CEOs together to talk about how we could
work better as one synchronous machine. Ms. Patrick discussed the “why” behind the
transformation effort – that the ERO Enterprise has a shared vision adopted by all the regions
and NERC: a highly reliable and secure North American bulk power system. This is the
compass that guides us as we work together collaboratively, sharing our expertise, and
recognizing the model is unique. Ms. Patrick discussed the brilliance of the ERO model and the
“how” of the transformation effort – focus on top talent and expertise, innovative and risk-based
programs, collaboration with industry, and independence and objectivity – which is integral as
regulators. Ms. Patrick discussed optimizing the ERO model and inventing a new future. She
discussed recognizing the distinct roles between NERC and the regions, striving for alignment
and consistency, harmonization of messages, recognizing risks can vary across North America
(e.g., SERC faces hurricanes).
Ms. Patrick reviewed accomplishments achieved in the transformation efforts: shared
recognition that the future has not yet happened; alignment around our vision, mission, and
principles; defined the ERO Enterprise Golden Circle; empowered leaders across all levels of
the enterprise; and increased collaboration across all areas of the ERO Enterprise. Lastly, Ms.
Patrick discussed what lies ahead – the ERO leaders have defined aspirations for the future that
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fall into three categories: (1) critical mission; (2) brilliant model; and (3) sustainability. Within the
critical mission category, ERO leadership aspires that the “why” is embraced by all staff, we
focus on reliability and security risks, and the expertise of industry stakeholders is a valuable
component of our mission. Within the brilliant model category, the ERO leadership aspires that
NERC’s oversight of the Regional Entities feels natural and helpful, regions are proven test
laboratories, working groups are empowered, mission-centric teams organically form across the
ERO, programs are synchronized with enhanced data security, E-ISAC and regions coordinate,
and federal, state, and provincial regulators are thoughtfully engaged through an ERO
coordinated approach. Within the sustainability category, ERO leadership aspires that staff are
advocates for the transformation, there is a commitment to leadership development, new
executives are successfully integrated, and we have a trusting, collaborative, challenging, and
continuous improvement mindset across the ERO Enterprise that values diversity and
inclusiveness.
2021-2023 Strategic Plan
Brian Thumm, SERC VP, Performance Improvement & Risk Management, presented SERC’s
final 2021-2023 Strategic Plan to the Board, noting that over the summer, we vetted the inputs
to the plan with the Board Executive Committee, and we gained their approval of the document
at their September meeting (Attachment 8 to the agenda). Mr. Thumm reviewed the strategic
planning process, including inputs such as the Enterprise Risk Management process and heat
map produced from it, the Regional Risk Report, an environmental scan, and the ERO
Enterprise Strategic focus areas – and discussed how SERC plans to uniquely meet those
goals on a granular, local (regional) level. He highlighted that new this year is the inclusion of
SERC’s four cultural attributes: leader, collaborative, expert, and purposeful – which we are
incorporating into our daily lexicon and performance reviews. Mr. Thumm reviewed SERC’s
continued three strategic focus areas, including achievements already made and critical
elements planned for achieving them: (1) position SERC as a credible trusted expert
organization for its stakeholders; (2) establish SERC as a leader across the ERO Enterprise and
FERC; and (3) foster a highly desirable place to work through culture and purpose. Lastly, Mr.
Thumm reviewed the three year road map to achieve those objectives, emphasizing the
importance of continuous improvement in these areas.
Regional Risk Identification, Mitigation & Communication
Melinda Montgomery, SERC Senior Director of Engineering & Advanced Analytics, presented to
the Board about the changes SERC has made this year in the way we identify, mitigate, and
communicate reliability risks. This important effort builds on the existing risk prioritization efforts
of the SERC Reliability Risk Working Group, and sets important groundwork for future changes
in how we collaborate about risk, such as the formation of the new Board Risk Committee. Ms.
Montgomery explained this effort is central to everything we do. Prioritizing risk enables us to
mobilize and deploy our resources to address those risks with the most impact. In our recent
update to the SERC risk registry for 2020, extreme weather rose to our 2nd highest risk. The
likelihood and impact of extreme weather is of particular importance to our footprint, which
drives our work plans and outreach efforts. SERC employees support this effort through the
work that they do, every day. They have the data and insights into the events, compliance
performance, and engineering assessments of the entities in our footprint. Gathering that
information at a departmental level for region-level evaluation is so important in understanding
the “ambient risk” of our entities, and the risks that are emerging or are being reduced through
our efforts, and those of the stakeholders themselves. Having processes in place to ensure that
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we are sharing those insights with our stakeholders is a major part of what we are focusing on in
2020.
Ms. Montgomery reviewed our risk inputs, including the NERC RISC report, the State of
Reliability Report, and Long Term Reliability Assessments. She explained mitigation efforts
underway at the NERC level inform where SERC and stakeholders can participate most
effectively – without duplicating efforts. SERC technical committees and the analysis expertise
of SERC staff also add to the efforts of SERC’s Reliability Risk Working Group in evaluating and
prioritizing risks. We are now working as a team to gather viewpoints from across the
organization, share them, and form more robust trends and insights. For example, for the first
time SERC staff from across the organization brought risks to our stakeholder groups for
consideration, which was well received. Ms. Montgomery reviewed the SERC Regional Risk
Framework, including (i) risk identification, (ii) risk assessment and analysis, (iii) mitigation
planning, and (iv) mitigation implementation, monitoring, & control – and explained how
collaboration with stakeholders is the thread that runs throughout. Lastly, Ms. Montgomery
discussed the recently published Reliability Risk Report and the top ten risks identified and
prioritized in the report (Attachment 9 to the agenda). She highlighted the top two risks,
cybersecurity threats and extreme weather and mitigation plans and efforts planned and
underway for these risks.
Election of Independent Directors
Board Vice-Chair Todd Hillman, Chair of the Independent Director Search Task Force,
presented to the Board on the search process undertaken by the task force and presented the
three nominees selected by the task force for Board approval (Attachment 10 to the agenda).
Vice-Chair Hillman thanked the task force members, including Chair Ford, Tim Lyons, Grant
Lacerte, Roger Clark, and Lee Xanthakos, and thanked Holly Hawkins, SERC VP, GC, and
Corporate Secretary, and thanked Chris Guiney with Carter Baldwin (the executive search firm
used for this effort) for their work over the last year in searching for Independent Directors.
Vice-Chair Hillman explained the task force focused on thought and sector diversity and making
sure the candidates would fit well into SERC’s culture. He noted the final three selected
nominees have executive level experience, collectively including infrastructure industry
expertise, focus in finance, information technology and cybersecurity expertise, public policy
expertise, proven corporate and board leadership skills, and diverse representation. Mr.
Hillman presented the three Independent Director nominees to the Board.
On a motion duly made and seconded, the Board duly approved the nominees for Independent
Directors. Specifically, the Board approved the following individuals as SERC’s inaugural slate
of Intendent Directors:
• Shirley Bloomfield is the Chief Executive Officer of National Telecommunications
Cooperative Association. The Board elected Ms. Bloomfield to serve as an Independent
Director on the SERC Board for a two year term, beginning January 1, 2021.
• Lonni Dieck is the Former Senior Vice President and Treasurer at American Electric
Power. The Board elected Ms. Dieck to serve as an Independent Director on the SERC
Board for a three year term, beginning January 1, 2021.
• Deborah Wheeler is the Global Chief Information Security Officer for Delta Air Lines.
The Board elected Ms. Wheeler to serve as an Independent Director on the SERC
Board for a two year term, beginning January 1, 2021.
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Chair Ford thanked Mr. Hillman, Ms. Hawkins, and Chris Guiney with Carter Baldwin for an
outstanding job.
Governance Transition
Holly Hawkins presented to the Board on the governance transition. She reviewed the focus
areas: transition the Board Executive Committee into the Board, select Independent Directors,
transition the full Board into an active Membership body, revamp the Board Committees
(including updating charters and creating work plans), and ensure stakeholder continued
engagement through the Membership body. Ms. Hawkins specifically reviewed the new Board
Risk Committee in detail: The Risk Committee’s mission centric goal will be to ensure SERC is
focused on identifying, prioritizing, and managing risks to support SERC’s mission of reducing
risks to the reliability and security of the bulk power system, for today and the future. The
committee will be chaired by an Independent Director. The committee will be responsible for
oversight of two types of risk: (1) reliability and security risks to SERC’s footprint (we call these
“Regional Risks”); and (2) strategic and operational risks to SERC (we call these “Enterprise
Risks or Corporate Risks”). Ms. Hawkins explained the committee’s oversight of each of the
two types of risk will be slightly different and walked through the oversight and reporting
expectations for each type of risk. Ms. Hawkins reported that SERC is first in class in the ERO
in standing up a comprehensive Risk Committee of this nature. Ms. Hawkins discussed
continued training planned for both Directors and membership representatives.
Florida Integration
John Odom, SERC Principal Consultant, provided an update on the continued integration of the
Florida entities into SERC, noting that even though the official transition was almost 16 months
ago, the work to ensure a smooth and seamless transition continues. Mr. Odom highlighted
continued formal and informal outreach efforts and work underway to address issues related to
the SERC Under-Frequency Load Shed (UFLS) Regional standard, which was one of the
commitments made to Florida entities in the transition agreement. Further, representation by
Florida entities in our Technical Committees, subcommittees, and working groups is very strong
– with Florida entities making up more than 20% of the total 1,300 member representatives
participating in our technical committees. Lastly, Mr. Odom reported that we recently conducted
a survey of Florida entities to measure how well we have communicated with them and their
level of satisfaction with both the transition and on-going interactions with SERC. Mr. Odom
reported we received 56 responses and the results were generally very good. Mr. Odom
reviewed the scores of each question – noting we scored 4.4 out of 5 for the overall transition
success and 4.3 out of 5 for communications. We scored the lowest in satisfaction with the
portals – but the good news is a project is currently underway to consolidate our member portals
and enhance security. Mr. Odom reported that related to technical committees, while we have
some work to do to ensure Florida entities are satisfied with being integrated into our technical
committees, we are very pleased with the strong participation by the Florida entities across the
technical committees. Florida entities make up more than 20% of the stakeholder membership,
so overall, we have strong Florida representation in the technical committees. Mr. Odom
reviewed some specific comments received – both positive and constructive, and concluded
that the insights we gained through this survey will help SERC be a leader in the ERO in
addressing technical issues.
President & CEO Jason Blake thanked Mr. Odom for his service to SERC and the ERO
Enterprise, for his counsel, and commitment to bringing together FRCC and SERC.
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Align Project
Tim Ponseti provided an update on the Align project to create and implement an ERO-wide
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) portal and tool. Mr. Ponseti
reminded the committee of the project’s two components: (1) Align; and (2) the Secure
Evidence Locker. Mr. Ponseti, highlighted recent achievements, including completing beta
testing with registered entities. Mr. Ponseti discussed the secure design of the evidence locker.
Lastly, Mr. Ponseti reported the next steps include training and introducing all staff and
stakeholders to the tool, followed by staggered releases, with SERC’s implementation planned
between March and May 2021. Mr. Ponseti thanked the Board for continued support to make
the Align project successful.
Technical Committee Reports
Chair Ford noted that the Technical Committee reports are included in the agenda package as
Attachment 11. Mr. Ford recognized the recipients of the Technical Committee awards,
including Patrick Brown, MISO, who led the Engineering Committee from 2018 to 2020; Rey
Ramos, Southern Company, who proposed and laid the groundwork for the formation of the
Geomagnetic disturbance working group; Scott Goodwin, MISO, who contributed significantly to
the ongoing Planning Coordination Ad Hoc Team’s work in improving the near and long term
studies; Tom Pruitt, Duke Energy Carolinas, who was a significant contributor to the BAL-003
drafting team, and an active participant on the NERC Resource Subcommittee representing
SERC; and finally, Jim Howard, who sadly passed away this year. Jim held the position of
Senior CIP Manager at Lakeland Electric. Jim chaired the Critical Infrastructure Protection
Subcommittee at FRCC for many years, and he was also instrumental in the smooth integration
of Florida entities into SERC.
Upcoming Meetings
Chair Ford noted that the upcoming meeting dates are included in the agenda package as Attachment
12. Holly Hawkins noted the changes in the Board meeting schedule being implemented next year
with the governance transition. Specifically, we are moving to a quarterly Board meeting schedule and
plan to hold our inaugural annual Membership meeting on March 31, 2021. All board and membership
meetings will be added to the calendar on SERC’s public website.
Closing Remarks and Adjourn
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:03pm.
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Exhibit A
SERC Board of Directors
Meeting Attendance
October 21, 2020
Board of Directors – Voting Members Present
Member Name

Member Organization

Mark Ennis
Shawn Schukar
Dennis Kramer
Buddy Hasten
Jeff Harrison
Don Cuevas
Mike Chambliss
Brett Kruse
Barbara Quinones
Scott Rogers
Terry Whitmore
Steve McElhaney
Lee Xanthakos (Treasurer)
Nelson Peeler
Denver York
Roy Jones
Jim Schott
Brian Tiedemann
Carol Chinn
Manny Miranda
Eduardo DeVarona
Paul Jakubczak
Greg Ford (Chair)
Joe Sowell
Denise Ayers
C.J. Ingersoll
Trent Carlson
Ricky Erixton
Nick Batty
Grant Lacerte
Mike Beckham
Eric Scott
Chris Balmer
Beth McFarland

Alabama Municipal Electric Authority
Ameren Services Company
Ameren Services Company
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Associated Electric Corporative, Inc.
Beaches Energy Services of Jacksonville Beach
Big Rivers Electric Corporation
Calpine Corporation
City of Homestead
City of Springfield, IL - CWLP
Cleco Corporate Holdings, LLC
Cooperative Energy
Dominion Energy Carolinas, LLC
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
East Kentucky Power Cooperative
ElectriCities of North Carolina, Inc.
Entergy
Florida Keys Electric Cooperative Association
Florida Municipal Power Agency
Florida Power & Light Company
Florida Power & Light Company
Fort Pierce Utilities Authority
Georgia System Operations Corporation
Georgia Transmission Corporation
Gridforce Energy Management, LLC
Gridforce Energy Management, LLC
GridLiance Holdco, LP
JEA
Key West, City of (Keys Energy)
Kissimmee Utility Authority
Lakeland Electric
Lee County Electric Cooperative, Inc.
LG&E and KU Services Company
LG&E and KU Services Company
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Member Name

Member Organization

Dan Jewell
Allan Long
Alonzo Weaver
Todd Hillman (Vice Chair)
Doug Lego (HRCC Chair)
Kent Cochran
Joseph Bunch
John Cook
Richard McCall
David Sims
Venona Greaff
Tim Lyons (NC Chair)
Lawrence Hopkins
Jay Farrington
Nick Fogleman
Ray Crooks
Lisa Johnson
Arnold Singleton
Chris Wagner
Herb Nadler
Adrianne Collins
William Hutchinson
Robert McGarrah
Brad Cox
Bob Dalrymple
Anthony Taylor
Rachel Snead
Dan Roethmeyer
Jason Marshall

Louisiana Generating, LLC
Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia
Nashville Electric Service
New Smyrna Beach, Utilities Commission of
North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation
North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation
Northern Star Generation Services Company, LLC
Occidental Chemical Corporation
Owensboro, KY Municipal Utilities
Piedmont Electric Membership Corporation
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
Prairie Power, Inc.
Reedy Creek Improvement District
Seminole Electric Cooperative
South Carolina Public Service Authority
South Carolina Public Service Authority
Southeastern Power Administration
Southern Company Services, Inc.
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative
Tallahassee, City of
Tenaska Power Services, Co.
Tennessee Valley Authority
Tennessee Valley Authority
Virginia Electric and Power Company
Vistra Corporation
Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.
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Other Attendees
Member Name
Jim Goodrich
Rob Manning
Colleen Sidford
Carolyn Woodard
Stacy Dochoda
Dave Owens
John Greaves (CIPC Vice Chair)
Laura Coakley (FAC Chair)
Tony Hall (CIPC Chair)
Sara Patrick
Mark Ringhausen (BCC Chair)
Jason Blake
Barbara Ecton
Holly Hawkins
George Krogstie
Melinda Montgomery
John Odom
Tim Ponseti
Rebecca Poulsen
Brian Thumm

Member Organization
Board Advisor
NERC Board
NERC Board
Beaches Energy Services of Jacksonville Beach
Florida Reliability Coordinating Council
Gainesville Regional Utilities
Georgia Power Company
Georgia System Operations Corporation
LG&E and KU Services Company
Midwest Reliability Organization
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
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SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Board Executive Committee Meeting Agenda
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
December 9, 2020
11:15 a.m. – 2:45 p.m. Eastern
Attendance (all via WebEx)
Member Name
Greg Ford, Chair
Todd Hillman, Vice Chair
Lee Xanthakos, Treasurer
Jason Blake, Ex Officio
Nathan Brown
Roger Clark
Brad Cox
Bob Dalrymple
Venona Greaff
Lisa Johnson
Doug Lego
Tim Lyons
Manny Miranda
Nelson Peeler
Shawn Schukar
Arnold Singleton

Member Organization
Georgia System Operations Corporation
Midcontinent Independent System Operator
Dominion Energy South Carolina, Inc.
SERC Reliability Corporation
Cooperative Energy
Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Tenaska Power Services Co.
Tennessee Valley Authority
Occidental Chemical Corporation
Seminole Electric Cooperative
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia
Owensboro, KY Municipal Utilities
Florida Power & Light Company
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
Ameren Services Company
South Carolina Public Service Authority

OTHER WEBEX ATTENDEES
Member Name
Laura Coakley
Grant Lacerte
Shirley Bloomfield
Lonni Dieck
Deborah Wheeler
Barbara Ecton
Holly Hawkins
George Krogstie
Marnie Moskowitz
John Odom
Tim Ponseti
Rebecca Poulsen
Brian Thumm

Member Organization
FAC Chair
Kissimmee Utility Authority
Independent Director
Independent Director
Independent Director
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
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Call to Order
Vice Chair Todd Hillman called to order the meeting of the SERC Board Executive Committee
(BEC) and welcomed attendees. Vice Chair Hillman welcomed the three new Independent
Directors and also welcomed guests Grant Lacerte with Kissimmee Utility Authority and Laura
Coakley, Chair of the Finance and Audit Committee.
Chair Ford noted that this is the last SERC Executive Committee meeting since the BEC is
transitioning to become the full Board on January 1, 2021. Chair Ford also welcomed the three
new Independent Directors who will join the board January 1, 2021: Shirley Bloomfield is the
Chief Executive Officer of NTCA - The Rural Broadband Association and has spent her career
leading efforts to raise the visibility of the value and innovation of independent, rural telecom
companies; Lonni Dieck is the Former Senior Vice President and Treasurer at American Electric
Power (AEP), with more than 37 years of financial experience, primarily in the utility industry;
and Debbie Wheeler is the Global Chief Information Security Officer for Delta Air Lines and has
more than 25 years of cyber security expertise, information technology risk management, and
data privacy experience.
Safety and Security Briefing
Tim Ponseti provided safety tips for the upcoming holiday season, focusing on three areas
designed to keep us safe during the 2020 holiday season: (1) when putting up decorations, be
mindful of electrical and ladder safety; (2) do not drink and drive; and (3) the 3 Ws for COVID19: Wait – to allow six feet of social distancing; Wash your hands; and Wear your mask.
Mr. Ponseti provided the following online shopping tips: (1) keep a clean machine – ensure it
has the latest browser and security upgrades and is running only apps and software that have
the most current version; (2) use secure WiFi; do not use free public WiFi; (3) use multifactor
authentication and strong passwords; (4) resist the urge to click (if it seems too good to be true,
it likely is); (5) slow down and think before you click; (6) use search engines sparingly; (7) shop
securely – make sure sites have “https” in the URL; (8) pay wisely; (9) monitor your accounts for
suspicious activity; and (10) use text and email alerts offered by banks and credit card
companies.
Introductions and Announcement of Quorum
Holly Hawkins led introductions of members and other representatives as listed above and
announced that a quorum was present.
Antitrust Guidelines, Confidentiality Requirements, and Fiduciary Duties
Ms. Hawkins reminded the members that SERC’s antitrust guidelines, confidentiality, and
fiduciary duties policies were attached to the meeting agenda.
Consent Agenda
On a motion duly made and seconded, the BEC approved the consent agenda as follows:
• Sept. 9, 2020 meeting minutes (Attachment 5 to the agenda)
• Agenda
Chair’s Report
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Chair Ford provided a summary of the November 2020 NERC Board meetings, which were
again held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Opening remarks were made by Patricia
Hoffman, principal deputy assistant secretary at the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Electricity; and John McAvoy, chair and chief executive officer (CEO) of Consolidated Edison of
New York, who is retiring at the end of the year. In his president’s remarks, Jim Robb, NERC’s
president and CEO, noted that November marked 55 years since the 1965 northeast blackout
that left 30 million people without power for 13 hours and started the voluntary NERC
organization that ultimately became the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO). The Board
adopted the Cyber Security Supply Chain Risks project, which includes CIP Standards on
Electronic Security Perimeter(s), Configuration Change Management and Vulnerability
Assessments, and Supply Chain Risk Management. The Board also approved the 2021 ERO
Enterprise work plan priorities, which identify key activities that will be tracked and reported on
throughout the year and that align closely with the ERO Enterprise Long-Term Strategy.
Chair Ford, Vice Chair Hillman, and President and CEO Jason Blake, attended the Joint Board
meeting with the trustees and senior leadership of NERC as well as the Board Chairs, Vice
Chairs, and CEOs of the Regional Entities. In that meeting, each region had an opportunity to
discuss plans to build relationships with the state regulators in our regions. They also had an
opportunity to discuss SERC’s approach to IT and Security, and the work to continue to mature
our program by building an in-house IT and Security team.
Chair Ford recognized how far SERC has come this year and recognized the many successes
SERC has had over the past five years he has served as Chair. SERC has new leadership and
management. The Board brought Jason Blake on as CEO two years ago. SERC has also
strengthened its leadership team over the past few years with the additions of Holly Hawkins,
Tim Ponseti, George Krogstie, and Brian Thumm. Chair Ford stated he is really proud of the
positive cultural changes the new leadership has made at SERC under Jason’s leadership.
SERC’s footprint has grown too – with the dissolution of SPP and FRCC Regional Entities. We
have undergone a governance overhaul – a major governance restructuring involving revising
our Bylaws, turning this Executive Committee into the Board, transitioning the larger Board into
an active and engaged Membership Committee, and reinvigorating our Board Committees –
including forming a Board Committee focused on risk. Under the new leadership and
management, SERC has made substantial programmatic improvements. SERC has improved
its noncompliance processing, achieved more vibrant and active technical committees, and is
becoming a more risk based organization with clear strategic focus. This year, SERC has not
lost a step during the challenges brought on by the pandemic – SERC has remained extremely
productive and stood out as a leader in the ERO. Chair Ford noted that he is very proud of what
SERC has accomplished this year and in the past several years and happy that Todd, Lee, and
himself could lead the Board during this time of exciting progress.
President’s Report
President and CEO Jason Blake thanked Chair Ford for his leadership and comments. Mr.
Blake reported to the Committee by looking back on 2020.
He acknowledged the unique challenges SERC faced in 2020, such as the global pandemic, a
relentless hurricane season, and social unrest. Mr. Blake recognized the opportunities that the
challenges throughout 2020 have brought to the SERC team. First, working remotely almost
the entire year has forced us to rethink everything we do and how we do it while pursuing the
question “why am I doing this.” This has allowed maturation to occur, and has been a catalyst
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for SERC to become even more risk based. Second, we have reflected on the importance of
our industry and the role and opportunities SERC has to support the industry. Third, the value
of an inclusive work force has become more apparent and allows us to hear different
perspectives. The opportunity of having this pushed to the forefront this year is something to
appreciate.
After discussing the challenges and unique opportunities realized in 2020, Mr. Blake turned to
discuss that having a clear vision and three key strategic focus has helped drive SERC in 2020.
Mr. Blake discussed what we have accomplished and where we want to go with each of the
three focus areas: (1) being a credible trusted expert organization for our stakeholders; (2)
establishing SERC as a leader across the ERO and FERC; and (3) creating a highly desirable
place to work through culture and purpose.
1. Positioning SERC as a credible and trusted expert organization – Mr. Blake explained
this focus area drives SERC to be a world class risk based organization, to be experts
on risk identification, assessment, mitigation, and communicating about those risks. Mr.
Blake recognized several activities and program areas demonstrating this focus area
over the past year: (1) Regional Risk Report – we have made improvements to the
Regional Risk Report which identifies and prioritizes the key reliability risks in SERC’s
footprint and informs how we can deploy our resources in a thoughtful manner. The
effort to develop the risk report engages our stakeholder community through technical
committees – an area where SERC is a leader; (2) Monitoring approach – we tested
approaches to be even more risk-based in how we plan and conduct monitoring
engagements. SERC was the very first region to do a virtual audit, which was praised
by NERC and FERC. We went on to conduct all audits virtually this year and shared
lessons learned with our sister regions, who are also now doing this; (3) Maintained
productivity – some examples are the monitoring team is on track to perform over 90
audits and self-certifications this year, the enforcement and risk assessment mitigation
teams made progress with process improvements. We have historically had a backlog
in violation processing and now, for the first time ever, we have more going out than
coming in – and at a proven sustainable rate; (4) Outreach – we are working to help
stakeholders understand how to prevent issues and mitigate risks by focusing on
developing eLearning modules. We have returned to meeting our goal of at least 90% of
violations being self-reported or self-identified, which we believe our outreach efforts
have helped; (5) Vibrant technical committees – we have over 1,300 technical experts
coming together to solve real technical problems. Over the last few years we have
focused on leveraging our technical committees to make sure stakeholders are seeing
and creating value in this area (e.g., the Regional Risk Report improvements). We are
starting to see organic, grass roots efforts where the technical committees are identifying
timely and important topics. Examples include an effort to create an inverter based
interconnected resource guide, standing up a geomagnetic disturbance group, and
standing up a CIP tools working; and (6) Florida integration – this effort did not end in
July last year. We have continued to pursue a true integration where Florida companies
know they are just as much part of SERC as everyone else with 20% of our technical
committees are now made up of Florida representatives.
2. Establishing SERC as a leader across the ERO and FERC – Mr. Blake provided the
following examples of this focus area: (1) Governance restructuring – NERC has
recognized this effort, specifically the NERC Board Chair described SERC as moving
from last to first in class in this area; (2) Unrelenting focus on risk; and (3) ERO
transformation – After admitting that in the past the ERO has not worked so well
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together, we have taken great efforts to ensure we understand the value of the ERO
model.
3. Creating a highly desirable place to work through culture and purpose – Mr. Blake
recognized that 2020 brought challenges such as social injustice, hard conversations,
and an environment where we are physically separated. These challenges forced us to
find creative solutions to how we have the hard conversations, including town halls and
standing up coffee talks – a recurring simple meeting where we show an interesting topic
around things such as race or perception. Mr. Blake reported these efforts are paying
off, shown by the data: we were at a vacancy rate of 27%, and now we are at 7%; we
have the lowest turnover rate we’ve ever had; and the recent employee engagement
survey shows the executive team is trustworthy and staff believes in the mission and
vision. While we still have work to do, the momentum is real.
Mr. Blake turned to strategize how we keep this momentum going into the future. He reported
we will (1) continue our progress to be a truly risk-based organization; (2) further strengthen our
relationship with the Board; (3) strengthen mid-level management and bench strength across
the organization; and (4) continue maturation of our security program.
In closing, Mr. Blake recognized outgoing Chair, Greg Ford and reflected on his leadership over
the past several years. At the NERC level, Mr. Ford was the former Chair of the NERC
Members Representative Committee where he effectively represented all members across
North America, and is now the Chair and a founding member of the new Reliability and Security
Technical Committee (RSTC). At SERC, Mr. Ford has served as the Board Chair for the last
five years. Mr. Ford has represented SERC so well across the ERO and FERC and brought
tremendous credibility to SERC. Lastly, Mr. Blake noted Mr. Ford has been a mentor and
friend, giving great advice and counsel. Mr. Blake presented Chair Ford with a gavel plaque
and bottle of bourbon in recognition of his service.
Chair Ford thanked Mr. Blake for kind remarks, stating that it has been a pleasure. Chair Ford
recognized Nelson Peeler’s help in getting through tough times on SERC’s Board. Chair Ford
thanked all the members for their support to allow him to speak so boldly and talk on behalf of
everyone, “Knowing you were all behind me is the only way it worked.” Grant Lacerte thanked
Chair Ford for his leadership in the Florida transition.
Human Resources and Compensation Committee (HRCC) Report
Doug Lego, HRCC Chair provided a review of HRCC recent activities, including approving
Independent Director Compensation Policy, approving SERC Officer compensation and
incentives, reviewing commitment to culture activities, reviewing the whistleblower hotline
reports (none to review), endorsing supplemental retirement contribution, reviewing and
accepting 2020 Corporate Strategic Initiatives results, approving 2020 incentive pool (108%),
and endorsing 2021 Corporate Strategic Initiatives.
Brian Thumm, Vice President Performance Improvement & Risk Management, presented the
2021 Corporate Strategic Initiatives, including the process undertaken to arrive at them: (1)
continue maturation of our cybersecurity program (weighted 20%); (2) implementation of a data
governance program (weighted 30%); and (3) continuation of the regional risk management
work (weighted 30%). Mr. Thumm also presented a new component of the incentive
calculation, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) – SERC will start to include operational
performance as part of its incentive calculation (weighted 20%). Mr. Thumm reviewed four
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statements of operational success to be measured in 2021: (1) reliability risk; (2) reliability
standards oversight; (3) enterprise risk; and (4) cybersecurity management. The Committee
discussed the proposed measures and whether the goals have enough stretch in them to be
challenging to obtain.
On a motion duly made and seconded, the BEC approved the 2021 Corporate Strategic
Initiatives and KPIs as presented.
Mr. Lego presented the 2020 supplemental retirement contribution to the SERC 401k retirement
plan of 5%. Upon recommendation by the HRCC and on a motion duly made, the BEC
approved the supplemental retirement contribution of 5%.
In closing, Mr. Lego reviewed upcoming activities for the HRCC.
Elect Board Officers (Chair, Vice Chair, Lead Independent Director) for 2021-2022 Term
Tim Lyons, Chair of the Nominating Committee, presented the nominees for the Board Officer
positions. Mr. Lyons reviewed the historical positions and new positions as we transition our
governance structure and he reviewed the process and key considerations when determining
the nominees. Mr. Lyons presented the Board Officer nominees as follows: (1) Todd Hillman
with MISO to serve as Chair; (2) Lee Xanthakos with Dominion Energy South Carolina to serve
as Vice Chair; and (3) Lonni Dieck to serve as Lead Independent Director.
Upon recommendation by the Nominating Committee, the BEC elected the Chair, Vice Chair,
and Lead Independent Director to the Board for a term beginning January 1, 2021 and ending
May 31, 2022, as presented.
Elect Board Committee Chairs and Committee Representatives for 2021-2022 Term
Mr. Lyons, Nominating Committee Chair, presented the nominees for the Board Committee
members and Chairs as follows:
• Human Resource and Compensation Committee: Doug Lego (Municipal Sector) –
CHAIR; Nathan Brown (Cooperative Sector); Shirley Bloomfield (Independent); Lonni
Dieck (Independent); Greg Ford (Cooperative Sector); Manny Miranda (IOU Sector); and
Deborah Wheeler (Independent).
• Finance and Audit Committee: Lisa Johnson (Cooperative Sector) - CHAIR; Bob
Dalrymple (Federal/State Sector); Lonni Dieck (Independent); Brad Cox (Marketer
Sector); and Lee Xanthakos (IOU Sector).
• Nominating and Governance Committee: Time Lyons (Municipal Sector) – CHAIR;
Shirley Bloomfield (Independent); Venona Greaff (Merchant Electricity Generator
Sector); Arnold Singleton (Federal/State Sector); and Rob McGarrah (Municipal Sector).
• Risk Committee: Deborah Wheeler (Independent) – CHAIR; Greg Ford (Cooperative
Sector); Lisa Johnson (Cooperative Sector); Nelson Peeler (IOU Sector); and Shawn
Schukar (IOU Sector).
Upon recommendation by the Nominating Committee, the BEC approved the nominated Board
Committee representatives for terms beginning January 1, 2021 and ending May 31, 2022.
Further, Chair Ford approved the nominated Board Committee Chairs for terms beginning
January 1, 2021 and ending May 31, 2022.
Mr. Lyons thanked Chair Ford for his leadership and help over the years, especially this year
with the governance transition work.
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Approve Risk Committee Charter (Attachment 7 to the agenda)
Holly Hawkins, Vice President & General Counsel, presented the new Board Risk Committee
Charter, including its purpose, composition, and oversight responsibilities. The Risk Committee
will have oversight of key risk management, including reliability and security risks to SERC’s
footprint (“Regional Risks”) and strategic and operational risks to SERC (“Enterprise Risks”).
The Risk Committee will also have oversight of and ensure effective risk identification and
prioritization, effective risk management strategies, and effective implementation of mitigating
and corrective actions.
Ms. Hawkins thanked the task force for its work this past year in developing the Risk Committee
Charter and draft work plan. Ms. Hawkins noted the HRCC provided feedback for the Risk
Committee to have oversight over Corporate Strategic Initiatives and Key Performance
Indicators, which we will work into work plan. She explained now that we have committee
members identified, they will have an opportunity to provide input on the work plan before
finalizing it next year. Ms. Hawkins thanked Debbie Wheeler for taking on role as Chair of this
Risk Committee.
On a motion duly made and seconded, the BEC approved the Board Risk Committee Charter
subject to one revision clarifying that the Chair or designee conducts all meetings.
Year-End Performance Report
Brian Thumm provided a year-end performance report. Mr. Thumm reported positive trends in
SERC’s 2020 operational metrics, highlighting the following examples: (1) noncompliance
inventory – we have driven the enforcement backlog down 10% over the last year; (2) eLearning
modules – we have recorded 376 eLearning engagements and counting; (3) vacancy rate – our
vacancy rate has declined from 9% in January to 2% in October; and (4) Self-Reporting
percentage – overall our self-identified noncompliance level is 88%, close to reaching our 90%
internal goal. Mr. Thumm reported we have identified opportunities for improvement as well, for
example our phishing click rate overall is trending down. Mr. Thumm turned to discuss
achievements in our three strategic focus areas: (1) credible and trusted expert; (2) leader
across ERO and FERC; and (3) highly desirable place to work. Mr. Thumm provided several
examples of achievements in each area:
1. Credible trusted expert – since the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic we have
enhanced communication to our stakeholders across all platforms (e.g., social media,
newsletter, news feed on our public website, etc.), we transitioned to 100% off-site
engagements for reliability assurance and assistance, the risk assessment and
mitigation team and enforcement team partnered to make programmatic changes to
process violations more timely and achieved a processing rate of 0.86, we have
maintained momentum in value assessments and other process improvement activities,
we initiated and implemented internal cybersecurity enhancements, and cleared our
backlog of event analysis reports while successfully reporting on 28 active storms during
this hurricane season.
2. Leader across ERO and FERC – we have been actively participating with our ERO
peers during virtual town hall meetings advancing the ERO transformation, we hold a
number of leadership positions on the ERO collaboration groups – for example, Holly
Hawkins chairs the Legal Group; Pete Heidrich chairs the chairs the Organization
Registration and Certification Group, the Bulk Electric System Reference Document
Group and the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) and Hybrid Resources
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Subgroup; Matt Stryker chairs the CIP Compliance Task Force; Greg Tenley chairs the
compliance Manual Task Force; and Todd Curl chairs the coordinated oversight task
force.
3. Highly desirable place to work – we have made great strides in our employee
engagement and overall commitment to culture. We have integrated four strong cultural
attributes into our training programs, performance reviews, and staff engagement
activities – really all facets of the organization. We are leaders. We are experts. We are
collaborative, and we are purposeful. We have also made some improvements to our
portfolio of employee benefits. Finally, we have achieved historic low rates for turnover
and vacancies which provides continuity and sustainability, cohesiveness and a stronger
sense of team.
The Committee discussed SERC’s progress in being a desirable place to work. George
Krogstie, CFO & Corporate Treasurer discussed a recent survey of employees conducted in
October. The last time we conducted such a survey was in 2018, before Jason Blake started as
President and CEO. Mr. Krogstie reported that he recently met with the third party administrator
and reviewed the survey results. SERC has made notable improvements in many areas,
especially in trust in the executive team and their integrity. The results show staff has a strong
confidence in the executive team now. Mr. Krogstie discussed the most significant areas for
improvement include aligning individual and department goals with SERC’s overall goals,
succession planning – employees are looking at what their opportunities may be going forward,
and managing possible performance fatigue.
Information Technology and Security Strategy
Tim Ponseti, SERC VP Operations, reported that 2020 has been a rebuilding year for SERC in
the IT and security space. We have moved away from 100% dependence on IT contractor staff
and have begun to build an in-house IT and security program – currently we are at a 50/50 split.
We’ve consolidated and centralized the IT and security department and added dedicated staff.
We reorganized our security team to serve as an independent check on IT, established an IT
and security program framework to measure ourselves, and established a three-year plan to
close prioritized gaps – in 2020, we’ve closed over 50% of the identified gaps. Mr. Ponseti
turned to look forward into 2021 and reported on six key focus areas for the IT and security
program: (1) firmly establish and imbed a “security first” mindset across the SERC team – this
involves training, testing, establishing bench strength, building trust and ownership, providing
platforms to empower our business units, and preparing for external audits; (2) decrease
SERC’s risks – this involves maintaining high availability of infrastructure, following best
practices, adding monitoring and assessment, enhancing cyber and physical security program,
and completing security strategic objectives; (3) complete the prioritized gap assessment
initiatives – this involves closing out all 2021 assigned gaps and it involves a continuous journey
with a focus on people, process, and tools, including ongoing resource evaluation especially as
we realize the staffing impact from the Align tool and Secure Evidence Locker that will be rolled
out next year across the ERO; (4) increase ERO Enterprise engagement – a benefit realized
from centralizing our internal IT and security team is that we have established ourselves as one
of the leaders across NERC and the Regions; (5) increase stakeholder engagement – this
involves using webinars, forums, and technical committee meetings to raise awareness of
security issues and challenges across the industry; and (6) finalize lessons learned from this
year’s pandemic – technology has been successfully leveraged to keep our teams engaged,
connected, and productive.
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Future Meetings
Chair Ford noted that the 2021 Board meeting schedule is included in the agenda package.
Chair Ford thanked Barbara Ecton for creating the new Boardvantage portal and putting together the
new Board book packages.
Executive Session
On a motion duly made and seconded, the Committee moved into executive session.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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Roger S. Clark
Senior Vice President and Chief Commercial
Officer, Engineering & Operations
Clark joined Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. in April 2007
as Director of Member Services and Corporate
Communications. In January 2008, he became Vice President
of Engineering and Operations at Associated Electric. Clark
currently serves as SVP/Chief Commercial Officer, Engineering
and Operations.
Responsibilities include Transmission
Planning, System Operations, Resource Planning, Fuels
Management and Commercial/Marketing transactions across
a transmission system of 9,600 miles (69kV-500kV), over 200
interconnections and 5700 megawatts of central station
generation.
Previously, Clark served nearly seven years as General
Manager and Chief Executive Officer of Boone Electric
Cooperative in Columbia, MO. A graduate of the U.S. Air Force
Academy, Clark has a bachelor’s degree in engineering and
served eight years of active military duty as a tactical fighter
pilot. He later earned a master’s degree in business
administration from Drury University in Springfield, MO.
Clark currently serves on the Board of Directors of SERC
Reliability Corporation. He is a Member Representative for
the North American Transmission Forum (NATF),
Southeastern Regional Transmission Planning (SERTP) and
Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC). He
previously served on the Board of Directors for the Association
of Missouri Electric Cooperatives and Central Electric Power
Cooperative. He is a past Chairman of Touchstone Energy
Cooperatives, a national alliance of more than 640
cooperatives in 46 states.

2814 S. Golden Ave.
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 371-5269
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AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
AND SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT (“Agreement”)
Effective as of January 1, 2021, between the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(“NERC”), an organization certified by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“Commission”) pursuant to Section 215(c) of the Federal Power Act to establish and enforce
Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power System, and SERC Reliability Corporation (“SERC”),
an organization established to develop and enforce Reliability Standards within the geographic
boundaries described in Exhibit A to this Agreement, and for other purposes. NERC and SERC
may be individually referred to herein as “Party” or collectively as “Parties.”
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, Subtitle A of the Electricity Modernization Act of 2005 added Section 215
to the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 824o) (hereafter “the Act”), which, among other things,
provides for the establishment of an Electric Reliability Organization (“ERO”) to develop and
enforce Reliability Standards applicable to all owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power
System;
WHEREAS, the Commission has adopted regulations for the implementation of the
Act, which are set forth at Chapter I, Title 18, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 39 (the “ERO
Regulations”);
WHEREAS, the Commission has certified NERC as the ERO that will, in accordance
with the Act, establish and enforce Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power System, subject to
certain delegation provisions described below;
WHEREAS, the Act recognizes the international interdependency of electric reliability
within North America and envisions the ERO and such applicable Regional Entities as
international organizations;
WHEREAS, the Act and Section 39.8 of the ERO Regulations provide for the
delegation by the ERO of authority to propose and enforce Reliability Standards to regional
entities (“Regional Entities”) such as SERC, provided that:
Amended and Restated SERC Regional Delegation Agreement
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(A)

The Regional Entity is governed by —
(i)

an independent board; or

(ii) a hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced
stakeholder members.
(B)

The Regional Entity otherwise satisfies the provisions of Section 215(c)(1) and (2)

of the Act; and
(C)

The agreement promotes effective and efficient administration of Bulk-Power

System reliability;
WHEREAS, certain Regional Entities are organized on an Interconnection-wide basis
and are therefore entitled to the presumption set forth in the Act that: “[t]he ERO and the
Commission shall rebuttably presume that a proposal for delegation to a Regional Entity
organized on an Interconnection-wide basis promotes effective and efficient administration of
bulk power system reliability and should be approved”;
WHEREAS, the Act further provides that the ERO shall rebuttably presume that a
proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Reliability
Standard or modification to a Reliability Standard to be applicable on an Interconnection-wide
basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and in the public interest;
WHEREAS, SERC is not organized on an Interconnection-wide basis and therefore is
not entitled to the rebuttable presumptions accorded such an entity;
WHEREAS, NERC will work through SERC to carry out certain of its activities in
furtherance of its responsibilities as the ERO under the Act;
WHEREAS, NERC has concluded that SERC meets all requirements of the Act, the
ERO Regulations, and the NERC Rules of Procedure as approved by the Commission (“NERC
Rules of Procedure”) necessary to qualify for delegation; and
WHEREAS, NERC and SERC, having operated under a predecessor agreement to
this Agreement, have negotiated this amended and restated Agreement so as to incorporate
the benefits of their mutual experience and lessons learned while operating under the
predecessor agreement and thereby provide for the more efficient and effective execution of
Amended and Restated SERC Regional Delegation Agreement
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their respective responsibilities in a transparent manner that is pursuant to Section 215 of the
Act and the ERO Regulations;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
herein contained, NERC and SERC agree as follows:
1.

Definitions. The capitalized terms used in this Agreement shall be defined as set forth

in the Act, the ERO Regulations, the NERC Rules of Procedure, or the NERC Glossary of
Terms Used in Reliability Standards, or, if not so defined, shall be defined as set forth in this
Section 1 or elsewhere in the text of this Agreement:
(a)

Breach means (i) the failure of a Party to perform or observe any material term,

condition or covenant of the Agreement or (ii) a representation in Section 2 of the Agreement
shall have become materially untrue.
(b)

Cross-Border Regional Entity means a Regional Entity that encompasses a part of

the United States and a part of Canada or Mexico.
(c)

Delegated Authority means the authority delegated by NERC to SERC to propose

and enforce Reliability Standards, consistent with Section 4(d) and the boundaries described in
Exhibit A pursuant to the Act and to undertake related activities set forth in this Agreement in
furtherance of these delegated functions in accordance with the Act, the ERO Regulations and
this Agreement.
2.

Representations.
(a)

For purposes of its Delegated Authority, SERC hereby represents and warrants to

NERC that:
(i)

SERC is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly

existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that
no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement
and fulfilling its obligations hereunder. SERC is governed in accordance with its bylaws by a
hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced stakeholder board
members. Pursuant to these bylaws, no two industry sectors can control any SERC decision and
no single industry sector can veto any SERC decision. The relevant criteria for the
Amended and Restated SERC Regional Delegation Agreement
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establishment of such bylaws are attached hereto in Exhibit B. No other SERC corporate
governance documents shall be inconsistent with the criteria in Exhibit B.
(ii)

SERC has and shall retain during the term of this Agreement a governing

board with a sufficient number of independent members to perform certain oversight
obligations, including those relating to: (A) nomination of independent governing board
members, (B) compensation for the Regional Entity chief executive officer, and, (C)
compliance monitoring and enforcement program implementation. SERC has and shall retain,
during the term of this agreement, fair and reasonable compensation for independent governing
board members. SERC has and shall retain, during the term of this agreement, appropriate
conflict of interest and recusal policies with respect to their employees, nonindependent and
independent governing board members and will avoid any conflicts of interest, including but
not limited to, significant commercial relationships with registered entities. Each Regional
Entity’s implementation of these requirements has been documented and accepted by NERC
based on principles developed in consultation with the Regional Entities and such
implementation will be reviewed in connection with renewal of this Agreement.
(iii)

SERC has developed a standards development procedure, which provides

the process that SERC may use to develop Regional Reliability Standards that are proposed to
NERC for adoption.
(iv)

As set forth in Exhibit D hereto, SERC has adopted the NERC

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, Appendix 4C to the NERC Rules of
Procedure, which provides for the enforcement of Reliability Standards for the registered
entities assigned to SERC as reflected on NERC’s Compliance Registry.
(b)

NERC hereby represents and warrants to SERC that:
(i)

NERC is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly

existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that
no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement
and fulfilling its obligations hereunder; and
(ii)

NERC has been certified as the ERO by the Commission pursuant to the

Act.
Amended and Restated SERC Regional Delegation Agreement
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(iii)

NERC shall comply with its Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws and

Rules of Procedure, as from time to time adopted, approved or amended.
3.

General Covenants.
(a)

During the term of this Agreement, SERC shall maintain and preserve its

qualifications for delegation pursuant to the Act and shall not amend its Regional Entity Rules
without NERC approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed and which shall,
in the case of a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, be governed by the
presumptions provided for in Section 215(d)(2) and (e)(4)(C) of the Act, and be subject to any
required Commission approval.
(b)

SERC shall provide NERC with a copy of its Regional Entity Rules upon request

by NERC. NERC shall maintain on its public website the currently effective versions of all
Regional Entity bylaws and Regional Entity standard development procedures.
(c)

During the term of this Agreement, NERC shall maintain its qualification and

status as the ERO pursuant to the Act and, subject to the provisions of Sections 17 and 18 of this
Agreement, NERC shall not adopt amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict
with the rights, obligations or programs of SERC under this Agreement without first obtaining
the consent of SERC, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
(d)

During the term of this Agreement, NERC and SERC shall adhere to and require

that all participants in their respective activities under this Agreement follow and comply with
the NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines.
(e)

For purposes of this Agreement, NERC shall collaborate with the Regional Entities

in the development of guidance, policies and procedures, and oversight parameters as
contemplated by this Agreement. In the event that collaboration is not successful on any such
matter, the NERC President may issue a directive with respect to such matter pursuant to Section
8 herein, and such directive shall be binding upon SERC.
4.

Delegation of Authority.
(a)

Based upon the representations, warranties and covenants of SERC in this

Agreement, SERC’s corporate governance documents, the SERC’s standards development
process, and the compliance monitoring and enforcement program set forth in Exhibit D, NERC
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hereby delegates authority, pursuant to Section 215(e)(4) of the Act, to SERC for the purpose of
proposing Reliability Standards to NERC, as set forth in Section 5 of this Agreement, and
enforcing Reliability Standards, as set forth in Section 6 of this Agreement, within the
geographic boundaries and such other scope set forth in Exhibit A. Any exclusions from this
delegation of authority to SERC within, or additions to this delegation of authority to SERC
beyond, the geographic boundaries set forth in Exhibit A are stated in Exhibit A.
(b)

Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit SERC from entering into an arrangement

between one or more other Regional Entities to perform compliance monitoring and enforcement
activities outside of its region, on behalf of NERC and/or other Regional Entities, for Registered
Entities that have registered functions monitored by more than one Regional Entity, subject to
approval by NERC.
(c)

For Cross-Border Regional Entities, the authority delegated by this Agreement

shall extend only to the portion of the region described in Exhibit A that is within the United
States. Any delegation of authority by Applicable Governmental Authorities in Canada or
Mexico shall be governed by the law of such authority or a separate agreement and is outside the
scope of this Agreement; provided, however, that both SERC and NERC shall endeavor to
ensure that this Agreement and any such separate agreement are compatible.
(d)

As a condition to this delegation of authority and subject to the provisions of

Section 17 of this Agreement, SERC shall comply with the applicable provisions of NERC’s
Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, Rules of Procedure, and Reliability Standards, as from time
to time adopted, approved, or amended.
5.

Development and Proposal of Reliability Standards.
(a)

In connection with its Delegated Authority, SERC shall be entitled to:
(i)

propose Reliability Standards, Regional Variances, or modifications

thereof to NERC, which shall be considered by NERC through an open and inclusive process
for proposing and adopting Reliability Standards that affords SERC reasonable notice and
opportunity to be heard; and
(ii)

develop Regional Reliability Standards through SERC’s process. SERC’s

process shall be consistent with the NERC Rules of Procedure and Commission directives. Any
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changes to SERC’s process shall be submitted to the NERC Board of Trustees for approval and
upon approval, be submitted to the Commission for approval. Proposals approved through
SERC’s process shall be reviewed by the NERC Board of Trustees after NERC provides notice
and an opportunity for interested persons to comment. In the case of a proposal from a
Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, comments shall be limited to the
factors identified in NERC Rule of Procedure 312.3 as it may be amended from time to time.
The NERC Board of Trustees shall promptly thereafter consider such proposed Regional
Reliability Standard or Regional Variance, applying the rebuttable presumption described in
subsection 5(b) of this Agreement if the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional
Variance is from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, and either
approve the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance and submit it to the
Commission for approval, or disapprove it in writing setting forth its reasons. SERC may
appeal any disapproval of a proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance to the
Commission.
(b)

Pursuant to Section 215(d)(3) of the Act, NERC shall rebuttably presume that a

proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Regional
Reliability Standard or Regional Variance or modification thereof to be applicable on an
Interconnection-wide basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential,
and in the public interest. Any person challenging such proposal from the Regional Entity
organized on an Interconnection-wide basis shall have the burden of proof. NERC shall not
find that this presumption has been rebutted except based upon substantial evidence that has
been disclosed to, and been subject to comment by, the Interconnection-wide Regional Entity
during NERC’s review of the proposal.
6.

Enforcement of Compliance with Reliability Standards.
(a)

In connection with its delegated authority pursuant to this Agreement, SERC shall

enforce Reliability Standards (including Regional Reliability Standards and Regional Variances)
within the boundaries set forth in Exhibit A through the compliance monitoring and enforcement
program set forth in Exhibit D. NERC and SERC agree that this compliance monitoring and
enforcement program meets all applicable requirements of the Act, Order No. 672 of the
Commission, and the ERO Regulations, including, inter alia, the requirement for an audit
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program pursuant to Section 39.7(a) of the ERO Regulations, the assessment of penalties
pursuant to Section 39.7(c) through 39.7(g) of the ERO Regulations and the requirements for due
process. SERC may not change its compliance monitoring and enforcement program set forth in
Exhibit D absent NERC’s approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and
the approval of the Commission. Subject to the rights and limitations specified in Sections 17
and 18 of this Agreement, SERC agrees to comply with the NERC Rules of Procedure, with any
directives issued pursuant to Section 8(c) of this Agreement, and with any guidance and
directions issued by the NERC Board of Trustees or a Board committee pursuant to Section 8(d)
of this Agreement, in implementing this program.
(b)

SERC shall maintain a program of proactive monitoring and enforcement of

compliance with Reliability Standards, in accordance with the NERC Compliance Monitoring
and Enforcement Program and the annual ERO Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program Implementation Plan.
(c)

SERC shall report promptly to NERC information regarding noncompliance with

a Reliability Standard, and its eventual disposition by SERC, as set forth in, and subject to the
confidentiality and disclosure provisions of, the NERC Rules of Procedure, the NERC
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, this Agreement, compliance and
enforcement program procedures and guidance that NERC may from time to time develop and
the ERO Regulations. NERC shall promptly forward such report to the Commission, as required
by the ERO Regulations, or as the Commission shall from time to time direct. NERC and SERC
shall cooperate in filing such periodic summary reports and analyses as the Commission shall
from time to time direct.
(d)

All dispositions by SERC of noncompliance with Reliability Standards shall be

reported to NERC for review. NERC shall develop and implement policies and procedures for
the review and, where appropriate, approval of dispositions of noncompliance.
(e)

As part of its compliance monitoring and enforcement program, SERC shall

maintain a conflict of interest policy that assures the integrity and independence of such
program, including the integrity and independence of the persons or decision-making bodies
making final determinations in compliance enforcement actions under Section 5.0 of the NERC
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program. Subject to Section 2. (a) (i), SERC may have
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stakeholders participate in its board compliance committee so long as integrity and independence
are assured through reasonable and appropriate recusal procedures.
(f)

SERC may also perform compliance monitoring and enforcement activities outside

of the boundaries shown in Exhibit A, on behalf of a Regional Entity that is unable to perform
such activities with respect to one or more registered entities within its footprint due to a conflict
of interest. Such activities shall be performed pursuant to a contract between SERC and other
such Regional Entity that is approved by both NERC and the Commission.
7.

Delegation-Related Activities.
NERC will engage SERC on its behalf to carry out certain of its activities that are in

furtherance of Bulk-Power System reliability and NERC’s responsibilities as the ERO under the
Act or in support of the Delegated Authority, as specified in the NERC Rules of Procedure and
listed in Exhibit E. NERC may from time to time develop policies or procedures, which shall
be used by SERC in the performance of the delegation-related activities. These delegationrelated activities shall include, but are not limited to, those described in subsections (a) through
(g), each of which shall be considered a statutory activity:
(a)

Certification of Bulk-Power System Entities. The NERC Board of Trustees

shall set criteria for certification in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.
Certifications shall be issued in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.
(b)

Registration of owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power System as

responsible for compliance with requirements of Reliability Standards.
(i)

The NERC Board of Trustees shall develop criteria for registration of

owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities in the NERC
Rules of Procedure and shall apply the registration criteria to register owners, operators and
users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities.
(ii)

NERC shall maintain a registration database of Registered Entities, based

on data and information provided by SERC and other Regional Entities. SERC shall provide
timely and accurate information relating to registrations to NERC, as needed, to enable NERC
to maintain a registration database that is accurate and up-to-date and to enable NERC to satisfy
its monthly reporting obligation.
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(iii)

The NERC Board of Trustees Compliance Committee shall hear and

decide appeals from owners, operators and users of the Bulk-Power System contesting
registration, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. If the NERC Board of Trustees
Compliance Committee upholds the decision to register an owner, operator, or user, NERC
shall defend the decision in any subsequent appeal of the decision by the Registered Entity to
the Commission.
(c)

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis. SERC shall develop

assessments of the reliability of the Bulk-Power System, or ensure that data and information are
collected, analyzed and provided to NERC in support of the development of reliability
assessments, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. SERC shall also develop and
maintain, and collect data in support of the development and maintenance of, reliability
performance metrics and assessments of risks to the Reliable Operation of the Bulk-Power
System, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure and NERC directives, and policies
and procedures related to data-gathering, quality control, forms, and reporting mechanisms that
NERC may from time to time develop.
(d)

Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement. SERC shall conduct event

analysis pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure, applicable governmental regulations, and
policies and procedures that NERC may from time to time develop. NERC and SERC shall
coordinate event analysis to support the effective and efficient use of their collective resources,
consistency in event analysis, and timely delivery of event analysis reports. In collaboration
with NERC, SERC shall disseminate to the electric industry lessons learned and other
information obtained or resulting from event analysis.
(e)

Training and Education. SERC may provide training and education to

Registered Entities, as it deems necessary, in support of its performance of delegated functions
and related activities under this Agreement. NERC may also provide training and education
programs to Registered Entities on topics relating to NERC’s responsibilities as the ERO.
(f)

Situation Awareness. SERC shall gather and assess situation awareness

information provided by Registered Entities pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure,
applicable governmental regulations, and policies and procedures that NERC may from time to
time develop, and shall provide other data, information and assistance to NERC in support of
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NERC’s activities in monitoring present conditions, and responding to events, on the BulkPower System.
(g)

Critical Infrastructure Security. SERC shall collaborate with NERC in its

efforts to coordinate electric industry activities to promote critical infrastructure protection of
the Bulk-Power System in North America.
8.

Oversight of Performance of Delegated Functions and Related Activities.
This Section 8 sets forth processes and procedures which the Parties intend shall be used

in NERC’s oversight of SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities
pursuant to this Agreement. It is the intent of NERC and SERC that matters relating to NERC’s
oversight of SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities shall be
established or resolved by collaboration between NERC and SERC and, where applicable, other
Regional Entities, to the maximum extent possible, consistent with the construct that NERC and
the Regional Entities are operating together in a collaborative manner to carry out the
responsibilities of the ERO under Section 215 of the Act and the ERO Regulations.
(a)

(i)

NERC shall develop, in collaboration with SERC and other Regional

Entities, performance goals, performance reports, measures and other parameters (including,
without limiting the scope of such goals, financial performance goals), which shall be used to
measure NERC’s and SERC’s performance of their respective functions and related activities.
The performance goals, measures and parameters and the form of performance reports shall be
approved by the NERC President and shall be made public. SERC shall provide data,
information and reports to NERC, in accordance with established schedules, to enable NERC to
calculate SERC’s performance to the agreed-upon goals, measures and parameters.
(ii)

NERC shall use the performance goals, measures and parameters, and

performance reports to evaluate SERC’s performance of its delegated functions and related
activities and to provide advice and direction to SERC on performance improvements. The
performance goals, measures and other parameters, and the values of such goals, measures and
parameters, shall be reviewed by NERC, SERC and the other Regional Entities, revised if
appropriate, and made public, on the same timeline as the annual business planning and
budgeting process described in Section 9 of this Agreement.
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(iii)

At the request of the President of NERC, SERC shall be required to

develop, submit for NERC approval, and implement action plans to address, areas of its
performance that are reasonably determined by NERC, based on analysis of SERC’s
performance against the performance goals, measures and parameters, or performance of
specific activities, to be unsatisfactory, provided, that prior to requiring SERC to adopt and
implement an action plan or other remedial action, NERC shall issue a notice to SERC of the
need and basis for an action plan or other remedial action and provide an opportunity for SERC
to submit a written response contesting NERC’s evaluation of SERC’s performance and the
need for an action plan. SERC may request that the President of NERC reconsider the request,
and thereafter may request that the NERC Board of Trustees review and reconsider the request.
NERC and SERC shall work collaboratively as needed in the development and implementation
of SERC’s action plan. A final action plan submitted by SERC to NERC shall be made public
unless the President of NERC makes a written determination that the action plan or specific
portions of the plan should be maintained as non-public.
(b)

NERC shall make available to SERC standardized training and education

programs, which shall be designed taking into account input from SERC and other Regional
Entities, for SERC personnel on topics relating to the delegated functions and related activities.
(c)

(i)

NERC may issue directives to SERC concerning the manner in which

SERC shall perform its delegated functions and related activities under this Agreement. The
NERC Rules of Procedure, or any other ERO Rule requiring approval of the Commission, shall
not be considered “directives.” NERC shall initiate the development of a directive through a
collaborative process with SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities to which the
directive will apply. Any directive developed through the collaborative process shall be
approved by, and issued under the signature of, the NERC President.
(ii)

If after a period of time that is reasonable under the circumstances, NERC

and SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, are unable to reach agreement on the
contents of the directive, NERC may issue the directive with the approval of and under the
signature of the NERC President.
(iii)

Upon issuance of a directive by the NERC President, it shall be binding

upon, and shall be complied with by, SERC, subject to reasonable time periods for adoption,
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implementation, and funding of any necessary resources. Upon request by SERC, the NERC
Board of Trustees (or a committee of the Board to which the Board delegates appropriate
authority) shall review and shall confirm, revise or revoke any directive that was issued by the
NERC President without SERC’s agreement, provided, that SERC shall request such review
within thirty (30) days following issuance of the directive by the NERC President unless good
cause can be shown for a later request.
(iv)

NERC and SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, shall

collaborate in deciding whether a directive (whether issued pursuant to paragraph (ii) or
paragraph (iii)) shall be made public. If no agreement is reached by the date of issuance as to
whether the directive shall be made public, the NERC President shall decide whether the
directive will be made public, provided, that it is the intent of the Parties that the NERC
President shall apply a presumption that directives should be made public, unless the NERC
President makes a written determination stating a specific reason for maintaining a particular
directive as non-public.
(d)

In addition to the issuance of directives pursuant to subsection (c), the NERC

Board of Trustees (or a Board committee to which the Board has delegated authority) may issue
guidance or directions as to the manner in which SERC, and, if applicable, other Regional
Entities, shall perform delegated functions and related activities. The NERC Board of Trustees
or Board committee shall also establish reasonable time periods for the implementation of any
such guidance or directions, taking into account the impact on the reliability of the Bulk-Power
System and the need for funding of additional resources. Any such guidance or directions shall
be stated in writing and shall be public, unless the NERC Board of Trustees or Board committee
makes a written determination stating a specific reason for maintaining particular guidance or
directions as non-public. SERC, either individually or in conjunction with other Regional
Entities, may request that the NERC Board of Trustees or Board committee reconsider or revise
the guidance or direction.
(e)

NERC shall conduct collaborative reviews with SERC, either individually or in

conjunction with one or more other Regional Entities, that provide for the exchange of
information on practices, experiences, and lessons learned in the implementation of the
delegated functions.
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(f)

NERC shall perform reviews and audits of SERC on a reasonable periodicity to

determine SERC’s compliance with this Agreement, any policies or procedures established by
NERC, NERC’s Rules of Procedure, the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program,
Commission requirements, and directives that are in effect pursuant to Section 8(c) and to
monitor the implementation of guidance and directions issued by the NERC Board of Trustees
pursuant to Section 8(d). All such periodic reviews and audits shall comply with the NERC
Rules of Procedure and Commission directives.
(g)

The Commission and the Commission staff shall have full access to action plans

and remedial actions, directives, directions and guidance, and audits and reviews issued or
conducted pursuant to subsections (a)(iii), (c)(iv), (d) and (f), respectively, that are maintained
as non-public.
9.

Funding. SERC and NERC shall ensure, subject to Commission approval in accordance

with the ERO Regulations, that the delegated functions and related activities described in
Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E have reasonable and adequate funding and resources
by undertaking the following:
(a)

SERC shall develop, through a collaborative process with NERC, and propose, an

annual business plan and budget, in accordance with ERO Regulations, Commission orders and
NERC business planning and budgeting policies and instructions. SERC’s proposed business
plan and budget shall describe the activities necessary for, and provide a budget with adequate
resources for, SERC to carry out its Delegated Authority under this Agreement, including the
functions and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E. SERC’s
business plan and budget shall show the funding sources and amounts to fund the proposed
budget, including as applicable assessments to end users, penalty monies, and other sources of
funds.
(b)

SERC and NERC agree that the portion of SERC’s approved budget for the

functions and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E that is to be
funded by assessments, will be equitably allocated among end users within the geographic
boundaries described in Exhibit A and recovered through a formula based on Net Energy for
Load, or through such other formula as is proposed by SERC and approved by NERC and the
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Commission. If SERC proposes to use a formula other than Net Energy for Load beginning in
the following year, SERC shall submit the proposed formula to NERC in sufficient time that
NERC may review and approve the proposed formula and file it with the Commission by May
15 for approval, and the proposed formula shall be effective for the following year if approved
by the Commission on or before the date the Commission approves the annual business plan
and budget submitted by NERC and SERC to the Commission pursuant to the ERO Regulations
for such year.
(c)

NERC shall determine that the assessments to fund the costs for its statutory

functions in its Commission-approved budget are first allocated fairly among the
Interconnections and regions according to the applicability of this work to those
Interconnections and regions, and then equitably among the end users of the applicable
interconnections and regions as appropriate. Allocation on a Net Energy for Load basis will be
presumed to satisfy this equitability requirement.
(d)

NERC shall provide SERC with the form or forms for business plan and budget

submittal, and any accompanying instructions, in accordance with the schedule for preparation
of the business plan and budget developed by NERC and the Regional Entities.
(e)

SERC shall submit its proposed annual business plan and budget for carrying out

its Delegated Authority functions and related activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and
listed in Exhibit E, as well as for all other activities of SERC, to NERC for review and
approval in accordance with the annual schedule for the preparation of business plans and
budgets which shall be developed collaboratively by NERC and the Regional Entities, as more
fully described in Exhibit E.
(f)

NERC shall fund SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related

activities in accordance with SERC’s Commission- approved business plan and budget, in the
amount of SERC’s assessments to end users approved by the Commission. Exhibit E sets forth
the procedures and timing for billing and collecting SERC’s approved assessments from end
users and other entities and payment of the approved assessment amount to SERC, unless
otherwise modified and approved by NERC and the Commission. NERC shall not impose any
material obligation or requirement regarding the Delegated Authority upon SERC that has not
been provided for in an approved business plan and budget or an approved amended or
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supplemental business plan and budget, without SERC’s consent.
(g)

NERC shall develop, in consultation with the Regional Entities, a reasonable and

consistent system of accounts, with a level of detail and record keeping comparable to the
Commission’s Uniform System of Accounts and sufficient to allow the Commission to compare
each Commission-approved NERC and SERC fiscal year budget with the actual results at the
NERC and Regional Entity levels. SERC shall follow NERC’s prescribed system of accounts
except to the extent that NERC permits a departure from the prescribed system of accounts.
NERC shall make an informational filing with the Commission describing any such waiver it
permits and providing an explanation supporting the permitted departure.
(h)

SERC shall submit unaudited quarterly interim financial statements in form

provided by NERC no later than 20 days after the end of the fiscal quarter (March 31, June 30,
September 30, and December 31).
(i)

SERC shall submit audited financial statements annually, including supporting

materials, in a form provided by NERC, by no later than the date reasonably required and
designated in writing by NERC to enable NERC to assemble and file the required annual budget
to actual true up filing with the Commission.
(j)

Exhibit E to this Agreement sets forth the mechanism through which SERC shall

offset penalty monies it receives against its next year’s annual budget for carrying out
functions under this Agreement. Provided, that, subject to approval by NERC and the
Commission, SERC may propose and implement an alternative use of penalty monies to that set
forth in Exhibit E.
10.

Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by either Party only with the prior

written consent of the other, which consent shall be granted or withheld in such non-assigning
Party’s sole discretion, subject to approval by the Commission. Any assignment under this
Agreement shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be enlarged,
in whole or in part, by reason thereof. SERC may not delegate in whole or in part its Delegated
Authority to any other entity without NERC’s express consent; provided, however, that nothing
in this provision shall prohibit SERC from contracting with other entities to assist it in carrying
out its Delegated Authority, provided SERC retains control and responsibility for such
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Delegated Authority.
11.

Default and Cure. Upon a Breach, the non-breaching Party shall give written notice

of such Breach to the breaching Party (the “Default Notice”). Subject to a suspension of the
following deadlines as specified below, the breaching Party shall have thirty (30) calendar days
from receipt of the Default Notice within which to cure such Breach; provided however, that if
such Breach is not capable of cure within thirty (30) calendar days, the breaching Party shall
commence such cure within thirty (30) calendar days after notice and continuously and
diligently complete such cure within ninety (90) calendar days from receipt of the Default
Notice; and, if cured within such time, the Breach specified in such notice shall cease to exist.
Subject to the limitation specified in the following sentence, if a Breach is not cured as provided
in this Section 11, or if a Breach is not capable of being cured within the period provided for
herein, the nonbreaching Party shall have the right to declare a default and terminate this
Agreement by written notice at any time until cure occurs, and be relieved of any further
obligation hereunder. The deadlines for cure and the right to declare a default and terminate this
Agreement shall be suspended during the pendency of any efforts or proceedings in accordance
with Section 18 of this Agreement to resolve a dispute as to whether a Breach has occurred or
been cured. The provisions of this Section 11 will survive termination of this Agreement.
12.

Term and Termination.
(a)

This Agreement shall become effective on January 1, 2021 (the “Effective Date”).

(b)

The term of this Agreement shall be five (5) years from the Effective Date

(“Term”), prior to which time NERC shall conduct an audit pursuant to the audit requirements
of the NERC Rules of Procedure to ensure that SERC continues to meet all applicable statutory
and regulatory requirements necessary to maintain its eligibility for delegation. If SERC meets
such requirements, this Agreement may be renewed for another five (5) year term with
Commission approval. This Agreement may be renewed for successive additional five (5) year
renewal terms, with Commission approval, provided that prior to the end of each renewal term,
NERC shall conduct an audit pursuant to the audit requirements of the NERC Rules of
Procedure to ensure that SERC continues to meet all applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements necessary to maintain its eligibility for delegation. Provided, that either Party may
terminate this Agreement by providing written notice to terminate no later than one year prior to
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the then effective expiration of the Term. In such event, this Agreement shall terminate upon
the expiration of then effective Term, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the Parties.
(c)

In the event of the termination of this Agreement, the Parties shall work to

provide for a transition of SERC’s Delegated Authority to NERC or to another eligible entity
and to provide for the resolution of any wind-up costs associated with termination of this
Agreement.
(d)

If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to any person, entity

or circumstance, is held by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be
invalid, void, or unenforceable, or if a modification or condition to this Agreement is imposed
by a regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over this Agreement, the Parties shall endeavor
in good faith to negotiate such amendment or amendments to this Agreement as will restore the
relative benefits and obligations of the signatories under this Agreement immediately prior to
such holding, modification or condition. If either Party finds such holding, modification or
condition unacceptable and the Parties are unable to renegotiate a mutually acceptable
resolution, either Party may unilaterally terminate this Agreement. Such termination shall be
effective one year following written notice by either Party to the other Party and to the
Commission, or at such other time as may be mutually agreed by SERC and NERC.
(e)

Notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement, provisions contained in

Limitation of Liability (Section 13), No Third Party Beneficiaries (Section 14) and
Confidentiality (Section 15) shall survive this Agreement in accordance with their terms until
sixty (60) days following the expiration of any applicable statute of limitations.
13.

Limitation of Liability. SERC and NERC agree not to sue each other or their directors,

officers, employees, and persons serving on their committees and subgroups based on any act or
omission of any of the foregoing in the performance of duties pursuant to this Agreement or in
conducting activities under the authority of Section 215 of the Act, other than seeking a review
of such action or inaction by the Commission. NERC and SERC shall not be liable to one
another for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation, direct, indirect, incidental,
special, multiple, consequential (including attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or
punitive damages arising out of or resulting from any act or omission associated with the
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performance of SERC’s or NERC’s responsibilities under this Agreement or in conducting
activities under the authority of Section 215 of the Act, except to the extent that SERC or
NERC is found liable for gross negligence or intentional misconduct, in which case SERC or
NERC shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, multiple, consequential (including
without limitation attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or punitive damages.
14.

No Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create

any duty to, any standard of care with reference to, or any liability to, any third party, except as
otherwise specifically provided herein and in Section 15(c).
15.

Confidentiality.
(a)

During the course of the Parties’ performance under this Agreement, a Party may

receive proprietary, business sensitive, or critical infrastructure information (“Confidential
Information”) necessary to fulfill its respective obligations in connection with this Agreement.
The Parties agree that their mutual objective under this provision is to provide appropriate
protection for Confidential Information, while maintaining the ability to conduct their
respective business activities.
(b)

No obligation of confidentiality shall apply to any information that the recipient:

(i) already possesses without obligation of confidentiality; (ii) develops independently; or (iii)
rightfully receives without any obligation of confidentiality from a third party.
(c)

The Parties may transfer or exchange such Confidential Information with and

between the other Regional Entities as third-party beneficiaries of the terms of this Agreement,
provided the Parties and the other Regional Entities as third-party beneficiaries continue to
maintain the confidentiality of such information.
(d)

Except as set forth herein and within the NERC Rules of Procedure, the Parties

agree to keep in confidence and not to copy, disclose, or distribute any Confidential Information
or any part thereof, without the prior written permission of the issuing Party or specified thirdparty beneficiary of this Agreement, unless disclosure is required by subpoena, law, or other
directive of a court, administrative agency, or arbitration panel. Unless prohibited from doing so
under the NERC Rules of Procedure, the recipient shall provide the Party or specified thirdparty beneficiary of this Agreement that provided the Confidential Information with prompt
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notice of a request or requirement for disclosure of the Confidential Information in order to
enable such issuing Party or specified third-party beneficiary of this Agreement to (a) seek an
appropriate protective order or other remedy, (b) consult with the recipient with respect to
taking steps to resist or narrow the scope of such request or legal process, or (c) waive
compliance, in whole or in part, with the terms of this Section. In the event a protective order
or other remedy is not obtained or the issuing Party or specified third-party beneficiary of this
Agreement waives compliance with the provisions, the recipient agrees to furnish only that
portion of the Confidential Information which the recipient’s counsel advises is legally required
and to exercise best efforts to obtain assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded to
such Confidential Information. In the event of any inconsistency or conflict between the
provisions of this Section 15 and the provisions of Section 1500 of the NERC Rules of
Procedure, the provisions of Section 1500 of the NERC Rules of Procedure shall control.
(e)

Each Party shall ensure that its officers, trustees, directors, employees,

subcontractors and subcontractors’ employees, and agents to whom Confidential Information is
exposed are under obligations of confidentiality that are at least as restrictive as those contained
herein.
(f)

This confidentiality provision does not prohibit reporting and disclosure as

directed by NERC, as set forth in Section 6 of this Agreement, nor does it prohibit permitted
disclosures as set forth in the NERC Rules of Procedure.
16.

Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of the terms hereof, may be amended

unless such amendment is made in writing, signed by the Parties, and filed with and approved
by the Commission.
17.

Amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure. NERC shall not adopt amendments

to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict with the rights, obligations, or programs of SERC
under this Agreement without first obtaining the consent of SERC, which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed. To the extent SERC does not consent, NERC shall have the
right to invoke the dispute resolution provisions of Section 18 and, if such effort fails to resolve
the dispute, to petition the Commission to adopt the amendment to the NERC Rules of
Procedure. To the extent that the Commission issues an order amending or materially affecting
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the rights or obligations of SERC under this Agreement, SERC shall have the option,
exercisable no later than 60 days after issuance of such order, to terminate this Agreement.
Such termination shall be effective one year following written notice by SERC to NERC and
the Commission, or at such other time as may be mutually agreed by SERC and NERC.
18.

Dispute Resolution. In the event a dispute arises under this Agreement between NERC

and SERC (including disputes relating to NERC’s performance of its obligations under this
Agreement and/or disputes relating to SERC’s performance of its obligations under this
Agreement) which cannot be resolved through discussions between representatives of the
Parties in the normal course of operations, the Parties shall use the following procedures
(“Dispute Resolution”) to attempt to resolve the dispute. SERC shall not suspend performance
of any delegated function, and the Parties shall continue to make reasonable, good faith efforts
to comply with their obligations under this Agreement, during the pendency of Dispute
Resolution. All notices required to be sent pursuant to this Dispute Resolution procedure shall
be sent in accordance with Section 19 of this Agreement. This Dispute Resolution procedure is
separate from and in addition to all other processes provided for in this Agreement.
(a)

The Party invoking Dispute Resolution shall send a notice to the other Party

describing the dispute, stating the invoking Party’s position with respect to the dispute, stating
that the Party is invoking Dispute Resolution, and naming the Party’s designated representative
for negotiating a resolution of the dispute. The designated representative shall have authority to
resolve the dispute on behalf of the invoking Party.
(b)

Within three (3) business days after receipt of the notice invoking Dispute

Resolution, the receiving Party shall send a notice to the invoking Party acknowledging receipt
of the notice invoking Dispute Resolution, stating the receiving Party’s position with respect to
the dispute, and naming the Party’s designated representative for negotiating a resolution of the
dispute. The designated representative shall have authority to resolve the dispute on behalf of
the receiving Party.
(c)

During the period commencing three (3) business days and ending twenty (20)

business days after the date of the receiving Party’s notice, the designated representatives shall
engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute, provided, that the designated
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representatives may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day period that the
process should move to the next step of Dispute Resolution.
(d)

If the designated representatives are unable to arrive at a resolution of the dispute

by the end of the time period described in subsection (c), they shall notify the chief executive
officers of their respective Parties. The chief executive officers of the Parties shall thereafter
engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute during the period of twenty
(20) business days immediately following the time period described in subsection (c), provided,
that the chief executive officers may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day
period that negotiations are at impasse and the process may move to the next step as described
in subsection (f). Upon mutual agreement of the Parties, the twenty (20) business day period
may be extended to pursue ongoing good faith negotiations.
(e)

If a resolution of the dispute is achieved by the Parties, it shall be memorialized in

a writing that is acceptable in form and substance to each party and is signed by the designated
representative or chief executive officer on behalf of each Party.
(f)

If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute pursuant to the process described in

subsections (a) through (e), then either Party may invoke any other available dispute resolution
mechanism, including, without limitation, filing a complaint or petition with the Commission
requesting resolution of the dispute by the Commission, or filing a complaint for relief in a
court having jurisdiction over Parties and the subject matter of the dispute in accordance with
Section 20. Provided, however, that: (i) it is the intent of the Parties that unresolved disputes
shall be presented to and resolved by the Commission if the Commission has and accepts
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the dispute, (ii) the Parties may, by mutual agreement,
attempt to resolve the dispute through arbitration, mediation, or other process involving resort to
an impartial neutral, and (iii) it is the intent of the Parties that resolution of disputes through
Commission proceedings, arbitration, mediation, or other use of an impartial neutral, is
preferred over resort to judicial proceedings.
(g)

This Section 18 shall not apply to compliance enforcement actions against

individual Registered Entities.
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19.

Notice. All notices, demands, requests, and other communications required, permitted

by, or provided for in this Agreement shall be given in writing to a Party at the address set forth
below, or at such other address as a Party shall designate for itself in writing in accordance with
this Section, and shall be delivered by hand, email or overnight courier:
If to NERC:

If to SERC:

North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
1325 G Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
Attn: General Counsel
Email: legal@nerc.net

SERC Reliability Corporation
3701 Arco Corporate Drive
Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28273
Attn: President and CEO
Email: jblake@serc1.org

20.

Governing Law. When not in conflict with or preempted by federal law, this

Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Georgia without
giving effect to the conflict of law principles thereof. The Parties recognize and agree not to
contest the exclusive or primary jurisdiction of the Commission to interpret and apply this
Agreement; provided however that if the Commission declines to exercise or is precluded from
exercising jurisdiction of any action arising out of or concerning this Agreement, such action
shall be brought in any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction in Georgia. All Parties
hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction in
Georgia for the purpose of hearing and determining any action not heard and determined by the
Commission.
21.

Headings. The headings and captions in this Agreement are for convenience of

reference only and shall not define, limit, or otherwise affect any of the terms or provisions
hereof.
22.

Savings Clause. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to preempt or limit any

authority that SERC may have to adopt reliability requirements or take other actions to
maintain reliability of the Bulk-Power System within the geographic boundaries described in
Exhibit A that are outside the Delegated Authority, as long as such reliability requirements and
actions are not inconsistent with Reliability Standards applicable to the region described in
Exhibit A and do not result in a lessening of reliability outside the region described in Exhibit
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A.
23.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes all

prior agreements and understandings, both written and oral, among the parties with respect to
the subject matter of this Agreement.
24.

Execution of Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and each

shall have the same force and effect as the original.
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by its duly
authorized representatives, effective as of the Effective Date.
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC
RELIABILITY CORPORATION

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION

By: _____________________________

By: _____________________________

Name: ___________________________

Name: ___________________________

Title: ____________________________

Title: ____________________________

Date: _____________

Date: _____________
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SERC Regional Boundaries

Exhibit A
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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1.0

Regional Boundaries

SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) is a not for profit entity committed to safeguarding
and improving reliability of the Bulk Power System covering an area of approximately
630,000 square miles in sixteen states: all of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina; most of Arkansas, Louisiana, Missouri, and Tennessee; and
portions of Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas, and Virginia.
The geographic boundaries of SERC are determined by the service areas of its membership,
comprised of investor-owned utilities, municipal, cooperative, state and federal systems,
merchant electricity generators, and power marketers, and as documented in the NERC
Compliance Registry.
Service provided by SERC members in areas which overlap with neighboring regions include:
•

•
•

The area in southern Iowa is served by N.E. Missouri Electric Power Cooperative, a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., and N.W. Electric Power
Cooperative, a member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
The area in eastern Oklahoma is served by KAMO Electric Cooperative, Inc., a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
The area in western Missouri is served by N.W. Electric Power Cooperative, a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., and KAMO Electric
Cooperative, Inc., a member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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Exhibit B — Governance
The Regional Entity bylaws shall meet the following criteria:
CRITERION 1: The Regional Entity shall be governed by an independent board or a
hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced stakeholder board
members.
CRITERION 2: The Regional Entity has established rules that assure its independence
from the users and owners and operators of the bulk power system, while assuring fair
stakeholder representation in the selection of its directors. Federal Power Act §
215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 699, 700.)
CRITERION 3: If the Regional Entity has members, the Regional Entity has established
rules that assure that its membership is open, that it charges no more than a nominal
membership fee and agrees to waive the fee for good cause shown, and that membership is
not a condition for participating in the development of or voting on proposed Regional
Reliability Standards. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2),
Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 170-173.)
CRITERION 4: The Regional Entity has established rules that assure balance in its
decision-making committees and subordinate organizational structures and assure no two
industry sectors can control any action and no one industry sector can veto any action.
(Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶ 728.)
CRITERION 5: The Regional Entity has established rules that provide reasonable notice
and opportunity for public comment, due process, openness, and balance of interests in
exercising its duties. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(D) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2).)
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Exhibit C [Intentionally left blank]
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SERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program
Exhibit D
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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Exhibit D — Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program
1.0

REGIONAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAM

SERC Reliability Corporation (“SERC”) will implement the NERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program, Appendix 4C to the NERC Rules of Procedure (which for purposes of
this section 1.0 shall not include Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures), to monitor and enforce
compliance with Reliability Standards by the owners, operators, and users within SERC’s
geographic or electrical boundaries, and such other scope, set forth in Exhibit A of this
Agreement.
2.0
REGIONAL HEARING OF COMPLIANCE MATTERS
SERC has adopted the Consolidated Hearing Process consistent with Rules of Procedure
403.15.B. to conduct hearings and issue decisions concerning disputed compliance matters in
accordance with Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program.
However, consistent with the Rules of Procedure and SERC’s bylaws, SERC may modify its
selection of hearing process by notifying NERC six months prior to the decision becoming
effective. To the extent required by the Rules of Procedure, SERC bylaws and other agreements,
SERC shall establish and maintain a hearing body with authority to conduct and render decisions
in compliance hearings in which a Registered Entity may contest a finding of alleged violation,
proposed penalty or sanction, or a proposed mitigation plan, which shall be either SERC’s board,
a committee of the board, a balanced compliance panel reporting directly to SERC’s board, or
an independent hearing panel.
SERC’s Hearing Body shall be established pursuant to Section 1.4.3 of Attachment 2, Hearing
Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program. To the extent
required in the Rules of Procedure, SERC shall conduct all compliance hearings in which a
Registered Entity may contest a finding of alleged violation, proposed penalty or sanction,
proposed Mitigation Plan, or a proposed Remedial Action Directive, in accordance with
Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program, subject to the following deviations, if any: None.
3.0

None.

OTHER DECISION-MAKING BODIES
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SERC Funding
Exhibit E
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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Exhibit E — Funding
1. Scope of Activities Funded through the ERO Funding Mechanism
SERC shall include in its annual budget submission to NERC amounts for costs it will incur
in performing its delegated functions and related activities as described in Sections 5, 6 and
7 of the Agreement. These activities shall include:
•

Reliability Standard Development

•

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

•

Organization Registration and Certification

•

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (including necessary data
gathering activities)

•

Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement

•

Training and Education

•

Situation Awareness

•

Infrastructure Security

2. Preparation of Annual Business Plan and Budget
(a) NERC and SERC, in conjunction with the other Regional Entities, shall
collaboratively develop an annual schedule for the development, submission, review and
approval of SERC’s business plan and budget. The annual schedule for the preparation of
business plans and budgets shall require SERC (i) to submit to NERC draft(s) of SERC’s
proposed business plan and budget and other preliminary documents and information, and
(ii) to submit a final proposed business plan and budget that has been approved by SERC
Board of Directors to NERC by July 1 or such other agreed date as provides sufficient time
for NERC’s review, approval and submission of SERC’s business plan and budget to the
Commission 130 days in advance of the beginning of each fiscal year. The SERC business
plan and budget submission shall include supporting materials, including SERC’s complete
business plan and organization chart, explaining the proposed collection of all assessments,
dues, fees and charges, and the proposed expenditure of the funds to be collected in
sufficient detail to justify the requested budgeted expenditures and assessments. SERC’s
business plan and budget and proposed assessments shall provide for reasonable reserve
mechanisms for unforeseen and extraordinary expenses and other contingencies, consistent
with generally accepted accounting principles.
(b) NERC shall review and approve SERC’s proposed business plan and budget and
proposed assessments for performing the delegated functions and related activities described
in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this Agreement and listed above in Section 1 of this Exhibit E, or
shall direct SERC to make such revisions as NERC deems appropriate prior to approval.
NERC shall submit SERC’s approved business plan and budget and proposed assessments
to the Commission for approval as part of NERC’s overall business plan and budget
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submission, in accordance with the ERO Regulations.
3. Allocation of Costs
Assessments to fund the costs of SERC’s delegated functions and related activities pursuant
to the Agreement shall be allocated among all load-serving entities on the basis of Net
Energy for Load, unless a different method(s) of allocating and calculating such assessments
has been submitted to and approved by NERC and the Commission in accordance with
Section 9(b) of the Agreement. SERC shall submit to NERC annually at the same time it
submits its budget request a list of the load-serving entities or designees within its
geographic boundaries that shall be responsible for paying SERC’s assessment and the loadserving entities’ proportionate Net Energy for Load, and such other data and information as
is necessary to allocate and calculate the allocation of SERC’s assessment to the loadserving entities or designees under the method(s) of allocation and calculation that will be
used.
4. Collection of Funding
(a) NERC shall submit invoices to the load-serving entities or designees identified by
SERC covering the NERC and SERC assessments approved for collection.
(b) NERC shall pursue any non-payments of assessment amounts and shall request
assistance from Applicable Governmental Authorities as necessary to secure collection. To
the extent reasonably practicable, SERC shall assist NERC in pursuing and collecting any
non-payments. Notwithstanding the foregoing, SERC is not responsible and does not assume
any liability for recovering non-payments or underpayments of assessment amounts. NERC
shall retain sole responsibility for recovering non-payments or underpayments of assessment
amounts. NERC shall add the amount of any non-payments by end-users or designees within
SERC’s region, that are reasonably determined to be uncollectible, to NERC’s assessments
for a subsequent year with the amount of such non-payments to be allocated to end-users
within SERC’s region.
(c) Upon approval by Applicable Governmental Authorities of SERC’s annual
assessment to fund the costs of its delegated functions and related activities, NERC shall pay
SERC’s annual assessment to SERC in four equal quarterly payments on January 15, April
15, July 15 and October 15 of the budget year.
5. Application of Penalties
Except as otherwise approved by the Commission, all penalty monies received by SERC
shall be applied as a general offset to SERC’s budget requirements for U.S.-related activities
under this Agreement for the subsequent fiscal year. Funds from financial penalties shall
not be directly applied to any program maintained by the investigating entity.
6. Budget and Funding for SERC’s Non-Statutory Activities
In addition to its delegated functions and related activities, as specified in Sections 5, 6 and
7 of the Agreement and in Section 1 of this Exhibit E (such delegated functions and
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activities referred to in this Section 6 as “statutory activities”), SERC performs the
following other functions and activities (such other functions and activities being referred to
in this Section 6 as "non-statutory activities"): None.
SERC shall employ the following methods and procedures to (i) keep its funding
mechanisms for its statutory activities separate from its funding mechanisms for its nonstatutory activities, and (ii) record the costs it incurs in the performance of its non-statutory
functions separately from the costs it incurs in the performance of its statutory functions:
Not applicable.
SERC shall provide its budget for such non-statutory activities to NERC at the same time
that SERC submits its proposed annual business plan and budget for statutory activities to
NERC pursuant to Section 9 of the Agreement. SERC’s budget for non-statutory activities
that is provided to NERC shall contain a detailed list of SERC’s non-statutory activities and
a description of the funding sources for the non-statutory activities. SERC agrees that no
costs (which shall include a reasonable allocation of SERC’s general and administrative
costs) of non-statutory activities are to be included in the calculation of SERC’s
assessments, dues, fees, and other charges for its statutory activities.

7. Amended or Supplemental Business Plans and Budgets
During the course of the fiscal year, if SERC determines it does not or will not have
sufficient funds to carry out its delegated functions and related activities, SERC shall submit
to NERC one or more proposed amended or supplemental business plans and budgets and
requests for approval of supplemental assessments, reflecting costs, cost increases or
funding shortfalls not provided for in SERC’s approved business plan and budget for the
fiscal year. NERC shall review and approve the proposed amended or supplemental
business plan and budget and proposed supplemental assessment, or shall direct SERC to
make such revisions as NERC deems appropriate prior to approval. NERC shall submit
SERC’s approved amended or supplemental business plan and budget and proposed
supplemental assessment to the Commission for approval.
8.

NERC Review of Regional Entity Financial Records

Upon a request made to SERC with reasonable notice, NERC shall have access to and may
review all financial records of SERC, including records used to prepare SERC’s financial
statements. NERC shall conduct reviews of the quarterly and annual financial statements
submitted by SERC pursuant to Section 9(h) and (i) of the Agreement. SERC shall provide
supporting documentation for the quarterly and annual financial statements as reasonably
requested by NERC.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
AND SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT (“Agreement”)
Effective as of January 1, 2021, between the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(“NERC”), an organization certified by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“Commission”) pursuant to Section 215(c) of the Federal Power Act to establish and enforce
Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power System, and SERC Reliability Corporation (“SERC”),
an organization established to develop and enforce Reliability Standards within the geographic
boundaries described in Exhibit A to this Agreement, and for other purposes. NERC and SERC
may be individually referred to herein as “Party” or collectively as “Parties.”
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, Subtitle A of the Electricity Modernization Act of 2005 added Section 215
to the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 824o) (hereafter “the Act”), which, among other things,
provides for the establishment of an Electric Reliability Organization (“ERO”) to develop and
enforce Reliability Standards applicable to all owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power
System;
WHEREAS, the Commission has adopted regulations for the implementation of the
Act, which are set forth at Chapter I, Title 18, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 39 (the “ERO
Regulations”);
WHEREAS, the Commission has certified NERC as the ERO that will, in accordance
with the Act, establish and enforce Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power System, subject to
certain delegation provisions described below;
WHEREAS, the Act recognizes the international interdependency of electric reliability
within North America and envisions the ERO and such applicable Regional Entities as
international organizations;
WHEREAS, the Act and Section 39.8 of the ERO Regulations provide for the
delegation by the ERO of authority to propose and enforce Reliability Standards to regional
entities (“Regional Entities”) such as SERC, provided that:
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(A)

The Regional Entity is governed by —
(i)

an independent board; or

(ii) a hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced
stakeholder members.
(B)

The Regional Entity otherwise satisfies the provisions of Section 215(c)(1) and (2)

of the Act; and
(C)

The agreement promotes effective and efficient administration of Bulk-Power

System reliability;
WHEREAS, certain Regional Entities are organized on an Interconnection-wide basis
and are therefore entitled to the presumption set forth in the Act that: “[t]he ERO and the
Commission shall rebuttably presume that a proposal for delegation to a Regional Entity
organized on an Interconnection-wide basis promotes effective and efficient administration of
bulk power system reliability and should be approved”;
WHEREAS, the Act further provides that the ERO shall rebuttably presume that a
proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Reliability
Standard or modification to a Reliability Standard to be applicable on an Interconnection-wide
basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and in the public interest;
WHEREAS, SERC is not organized on an Interconnection-wide basis and therefore is
not entitled to the rebuttable presumptions accorded such an entity;
WHEREAS, NERC will work through SERC to carry out certain of its activities in
furtherance of its responsibilities as the ERO under the Act;
WHEREAS, NERC has concluded that SERC meets all requirements of the Act, the
ERO Regulations, and the NERC Rules of Procedure as approved by the Commission (“NERC
Rules of Procedure”) necessary to qualify for delegation; and
WHEREAS, NERC and SERC, having operated under a predecessor agreement to
this Agreement, have negotiated this amended and restated Agreement so as to incorporate
the benefits of their mutual experience and lessons learned while operating under the
predecessor agreement and thereby provide for the more efficient and effective execution of
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their respective responsibilities in a transparent manner that is pursuant to Section 215 of the
Act and the ERO Regulations;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
herein contained, NERC and SERC agree as follows:
1.

Definitions. The capitalized terms used in this Agreement shall be defined as set forth

in the Act, the ERO Regulations, the NERC Rules of Procedure, or the NERC Glossary of
Terms Used in Reliability Standards, or, if not so defined, shall be defined as set forth in this
Section 1 or elsewhere in the text of this Agreement:
(a)

Breach means (i) the failure of a Party to perform or observe any material term,

condition or covenant of the Agreement or (ii) a representation in Section 2 of the Agreement
shall have become materially untrue.
(b)

Cross-Border Regional Entity means a Regional Entity that encompasses a part of

the United States and a part of Canada or Mexico.
(c)

Delegated Authority means the authority delegated by NERC to SERC to propose

and enforce Reliability Standards, consistent with Section 4(d) and the boundaries
identifieddescribed in Exhibit A pursuant to the Act and to undertake related activities set forth
in this Agreement in furtherance of these delegated functions in accordance with the Act, the
ERO Regulations and this Agreement.
2.

Representations.
(a)

For purposes of its Delegated Authority, SERC hereby represents and warrants to

NERC that:
(i)

SERC is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly

existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that
no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement
and fulfilling its obligations hereunder. SERC is governed in accordance with its bylaws by a
hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced stakeholder board
members. Pursuant to these bylaws, no two industry sectors can control any SERC decision and
no single industry sector can veto any SERC decision. The relevant criteria for the
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establishment of such bylaws are attached hereto in Exhibit B. No other SERC corporate
governance documents shall be inconsistent with the criteria in Exhibit B.
(ii)

SERC has and shall retain during the term of this Agreement a governing

board with a sufficient number of independent members to perform certain oversight
obligations, including those relating to: (A) nomination of independent governing board
members, (B) compensation for the Regional Entity chief executive officer, and, (C)
compliance monitoring and enforcement program implementation. SERC has and shall retain,
during the term of this agreement, fair and reasonable compensation for independent governing
board members. SERC has and shall retain, during the term of this agreement, appropriate
conflict of interest and recusal policies with respect to their employees, nonindependent and
independent governing board members and will avoid any conflicts of interest, including but
not limited to, significant commercial relationships with registered entities. Each Regional
Entity’s implementation of these requirements has been documented and accepted by NERC
based on principles developed in consultation with the Regional Entities and such
implementation will be reviewed in connection with renewal of this Agreement.
(iii)

SERC has developed a standards development procedure, which provides

the process that SERC may use to develop Regional Reliability Standards that are proposed to
NERC for adoption.
(iv)

As set forth in Exhibit D hereto, SERC has adopted the NERC

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, Appendix 4C to the NERC Rules of
Procedure, which provides for the enforcement of Reliability Standards for the registered
entities assigned to SERC as reflected on NERC’s Compliance Registry.
(b)

NERC hereby represents and warrants to SERC that:
(i)

NERC is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly

existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that
no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement
and fulfilling its obligations hereunder; and
(ii)

NERC has been certified as the ERO by the Commission pursuant to the

Act.
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(iii)

NERC shall comply with its Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws and

Rules of Procedure, as from time to time adopted, approved or amended.
3.

General Covenants.
(a)

During the term of this Agreement, SERC shall maintain and preserve its

qualifications for delegation pursuant to the Act and shall not amend its Regional Entity Rules
without NERC approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed and which shall,
in the case of a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, be governed by the
presumptions provided for in Section 215(d)(2) and (e)(4)(C) of the Act, and be subject to any
required Commission approval.
(b)

SERC shall provide NERC with a copy of its Regional Entity Rules upon request

by NERC. NERC shall maintain on its public website the currently effective versions of all
Regional Entity bylaws and Regional Entity standard development procedures.
(c)

During the term of this Agreement, NERC shall maintain its qualification and

status as the ERO pursuant to the Act and, subject to the provisions of Sections 17 and 18 of this
Agreement, NERC shall not adopt amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict
with the rights, obligations or programs of SERC under this Agreement without first obtaining
the consent of SERC, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
(d)

During the term of this Agreement, NERC and SERC shall adhere to and require

that all participants in their respective activities under this Agreement follow and comply with
the NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines.
(e)

For purposes of this Agreement, NERC shall collaborate with the Regional Entities

in the development of guidance, policies and procedures, and oversight parameters as
contemplated by this Agreement. In the event that collaboration is not successful on any such
matter, the NERC President may issue a directive with respect to such matter pursuant to Section
8 herein, and such directive shall be binding upon SERC.
4.

Delegation of Authority.
(a)

Based upon the representations, warranties and covenants of SERC in this

Agreement, SERC’s corporate governance documents, the SERC’s standards development
process, and the compliance monitoring and enforcement program set forth in Exhibit D, NERC
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hereby delegates authority, pursuant to Section 215(e)(4) of the Act, to SERC for the purpose of
proposing Reliability Standards to NERC, as set forth in Section 5 of this Agreement, and
enforcing Reliability Standards, as set forth in Section 6 of this Agreement, within the
geographic boundaries and such other scope set forth in Exhibit A. Any exclusions from this
delegation of authority to SERC within, or additions to this delegation of authority to SERC
beyond, the geographic boundaries set forth in Exhibit A are stated in Exhibit A.
(b)

Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit SERC from entering into an arrangement

between one or more other Regional Entities to perform compliance monitoring and enforcement
activities outside of its region, on behalf of NERC and/or other Regional Entities, for Registered
Entities that have registered functions monitored by more than one Regional Entity, subject to
approval by NERC.
(c)

For Cross-Border Regional Entities, the authority delegated by this Agreement

shall extend only to the portion of the region identifieddescribed in Exhibit A that is within the
United States. Any delegation of authority by Applicable Governmental Authorities in Canada
or Mexico shall be governed by the law of such authority or a separate agreement and is outside
the scope of this Agreement; provided, however, that both SERC and NERC shall endeavor to
ensure that this Agreement and any such separate agreement are compatible.
(d)

As a condition to this delegation of authority and subject to the provisions of

Section 17 of this Agreement, SERC shall comply with the applicable provisions of NERC’s
Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, Rules of Procedure, and Reliability Standards, as from time
to time adopted, approved, or amended.
5.

Development and Proposal of Reliability Standards.
(a)

In connection with its Delegated Authority, SERC shall be entitled to:
(i)

propose Reliability Standards, Regional Variances, or modifications

thereof to NERC, which shall be considered by NERC through an open and inclusive process
for proposing and adopting Reliability Standards that affords SERC reasonable notice and
opportunity to be heard; and
(ii)

develop Regional Reliability Standards through SERC’s process. SERC’s

process shall be consistent with the NERC Rules of Procedure and Commission directives. Any
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changes to SERC’s process shall be submitted to the NERC Board of Trustees for approval and
upon approval, be submitted to the Commission for approval. Proposals approved through
SERC’s process shall be reviewed by the NERC Board of Trustees after NERC provides notice
and an opportunity for interested persons to comment. In the case of a proposal from a
Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, comments shall be limited to the
factors identified in NERC Rule of Procedure 312.3 as it may be amended from time to time.
The NERC Board of Trustees shall promptly thereafter consider such proposed Regional
Reliability Standard or Regional Variance, applying the rebuttable presumption described in
subsection 5(b) of this Agreement if the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional
Variance is from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, and either
approve the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance and submit it to the
Commission for approval, or disapprove it in writing setting forth its reasons. SERC may
appeal any disapproval of a proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance to the
Commission.
(b)

Pursuant to Section 215(d)(3) of the Act, NERC shall rebuttably presume that a

proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Regional
Reliability Standard or Regional Variance or modification thereof to be applicable on an
Interconnection-wide basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential,
and in the public interest. Any person challenging such proposal from the Regional Entity
organized on an Interconnection-wide basis shall have the burden of proof. NERC shall not
find that this presumption has been rebutted except based upon substantial evidence that has
been disclosed to, and been subject to comment by, the Interconnection-wide Regional Entity
during NERC’s review of the proposal.
6.

Enforcement of Compliance with Reliability Standards.
(a)

In connection with its delegated authority pursuant to this Agreement, SERC shall

enforce Reliability Standards (including Regional Reliability Standards and Regional Variances)
within the boundaries set forth in Exhibit A through the compliance monitoring and enforcement
program set forth in Exhibit D. NERC and SERC agree that this compliance monitoring and
enforcement program meets all applicable requirements of the Act, Order No. 672 of the
Commission, and the ERO Regulations, including, inter alia, the requirement for an audit
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program pursuant to Section 39.7(a) of the ERO Regulations, the assessment of penalties
pursuant to Section 39.7(c) through 39.7(g) of the ERO Regulations and the requirements for due
process. SERC may not change its compliance monitoring and enforcement program set forth in
Exhibit D absent NERC’s approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and
the approval of the Commission. Subject to the rights and limitations specified in Sections 17
and 18 of this Agreement, SERC agrees to comply with the NERC Rules of Procedure, with any
directives issued pursuant to Section 8(c) of this Agreement, and with any guidance and
directions issued by the NERC Board of Trustees or a Board committee pursuant to Section 8(d)
of this Agreement, in implementing this program.
(b)

SERC shall maintain a program of proactive monitoring and enforcement of

compliance with Reliability Standards, in accordance with the NERC Compliance Monitoring
and Enforcement Program and the annual ERO Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program Implementation Plan.
(c)

SERC shall report promptly to NERC information regarding noncompliance with

a Reliability Standard, and its eventual disposition by SERC, as set forth in, and subject to the
confidentiality and disclosure provisions of, the NERC Rules of Procedure, the NERC
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, this Agreement, compliance and
enforcement program procedures and guidance that NERC may from time to time develop and
the ERO Regulations. NERC shall promptly forward such report to the Commission, as required
by the ERO Regulations, or as the Commission shall from time to time direct. NERC and SERC
shall cooperate in filing such periodic summary reports and analyses as the Commission shall
from time to time direct.
(d)

All dispositions by SERC of noncompliance with Reliability Standards shall be

reported to NERC for review. NERC shall develop and implement policies and procedures for
the review and, where appropriate, approval of dispositions of noncompliance.
(e)

As part of its compliance monitoring and enforcement program, SERC shall

maintain a conflict of interest policy that assures the integrity and independence of such
program, including the integrity and independence of the persons or decision-making bodies
making final determinations in compliance enforcement actions under Section 5.0 of the NERC
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program. Subject to Section 2. (a) (i), SERC may have
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stakeholders participate in its board compliance committee so long as integrity and independence
are assured through reasonable and appropriate recusal procedures.
(f)

SERC may also perform compliance monitoring and enforcement activities outside

of the boundaries shown in Exhibit A, on behalf of a Regional Entity that is unable to perform
such activities with respect to one or more registered entities within its footprint due to a conflict
of interest. Such activities shall be performed pursuant to a contract between SERC and other
such Regional Entity that is approved by both NERC and the Commission.
7.

Delegation-Related Activities.
NERC will engage SERC on its behalf to carry out certain of its activities that are in

furtherance of Bulk-Power System reliability and NERC’s responsibilities as the ERO under the
Act or in support of the Delegated Authority, as specified in the NERC Rules of Procedure and
listed in Exhibit E. NERC may from time to time develop policies or procedures, which shall
be used by SERC in the performance of the delegation-related activities. These delegationrelated activities shall include, but are not limited to, those described in subsections (a) through
(g), each of which shall be considered a statutory activity:
(a)

Certification of Bulk-Power System Entities. The NERC Board of Trustees

shall set criteria for certification in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.
Certifications shall be issued in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.
(b)

Registration of owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power System as

responsible for compliance with requirements of Reliability Standards.
(i)

The NERC Board of Trustees shall develop criteria for registration of

owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities in the NERC
Rules of Procedure and shall apply the registration criteria to register owners, operators and
users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities.
(ii)

NERC shall maintain a registration database of Registered Entities, based

on data and information provided by SERC and other Regional Entities. SERC shall provide
timely and accurate information relating to registrations to NERC, as needed, to enable NERC
to maintain a registration database that is accurate and up-to-date and to enable NERC to satisfy
its monthly reporting obligation.
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(iii)

The NERC Board of Trustees Compliance Committee shall hear and

decide appeals from owners, operators and users of the Bulk-Power System contesting
registration, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. If the NERC Board of Trustees
Compliance Committee upholds the decision to register an owner, operator, or user, NERC
shall defend the decision in any subsequent appeal of the decision by the Registered Entity to
the Commission.
(c)

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis. SERC shall develop

assessments of the reliability of the Bulk-Power System, or ensure that data and information are
collected, analyzed and provided to NERC in support of the development of reliability
assessments, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. SERC shall also develop and
maintain, and collect data in support of the development and maintenance of, reliability
performance metrics and assessments of risks to the Reliable Operation of the Bulk-Power
System, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure and NERC directives, and policies
and procedures related to data-gathering, quality control, forms, and reporting mechanisms that
NERC may from time to time develop.
(d)

Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement. SERC shall conduct event

analysis pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure, applicable governmental regulations, and
policies and procedures that NERC may from time to time develop. NERC and SERC shall
coordinate event analysis to support the effective and efficient use of their collective resources,
consistency in event analysis, and timely delivery of event analysis reports. In collaboration
with NERC, SERC shall disseminate to the electric industry lessons learned and other
information obtained or resulting from event analysis.
(e)

Training and Education. SERC may provide training and education to

Registered Entities, as it deems necessary, in support of its performance of delegated functions
and related activities under this Agreement. NERC may also provide training and education
programs to Registered Entities on topics relating to NERC’s responsibilities as the ERO.
(f)

Situation Awareness. SERC shall gather and assess situation awareness

information provided by Registered Entities pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure,
applicable governmental regulations, and policies and procedures that NERC may from time to
time develop, and shall provide other data, information and assistance to NERC in support of
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NERC’s activities in monitoring present conditions, and responding to events, on the BulkPower System.
(g)

Critical Infrastructure Security. SERC shall collaborate with NERC in its

efforts to coordinate electric industry activities to promote critical infrastructure protection of
the Bulk-Power System in North America.
8.

Oversight of Performance of Delegated Functions and Related Activities.
This Section 8 sets forth processes and procedures which the Parties intend shall be used

in NERC’s oversight of SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities
pursuant to this Agreement. It is the intent of NERC and SERC that matters relating to NERC’s
oversight of SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities shall be
established or resolved by collaboration between NERC and SERC and, where applicable, other
Regional Entities, to the maximum extent possible, consistent with the construct that NERC and
the Regional Entities are operating together in a collaborative manner to carry out the
responsibilities of the ERO under Section 215 of the Act and the ERO Regulations.
(a)

(i)

NERC shall develop, in collaboration with SERC and other Regional

Entities, performance goals, performance reports, measures and other parameters (including,
without limiting the scope of such goals, financial performance goals), which shall be used to
measure NERC’s and SERC’s performance of their respective functions and related activities.
The performance goals, measures and parameters and the form of performance reports shall be
approved by the NERC President and shall be made public. SERC shall provide data,
information and reports to NERC, in accordance with established schedules, to enable NERC to
calculate SERC’s performance to the agreed-upon goals, measures and parameters.
(ii)

NERC shall use the performance goals, measures and parameters, and

performance reports to evaluate SERC’s performance of its delegated functions and related
activities and to provide advice and direction to SERC on performance improvements. The
performance goals, measures and other parameters, and the values of such goals, measures and
parameters, shall be reviewed by NERC, SERC and the other Regional Entities, revised if
appropriate, and made public, on the same timeline as the annual business planning and
budgeting process described in Section 9 of this Agreement.
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(iii)

At the request of the President of NERC, SERC shall be required to

develop, submit for NERC approval, and implement action plans to address, areas of its
performance that are reasonably determined by NERC, based on analysis of SERC’s
performance against the performance goals, measures and parameters, or performance of
specific activities, to be unsatisfactory, provided, that prior to requiring SERC to adopt and
implement an action plan or other remedial action, NERC shall issue a notice to SERC of the
need and basis for an action plan or other remedial action and provide an opportunity for SERC
to submit a written response contesting NERC’s evaluation of SERC’s performance and the
need for an action plan. SERC may request that the President of NERC reconsider the request,
and thereafter may request that the NERC Board of Trustees review and reconsider the request.
NERC and SERC shall work collaboratively as needed in the development and implementation
of SERC’s action plan. A final action plan submitted by SERC to NERC shall be made public
unless the President of NERC makes a written determination that the action plan or specific
portions of the plan should be maintained as non-public.
(b)

NERC shall make available to SERC standardized training and education

programs, which shall be designed taking into account input from SERC and other Regional
Entities, for SERC personnel on topics relating to the delegated functions and related activities.
(c)

(i)

NERC may issue directives to SERC concerning the manner in which

SERC shall perform its delegated functions and related activities under this Agreement. The
NERC Rules of Procedure, or any other ERO Rule requiring approval of the Commission, shall
not be considered “directives.” NERC shall initiate the development of a directive through a
collaborative process with SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities to which the
directive will apply. Any directive developed through the collaborative process shall be
approved by, and issued under the signature of, the NERC President.
(ii)

If after a period of time that is reasonable under the circumstances, NERC

and SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, are unable to reach agreement on the
contents of the directive, NERC may issue the directive with the approval of and under the
signature of the NERC President.
(iii)

Upon issuance of a directive by the NERC President, it shall be binding

upon, and shall be complied with by, SERC, subject to reasonable time periods for adoption,
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implementation, and funding of any necessary resources. Upon request by SERC, the NERC
Board of Trustees (or a committee of the Board to which the Board delegates appropriate
authority) shall review and shall confirm, revise or revoke any directive that was issued by the
NERC President without SERC’s agreement, provided, that SERC shall request such review
within thirty (30) days following issuance of the directive by the NERC President unless good
cause can be shown for a later request.
(iv)

NERC and SERC and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, shall

collaborate in deciding whether a directive (whether issued pursuant to paragraph (ii) or
paragraph (iii)) shall be made public. If no agreement is reached by the date of issuance as to
whether the directive shall be made public, the NERC President shall decide whether the
directive will be made public, provided, that it is the intent of the Parties that the NERC
President shall apply a presumption that directives should be made public, unless the NERC
President makes a written determination stating a specific reason for maintaining a particular
directive as non-public.
(d)

In addition to the issuance of directives pursuant to subsection (c), the NERC

Board of Trustees (or a Board committee to which the Board has delegated authority) may issue
guidance or directions as to the manner in which SERC, and, if applicable, other Regional
Entities, shall perform delegated functions and related activities. The NERC Board of Trustees
or Board committee shall also establish reasonable time periods for the implementation of any
such guidance or directions, taking into account the impact on the reliability of the Bulk-Power
System and the need for funding of additional resources. Any such guidance or directions shall
be stated in writing and shall be public, unless the NERC Board of Trustees or Board committee
makes a written determination stating a specific reason for maintaining particular guidance or
directions as non-public. SERC, either individually or in conjunction with other Regional
Entities, may request that the NERC Board of Trustees or Board committee reconsider or revise
the guidance or direction.
(e)

NERC shall conduct collaborative reviews with SERC, either individually or in

conjunction with one or more other Regional Entities, that provide for the exchange of
information on practices, experiences, and lessons learned in the implementation of the
delegated functions.
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(f)

NERC shall perform reviews and audits of SERC on a reasonable periodicity to

determine SERC’s compliance with this Agreement, any policies or procedures established by
NERC, NERC’s Rules of Procedure, the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program,
Commission requirements, and directives that are in effect pursuant to Section 8(c) and to
monitor the implementation of guidance and directions issued by the NERC Board of Trustees
pursuant to Section 8(d). All such periodic reviews and audits shall comply with the NERC
Rules of Procedure and Commission directives.
(g)

The Commission and the Commission staff shall have full access to action plans

and remedial actions, directives, directions and guidance, and audits and reviews issued or
conducted pursuant to subsections (a)(iii), (c)(iv), (d) and (f), respectively, that are maintained
as non-public.
9.

Funding. SERC and NERC shall ensure, subject to Commission approval in accordance

with the ERO Regulations, that the delegated functions and related activities described in
Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E have reasonable and adequate funding and resources
by undertaking the following:
(a)

SERC shall develop, through a collaborative process with NERC, and propose, an

annual business plan and budget, in accordance with ERO Regulations, Commission orders and
NERC business planning and budgeting policies and instructions. SERC’s proposed business
plan and budget shall describe the activities necessary for, and provide a budget with adequate
resources for, SERC to carry out its Delegated Authority under this Agreement, including the
functions and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E. SERC’s
business plan and budget shall show the funding sources and amounts to fund the proposed
budget, including as applicable assessments to end users, penalty monies, and other sources of
funds.
(b)

SERC and NERC agree that the portion of SERC’s approved budget for the

functions and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed in Exhibit E that is to be
funded by assessments, will be equitably allocated among end users within the geographic
boundaries described in Exhibit A and recovered through a formula based on Net Energy for
Load, or through such other formula as is proposed by SERC and approved by NERC and the
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Commission. If SERC proposes to use a formula other than Net Energy for Load beginning in
the following year, SERC shall submit the proposed formula to NERC in sufficient time that
NERC may review and approve the proposed formula and file it with the Commission by May
15 for approval, and the proposed formula shall be effective for the following year if approved
by the Commission on or before the date the Commission approves the annual business plan
and budget submitted by NERC and SERC to the Commission pursuant to the ERO Regulations
for such year.
(c)

NERC shall determine that the assessments to fund the costs for its statutory

functions in its Commission-approved budget are first allocated fairly among the
Interconnections and regions according to the applicability of this work to those
Interconnections and regions, and then equitably among the end users of the applicable
interconnections and regions as appropriate. Allocation on a Net Energy for Load basis will be
presumed to satisfy this equitability requirement.
(d)

NERC shall provide SERC with the form or forms for business plan and budget

submittal, and any accompanying instructions, in accordance with the schedule for preparation
of the business plan and budget developed by NERC and the Regional Entities.
(e)

SERC shall submit its proposed annual business plan and budget for carrying out

its Delegated Authority functions and related activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and
listed in Exhibit E, as well as for all other activities of SERC, to NERC for review and
approval in accordance with the annual schedule for the preparation of business plans and
budgets which shall be developed collaboratively by NERC and the Regional Entities, as more
fully described in Exhibit E.
(f)

NERC shall fund SERC’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related

activities in accordance with SERC’s Commission- approved business plan and budget, in the
amount of SERC’s assessments to end users approved by the Commission. Exhibit E sets forth
the procedures and timing for billing and collecting SERC’s approved assessments from end
users and other entities and payment of the approved assessment amount to SERC, unless
otherwise modified and approved by NERC and the Commission. NERC shall not impose any
material obligation or requirement regarding the Delegated Authority upon SERC that has not
been provided for in an approved business plan and budget or an approved amended or
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supplemental business plan and budget, without SERC’s consent.
(g)

NERC shall develop, in consultation with the Regional Entities, a reasonable and

consistent system of accounts, with a level of detail and record keeping comparable to the
Commission’s Uniform System of Accounts and sufficient to allow the Commission to compare
each Commission-approved NERC and SERC fiscal year budget with the actual results at the
NERC and Regional Entity levels. SERC shall follow NERC’s prescribed system of accounts
except to the extent that NERC permits a departure from the prescribed system of accounts.
NERC shall make an informational filing with the Commission describing any such waiver it
permits and providing an explanation supporting the permitted departure.
(h)

SERC shall submit unaudited quarterly interim financial statements in form

provided by NERC no later than 20 days after the end of the fiscal quarter (March 31, June 30,
September 30, and December 31).
(i)

SERC shall submit audited financial statements annually, including supporting

materials, in a form provided by NERC, by no later than the date reasonably required and
designated in writing by NERC to enable NERC to assemble and file the required annual budget
to actual true up filing with the Commission.
(j)

Exhibit E to this Agreement sets forth the mechanism through which SERC shall

offset penalty monies it receives against its next year’s annual budget for carrying out
functions under this Agreement. Provided, that, subject to approval by NERC and the
Commission, SERC may propose and implement an alternative use of penalty monies to that set
forth in Exhibit E.
10.

Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by either Party only with the prior

written consent of the other, which consent shall be granted or withheld in such non-assigning
Party’s sole discretion, subject to approval by the Commission. Any assignment under this
Agreement shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be enlarged,
in whole or in part, by reason thereof. SERC may not delegate in whole or in part its Delegated
Authority to any other entity without NERC’s express consent; provided, however, that nothing
in this provision shall prohibit SERC from contracting with other entities to assist it in carrying
out its Delegated Authority, provided SERC retains control and responsibility for such
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Delegated Authority.
11.

Default and Cure. Upon a Breach, the non-breaching Party shall give written notice

of such Breach to the breaching Party (the “Default Notice”). Subject to a suspension of the
following deadlines as specified below, the breaching Party shall have thirty (30) calendar days
from receipt of the Default Notice within which to cure such Breach; provided however, that if
such Breach is not capable of cure within thirty (30) calendar days, the breaching Party shall
commence such cure within thirty (30) calendar days after notice and continuously and
diligently complete such cure within ninety (90) calendar days from receipt of the Default
Notice; and, if cured within such time, the Breach specified in such notice shall cease to exist.
Subject to the limitation specified in the following sentence, if a Breach is not cured as provided
in this Section 11, or if a Breach is not capable of being cured within the period provided for
herein, the nonbreaching Party shall have the right to declare a default and terminate this
Agreement by written notice at any time until cure occurs, and be relieved of any further
obligation hereunder. The deadlines for cure and the right to declare a default and terminate this
Agreement shall be suspended during the pendency of any efforts or proceedings in accordance
with Section 18 of this Agreement to resolve a dispute as to whether a Breach has occurred or
been cured. The provisions of this Section 11 will survive termination of this Agreement.
12.

Term and Termination.
(a)

This Agreement shall become effective on January 1, 2021 (the “Effective Date”).

(b)

The term of this Agreement shall be five (5) years from the Effective Date

(“Term”), prior to which time NERC shall conduct an audit pursuant to the audit requirements
of the NERC Rules of Procedure to ensure that SERC continues to meet all applicable statutory
and regulatory requirements necessary to maintain its eligibility for delegation. If SERC meets
such requirements, this Agreement may be renewed for another five (5) year term with
Commission approval. This Agreement may be renewed for successive additional five (5) year
renewal terms, with Commission approval, provided that prior to the end of each renewal term,
NERC shall conduct an audit pursuant to the audit requirements of the NERC Rules of
Procedure to ensure that SERC continues to meet all applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements necessary to maintain its eligibility for delegation. Provided, that either Party may
terminate this Agreement by providing written notice to terminate no later than one year prior to
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the then effective expiration of the Term. In such event, this Agreement shall terminate upon
the expiration of then effective Term, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the Parties.
(c)

In the event of the termination of this Agreement, the Parties shall work to

provide for a transition of SERC’s Delegated Authority to NERC or to another eligible entity
and to provide for the resolution of any wind-up costs associated with termination of this
Agreement.
(d)

If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to any person, entity

or circumstance, is held by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be
invalid, void, or unenforceable, or if a modification or condition to this Agreement is imposed
by a regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over this Agreement, the Parties shall endeavor
in good faith to negotiate such amendment or amendments to this Agreement as will restore the
relative benefits and obligations of the signatories under this Agreement immediately prior to
such holding, modification or condition. If either Party finds such holding, modification or
condition unacceptable and the Parties are unable to renegotiate a mutually acceptable
resolution, either Party may unilaterally terminate this Agreement. Such termination shall be
effective one year following written notice by either Party to the other Party and to the
Commission, or at such other time as may be mutually agreed by SERC and NERC.
(e)

Notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement, provisions contained in

Limitation of Liability (Section 13), No Third Party Beneficiaries (Section 14) and
Confidentiality (Section 15) shall survive this Agreement in accordance with their terms until
sixty (60) days following the expiration of any applicable statute of limitations.
13.

Limitation of Liability. SERC and NERC agree not to sue each other or their directors,

officers, employees, and persons serving on their committees and subgroups based on any act or
omission of any of the foregoing in the performance of duties pursuant to this Agreement or in
conducting activities under the authority of Section 215 of the Act, other than seeking a review
of such action or inaction by the Commission. NERC and SERC shall not be liable to one
another for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation, direct, indirect, incidental,
special, multiple, consequential (including attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or
punitive damages arising out of or resulting from any act or omission associated with the
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performance of SERC’s or NERC’s responsibilities under this Agreement or in conducting
activities under the authority of Section 215 of the Act, except to the extent that SERC or
NERC is found liable for gross negligence or intentional misconduct, in which case SERC or
NERC shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, multiple, consequential (including
without limitation attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or punitive damages.
14.

No Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create

any duty to, any standard of care with reference to, or any liability to, any third party, except as
otherwise specifically provided herein and in Section 15(c).
15.

Confidentiality.
(a)

During the course of the Parties’ performance under this Agreement, a Party may

receive proprietary, business sensitive, or critical infrastructure information (“Confidential
Information”) necessary to fulfill its respective obligations in connection with this Agreement.
The Parties agree that their mutual objective under this provision is to provide appropriate
protection for Confidential Information, while maintaining the ability to conduct their
respective business activities.
(b)

No obligation of confidentiality shall apply to any information that the recipient:

(i) already possesses without obligation of confidentiality; (ii) develops independently; or (iii)
rightfully receives without any obligation of confidentiality from a third party.
(c)

The Parties may transfer or exchange such Confidential Information with and

between the other Regional Entities as third-party beneficiaries of the terms of this Agreement,
provided the Parties and the other Regional Entities as third-party beneficiaries continue to
maintain the confidentiality of such information.
(d)

Except as set forth herein and within the NERC Rules of Procedure, the Parties

agree to keep in confidence and not to copy, disclose, or distribute any Confidential Information
or any part thereof, without the prior written permission of the issuing Party or specified thirdparty beneficiary of this Agreement, unless disclosure is required by subpoena, law, or other
directive of a court, administrative agency, or arbitration panel. Unless prohibited from doing so
under the NERC Rules of Procedure, the recipient shall provide the Party or specified thirdparty beneficiary of this Agreement that provided the Confidential Information with prompt
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notice of a request or requirement for disclosure of the Confidential Information in order to
enable such issuing Party or specified third-party beneficiary of this Agreement to (a) seek an
appropriate protective order or other remedy, (b) consult with the recipient with respect to
taking steps to resist or narrow the scope of such request or legal process, or (c) waive
compliance, in whole or in part, with the terms of this Section. In the event a protective order
or other remedy is not obtained or the issuing Party or specified third-party beneficiary of this
Agreement waives compliance with the provisions, the recipient agrees to furnish only that
portion of the Confidential Information which the recipient’s counsel advises is legally required
and to exercise best efforts to obtain assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded to
such Confidential Information. In the event of any inconsistency or conflict between the
provisions of this Section 15 and the provisions of Section 1500 of the NERC Rules of
Procedure, the provisions of Section 1500 of the NERC Rules of Procedure shall control.
(e)

Each Party shall ensure that its officers, trustees, directors, employees,

subcontractors and subcontractors’ employees, and agents to whom Confidential Information is
exposed are under obligations of confidentiality that are at least as restrictive as those contained
herein.
(f)

This confidentiality provision does not prohibit reporting and disclosure as

directed by NERC, as set forth in Section 6 of this Agreement, nor does it prohibit permitted
disclosures as set forth in the NERC Rules of Procedure.
16.

Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of the terms hereof, may be amended

unless such amendment is made in writing, signed by the Parties, and filed with and approved
by the Commission.
17.

Amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure. NERC shall not adopt amendments

to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict with the rights, obligations, or programs of SERC
under this Agreement without first obtaining the consent of SERC, which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed. To the extent SERC does not consent, NERC shall have the
right to invoke the dispute resolution provisions of Section 18 and, if such effort fails to resolve
the dispute, to petition the Commission to adopt the amendment to the NERC Rules of
Procedure. To the extent that the Commission issues an order amending or materially affecting
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the rights or obligations of SERC under this Agreement, SERC shall have the option,
exercisable no later than 60 days after issuance of such order, to terminate this Agreement.
Such termination shall be effective one year following written notice by SERC to NERC and
the Commission, or at such other time as may be mutually agreed by SERC and NERC.
18.

Dispute Resolution. In the event a dispute arises under this Agreement between NERC

and SERC (including disputes relating to NERC’s performance of its obligations under this
Agreement and/or disputes relating to SERC’s performance of its obligations under this
Agreement) which cannot be resolved through discussions between representatives of the
Parties in the normal course of operations, the Parties shall use the following procedures
(“Dispute Resolution”) to attempt to resolve the dispute. SERC shall not suspend performance
of any delegated function, and the Parties shall continue to make reasonable, good faith efforts
to comply with their obligations under this Agreement, during the pendency of Dispute
Resolution. All notices required to be sent pursuant to this Dispute Resolution procedure shall
be sent in accordance with Section 19 of this Agreement. This Dispute Resolution procedure is
separate from and in addition to all other processes provided for in this Agreement.
(a)

The Party invoking Dispute Resolution shall send a notice to the other Party

describing the dispute, stating the invoking Party’s position with respect to the dispute, stating
that the Party is invoking Dispute Resolution, and naming the Party’s designated representative
for negotiating a resolution of the dispute. The designated representative shall have authority to
resolve the dispute on behalf of the invoking Party.
(b)

Within three (3) business days after receipt of the notice invoking Dispute

Resolution, the receiving Party shall send a notice to the invoking Party acknowledging receipt
of the notice invoking Dispute Resolution, stating the receiving Party’s position with respect to
the dispute, and naming the Party’s designated representative for negotiating a resolution of the
dispute. The designated representative shall have authority to resolve the dispute on behalf of
the receiving Party.
(c)

During the period commencing three (3) business days and ending twenty (20)

business days after the date of the receiving Party’s notice, the designated representatives shall
engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute, provided, that the designated
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representatives may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day period that the
process should move to the next step of Dispute Resolution.
(d)

If the designated representatives are unable to arrive at a resolution of the dispute

by the end of the time period described in subsection (c), they shall notify the chief executive
officers of their respective Parties. The chief executive officers of the Parties shall thereafter
engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute during the period of twenty
(20) business days immediately following the time period described in subsection (c), provided,
that the chief executive officers may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day
period that negotiations are at impasse and the process may move to the next step as described
in subsection (f). Upon mutual agreement of the Parties, the twenty (20) business day period
may be extended to pursue ongoing good faith negotiations.
(e)

If a resolution of the dispute is achieved by the Parties, it shall be memorialized in

a writing that is acceptable in form and substance to each party and is signed by the designated
representative or chief executive officer on behalf of each Party.
(f)

If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute pursuant to the process described in

subsections (a) through (e), then either Party may invoke any other available dispute resolution
mechanism, including, without limitation, filing a complaint or petition with the Commission
requesting resolution of the dispute by the Commission, or filing a complaint for relief in a
court having jurisdiction over Parties and the subject matter of the dispute in accordance with
Section 20. Provided, however, that: (i) it is the intent of the Parties that unresolved disputes
shall be presented to and resolved by the Commission if the Commission has and accepts
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the dispute, (ii) the Parties may, by mutual agreement,
attempt to resolve the dispute through arbitration, mediation, or other process involving resort to
an impartial neutral, and (iii) it is the intent of the Parties that resolution of disputes through
Commission proceedings, arbitration, mediation, or other use of an impartial neutral, is
preferred over resort to judicial proceedings.
(g)

This Section 18 shall not apply to compliance enforcement actions against

individual Registered Entities.
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19.

Notice. All notices, demands, requests, and other communications required, permitted

by, or provided for in this Agreement shall be given in writing to a Party at the address set forth
below, or at such other address as a Party shall designate for itself in writing in accordance with
this Section, and shall be delivered by hand, email or overnight courier:
If to NERC:

If to SERC:

North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
1325 G Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
Attn: General Counsel
Email: legal@nerc.net

SERC Reliability Corporation
3701 Arco Corporate Drive
Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28273
Attn: President and CEO
Email: jblake@serc1.org

20.

Governing Law. When not in conflict with or preempted by federal law, this

Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Georgia without
giving effect to the conflict of law principles thereof. The Parties recognize and agree not to
contest the exclusive or primary jurisdiction of the Commission to interpret and apply this
Agreement; provided however that if the Commission declines to exercise or is precluded from
exercising jurisdiction of any action arising out of or concerning this Agreement, such action
shall be brought in any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction in Georgia. All Parties
hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction in
Georgia for the purpose of hearing and determining any action not heard and determined by the
Commission.
21.

Headings. The headings and captions in this Agreement are for convenience of

reference only and shall not define, limit, or otherwise affect any of the terms or provisions
hereof.
22.

Savings Clause. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to preempt or limit any

authority that SERC may have to adopt reliability requirements or take other actions to
maintain reliability of the Bulk-Power System within the geographic boundaries described in
Exhibit A that are outside the Delegated Authority, as long as such reliability requirements and
actions are not inconsistent with Reliability Standards applicable to the region described in
Exhibit A and do not result in a lessening of reliability outside the region described in Exhibit
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A.
23.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes all

prior agreements and understandings, both written and oral, among the parties with respect to
the subject matter of this Agreement.
24.

Execution of Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and each

shall have the same force and effect as the original.
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by its duly
authorized representatives, effective as of the Effective Date.
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC
RELIABILITY CORPORATION

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION

By: _____________________________

By: _____________________________

Name: ___________________________

Name: ___________________________

Title: ____________________________

Title: ____________________________

Date: _____________

Date: _____________
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SERC Regional Boundaries

Exhibit A
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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1.0

Regional Boundaries

SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) is a not for profit entity committed to safeguarding
and improving reliability of the Bulk Power System covering an area of approximately
630,000 square miles in sixteen states: all of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina; most of Arkansas, Louisiana, Missouri, and Tennessee; and
portions of Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas, and Virginia.
The geographic boundaries of SERC are determined by the service areas of its membership,
comprised of investor-owned utilities, municipal, cooperative, state and federal systems,
merchant electricity generators, and power marketers, and as documented in the NERC
Compliance Registry.
Service provided by SERC members in areas which overlap with neighboring regions include:
•

•
•

The area in southern Iowa is served by N.E. Missouri Electric Power Cooperative, a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., and N.W. Electric Power
Cooperative, a member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
The area in eastern Oklahoma is served by KAMO Electric Cooperative, Inc., a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
The area in western Missouri is served by N.W. Electric Power Cooperative, a
member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., and KAMO Electric
Cooperative, Inc., a member of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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Exhibit B — Governance
The Regional Entity bylaws shall meet the following criteria:
CRITERION 1: The Regional Entity shall be governed by an independent board or a
hybrid board consisting of a combination of independent and balanced stakeholder board
members.
CRITERION 2: The Regional Entity has established rules that assure its independence
from the users and owners and operators of the bulk power system, while assuring fair
stakeholder representation in the selection of its directors. Federal Power Act §
215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 699, 700.)
CRITERION 3: If the Regional Entity has members, the Regional Entity has established
rules that assure that its membership is open, that it charges no more than a nominal
membership fee and agrees to waive the fee for good cause shown, and that membership is
not a condition for participating in the development of or voting on proposed Regional
Reliability Standards. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2),
Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 170-173.)
CRITERION 4: The Regional Entity has established rules that assure balance in its
decision-making committees and subordinate organizational structures and assure no two
industry sectors can control any action and no one industry sector can veto any action.
(Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶ 728.)
CRITERION 5: The Regional Entity has established rules that provide reasonable notice
and opportunity for public comment, due process, openness, and balance of interests in
exercising its duties. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(D) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2).)
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Exhibit C [Intentionally left blank]
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SERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program
Exhibit D
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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Exhibit D — Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program
1.0

REGIONAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAM

SERC Reliability Corporation (“SERC”) will implement the NERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program, Appendix 4C to the NERC Rules of Procedure (which for purposes of
this section 1.0 shall not include Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures), to monitor and enforce
compliance with Reliability Standards by the owners, operators, and users within SERC’s
geographic or electrical boundaries, and such other scope, set forth in Exhibit A of this
Agreement.
2.0
REGIONAL HEARING OF COMPLIANCE MATTERS
SERC has adopted the Consolidated Hearing Process consistent with Rules of Procedure
403.15.B. to conduct hearings and issue decisions concerning disputed compliance matters in
accordance with Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program.
However, consistent with the Rules of Procedure and SERC’s bylaws, SERC may modify its
selection of hearing process by notifying NERC six months prior to the decision becoming
effective. To the extent required by the Rules of Procedure, SERC bylaws and other agreements,
SERC shall establish and maintain a hearing body with authority to conduct and render decisions
in compliance hearings in which a Registered Entity may contest a finding of alleged violation,
proposed penalty or sanction, or a proposed mitigation plan, which shall be either SERC’s board,
a committee of the board, a balanced compliance panel reporting directly to SERC’s board, or
an independent hearing panel.
SERC’s Hearing Body shall be established pursuant to Section 1.4.3 of Attachment 2, Hearing
Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program. To the extent
required in the Rules of Procedure, SERC shall conduct all compliance hearings in which a
Registered Entity may contest a finding of alleged violation, proposed penalty or sanction,
proposed Mitigation Plan, or a proposed Remedial Action Directive, in accordance with
Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures, to the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program, subject to the following deviations, if any: None.
3.0

None.

OTHER DECISION-MAKING BODIES
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SERC Funding
Exhibit E
to the
Amended and Restated
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement
between

North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and
SERC Reliability Corporation
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Exhibit E — Funding
1. Scope of Activities Funded through the ERO Funding Mechanism
SERC shall include in its annual budget submission to NERC amounts for costs it will incur
in performing its delegated functions and related activities as described in Sections 5, 6 and
7 of the Agreement. These activities shall include:
•

Reliability Standard Development

•

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

•

Organization Registration and Certification

•

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (including necessary data
gathering activities)

•

Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement

•

Training and Education

•

Situation Awareness

•

Infrastructure Security

2. Preparation of Annual Business Plan and Budget
(a) NERC and SERC, in conjunction with the other Regional Entities, shall
collaboratively develop an annual schedule for the development, submission, review and
approval of SERC’s business plan and budget. The annual schedule for the preparation of
business plans and budgets shall require SERC (i) to submit to NERC draft(s) of SERC’s
proposed business plan and budget and other preliminary documents and information, and
(ii) to submit a final proposed business plan and budget that has been approved by SERC
Board of Directors to NERC by July 1 or such other agreed date as provides sufficient time
for NERC’s review, approval and submission of SERC’s business plan and budget to the
Commission 130 days in advance of the beginning of each fiscal year. The SERC business
plan and budget submission shall include supporting materials, including SERC’s complete
business plan and organization chart, explaining the proposed collection of all assessments,
dues, fees and charges, and the proposed expenditure of the funds to be collected in
sufficient detail to justify the requested budgeted expenditures and assessments. SERC’s
business plan and budget and proposed assessments shall provide for reasonable reserve
mechanisms for unforeseen and extraordinary expenses and other contingencies, consistent
with generally accepted accounting principles.
(b) NERC shall review and approve SERC’s proposed business plan and budget and
proposed assessments for performing the delegated functions and related activities described
in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this Agreement and listed above in Section 1 of this Exhibit E, or
shall direct SERC to make such revisions as NERC deems appropriate prior to approval.
NERC shall submit SERC’s approved business plan and budget and proposed assessments
to the Commission for approval as part of NERC’s overall business plan and budget
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submission, in accordance with the ERO Regulations.
3. Allocation of Costs
Assessments to fund the costs of SERC’s delegated functions and related activities pursuant
to the Agreement shall be allocated among all load-serving entities on the basis of Net
Energy for Load, unless a different method(s) of allocating and calculating such assessments
has been submitted to and approved by NERC and the Commission in accordance with
Section 9(b) of the Agreement. SERC shall submit to NERC annually at the same time it
submits its budget request a list of the load-serving entities or designees within its
geographic boundaries that shall be responsible for paying SERC’s assessment and the loadserving entities’ proportionate Net Energy for Load, and such other data and information as
is necessary to allocate and calculate the allocation of SERC’s assessment to the loadserving entities or designees under the method(s) of allocation and calculation that will be
used.
4. Collection of Funding
(a) NERC shall submit invoices to the load-serving entities or designees identified by
SERC covering the NERC and SERC assessments approved for collection.
(b) NERC shall pursue any non-payments of assessment amounts and shall request
assistance from Applicable Governmental Authorities as necessary to secure collection. To
the extent reasonably practicable, SERC shall assist NERC in pursuing and collecting any
non-payments. Notwithstanding the foregoing, SERC is not responsible and does not assume
any liability for recovering non-payments or underpayments of assessment amounts. NERC
shall retain sole responsibility for recovering non-payments or underpayments of assessment
amounts. NERC shall add the amount of any non-payments by end-users or designees within
SERC’s region, that are reasonably determined to be uncollectible, to NERC’s assessments
for a subsequent year with the amount of such non-payments to be allocated to end-users
within SERC’s region.
(c) Upon approval by Applicable Governmental Authorities of SERC’s annual
assessment to fund the costs of its delegated functions and related activities, NERC shall pay
SERC’s annual assessment to SERC in four equal quarterly payments on January 15, April
15, July 15 and October 15 of the budget year.
5. Application of Penalties
Except as otherwise approved by the Commission, all penalty monies received by SERC
shall be applied as a general offset to SERC’s budget requirements for U.S.-related activities
under this Agreement for the subsequent fiscal year. Funds from financial penalties shall
not be directly applied to any program maintained by the investigating entity.
6. Budget and Funding for SERC’s Non-Statutory Activities
In addition to its delegated functions and related activities, as specified in Sections 5, 6 and
7 of the Agreement and in Section 1 of this Exhibit E (such delegated functions and
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activities referred to in this Section 6 as “statutory activities”), SERC performs the
following other functions and activities (such other functions and activities being referred to
in this Section 6 as "non-statutory activities"): None.
SERC shall employ the following methods and procedures to (i) keep its funding
mechanisms for its statutory activities separate from its funding mechanisms for its nonstatutory activities, and (ii) record the costs it incurs in the performance of its non-statutory
functions separately from the costs it incurs in the performance of its statutory functions:
Not applicable.
SERC shall provide its budget for such non-statutory activities to NERC at the same time
that SERC submits its proposed annual business plan and budget for statutory activities to
NERC pursuant to Section 9 of the Agreement. SERC’s budget for non-statutory activities
that is provided to NERC shall contain a detailed list of SERC’s non-statutory activities and
a description of the funding sources for the non-statutory activities. SERC agrees that no
costs (which shall include a reasonable allocation of SERC’s general and administrative
costs) of non-statutory activities are to be included in the calculation of SERC’s
assessments, dues, fees, and other charges for its statutory activities.

7. Amended or Supplemental Business Plans and Budgets
During the course of the fiscal year, if SERC determines it does not or will not have
sufficient funds to carry out its delegated functions and related activities, SERC shall submit
to NERC one or more proposed amended or supplemental business plans and budgets and
requests for approval of supplemental assessments, reflecting costs, cost increases or
funding shortfalls not provided for in SERC’s approved business plan and budget for the
fiscal year. NERC shall review and approve the proposed amended or supplemental
business plan and budget and proposed supplemental assessment, or shall direct SERC to
make such revisions as NERC deems appropriate prior to approval. NERC shall submit
SERC’s approved amended or supplemental business plan and budget and proposed
supplemental assessment to the Commission for approval.
8.

NERC Review of Regional Entity Financial Records

Upon a request made to SERC with reasonable notice, NERC shall have access to and may
review all financial records of SERC, including records used to prepare SERC’s financial
statements. NERC shall conduct reviews of the quarterly and annual financial statements
submitted by SERC pursuant to Section 9(h) and (i) of the Agreement. SERC shall provide
supporting documentation for the quarterly and annual financial statements as reasonably
requested by NERC.
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Introduction
The following table summarizes the 2022 SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) budget.
TOTAL RESOURCES
(in whole dollars)
2022 Budget
Statutory FTEs

U.S.

Canada

Mexico

24,798,934

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

104.0

Non-statutory FTEs

-

Total FTEs

104.0

Statutory Expenses

$

Non-Statutory Expenses

$

Total Expenses

26,444,260
-

$

26,444,260

Statutory Incr(Decr) in Fixed Assets

$

264,000

Non-Statutory Incr(Decr) in Fixed Assets

$

Total Inc(Dec) in Fixed Assets

-

$

264,000

Statutory Working Capital Requirement

$

(513,326)

Non-Statutory Working Capital Requirement

$

Total Working Capital Requirement

-

$

(513,326)

Total Statutory Funding Requirement

$

26,194,934

Total Non-Statutory Funding Requirement

$

Total Funding Requirement

$

26,194,934

Statutory Assessments

$

24,798,934 $

Non-Statutory Fees

$

-

-

NEL

TBD

TBD

n/a

n/a

NEL%

100%

100%

n/a

n/a

Table 1.

SERC Budget for 2022

Organizational Overview
SERC is a nonprofit corporation whose mission is to assure effective and efficient reduction of
risks to the reliability and security of the bulk power system (BPS) in all or portions of 16 central
and southeastern states. To achieve this mission, SERC maintains a diverse team of experts
across numerous disciplines to address the complex, evolving, and dynamic challenges facing
the grid. The SERC team also partners with the best and brightest individuals from both the
power industry and the federal government to understand and address the challenges facing the
grid. These key partnerships make our work more informed, pragmatic, responsive, and
impactful.
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SERC’s mission is rooted in a risk-based approach that aligns with and supports the mission of
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the broader Electric Reliability
Organization (ERO) Enterprise. SERC has developed four cultural attributes that help guide its
conduct and three key strategic focus areas to help ensure it is best positioned to achieve its
mission and further support the ERO Enterprise Long-Term Strategy Focus Areas and the ERO
Enterprise Operating Plan.
•

•

•

•

At SERC, every individual is a LEADER
across every level of our organization.
We are trustworthy, principled, inclusive,
and respectful. We strive to create value
that reduces risk to reliability and
security. Leading means having a
positive vision and actively building
support for executing it.
At SERC, we are COLLABORATIVE
both internally and externally. We
partner and engage in focused
communication within and across our
organization, with our stakeholders, the
ERO Enterprise, and the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
to drive meaningful action. We leverage
our diverse experiences, skills,
knowledge, and tools to ensure the
effective reductions of risk to reliability
and security.
At SERC, we strive to be EXPERTS that
are sought after for our credibility,
objectivity, and discipline. We
understand our strengths and
opportunities, and pursue continuous
learning and improvement. We value
intellectual curiosity, innovation, and
creativity.
At SERC, we take action to execute our
risk based mission by demonstrating
PURPOSEFUL proactive initiative,
intentionality, and resourcefulness in
anticipation of current and future
challenges and opportunities. We
strategically plan and pursue activities
that deliver value with intended results.
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2022 Strategic Focus Areas
SERC’s Strategic Planning Process considered common themes throughout the industry,
evaluated SERC’s strengths and areas for improvement, and identified risk priorities to develop
SERC’s Strategic Focus Areas.
SERC’s strategic focus is centered on three principles:
•

SERC must be a Credible and
Trusted Expert organization for its
stakeholders, one that is truly riskbased. SERC strives for excellence
in risk identification, risk mitigation,
and risk communication.

•

SERC must be a respected Leader
across the ERO Enterprise, as well
as in the eyes of FERC. This is
accomplished through innovation,
collaboration, and meaningful
relationships.

•

SERC must be a Highly Desirable
Place to Work. SERC fosters a
culture of trust, teamwork, and
continuous improvement; and our
work at every level is deeply tied to
furthering our essential mission.

SERC will pursue the following key initiatives in 2022 to promote its focus areas:
•

Strengthen the role of the Board Risk Committee with opportunities for oversight of
critical corporate and Regional risk-based activities;

•

Define and promote interaction with state regulatory agencies;

•

Explore opportunities to expand influence of Situational Awareness and stakeholder
technical committees, especially in the area of cybersecurity and other key regional risks
identified in the annual SERC Regional Risk Report;

•

Evaluate success of governance changes, and make necessary adjustments; and

•

Promote continuous improvement by refining internal processes to leverage
effectiveness and efficiencies of ERO initiatives.
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Membership and Governance
The SERC Region presently covers an area of approximately 610,000 square miles. Electric
systems in the SERC Region currently serve approximately 29% of the net energy for load
(NEL) in North America, approximately 33% of the NEL in the United States, and 39% of the
NEL in the Eastern Interconnection.
Membership in SERC is voluntary and free of charge. SERC member companies (Members)
meet at least annually to elect Independent Directors and Sector Directors, and conduct other
such business as may come before the meeting. Additionally, Members approve amendments
to Bylaws as recommended by the SERC Board of Directors (Board) and advise the Board with
respect to the development of annual budgets, business plans, and other matters pertinent to
the purpose and operations of the organization.
SERC’s governance structure allows for participation from a diverse mix of stakeholders while
also ensuring the need for independent decision-making and balance. SERC is governed by a
balanced, hybrid Board consisting of 18 Directors comprised of a combination of stakeholder
representatives from SERC member companies (i.e., Sector Directors) and independent
representatives (i.e., Independent Directors) that add independent balance, perspective, and
expertise. This combination of stakeholder and Independent Directors allows the Board to focus
on the most important and significant risks to reliability in the SERC footprint.
The Board currently has the following committees, which report directly to the Board:
•

•

•
•

Risk Committee: Oversees the corporation’s Enterprise Risk Management framework;
provides oversight over management and the Technical Committees’ assessments of
external risks to the SERC Region; and periodically reports these risk oversight findings
to the Board. This committee also provides oversight over critical corporate and
Regional risk-based activities.
Human Resources and Compensation Committee (HRCC): Advises the President,
Board Officers, and the Board about organization and staffing needs, employee
compensation, and other matters related to human resources.
Finance and Audit Committee (FAC): Advises the President, Board Officers, and the
Board about the organization’s finances and internal controls.
Nominating and Governance Committee: Identifies, vets, and recommends
candidates for Board Officer and committee positions for approval by the Board. This
committee is also responsible for reviewing and recommending any necessary changes
to the organization’s Bylaws and other governing policies and procedures.

Statutory Functional Scope
SERC performs the following statutory functions in furtherance of its mission and in accordance
with its FERC approved Delegation Agreement with NERC:
•

Analyzes events to identify lessons learned that will improve reliability;

•

Promotes BPS reliability, adequacy, and security;

•

Proposes and helps develop NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability
Standards;

•

Monitors and enforces approved mandatory Reliability Standards;

•

Registers and certifies responsible entities under the reliability compliance program;
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•

Assesses the past, present, and future risk profile of the BPS to ensure grid reliability,
adequacy, and security; and

•

Provides training and education to registered entities, as it deems necessary, in support
of its performance of delegated functions.

SERC performs only functions set forth in Section 215 of the Federal Power Act.

2022 Overview of Budget
SERC proposes to increase its operating budget in 2022 from $25,829,079 to $26,708,260, an
increase of $879,181 or 3.4%.
SERC’s proposed 2022 assessment of $24,798,934 represents an increase of 5.5%, or
$1,285,048 from the 2021 assessment.
SERC believes that in 2022, it will continue to realize material efficiencies that will allow the
Region to effectively perform its mission and deliver value by reducing risks to the reliability and
security of the grid. SERC will also continue to perform its essential mission at a cost that
balances the longstanding tradition of affordable and reliable electricity across SERC’s footprint.
NERC Rules of Procedure (ROP) §1107.2 specifies that Penalty monies received during the
period July 1 through the following June 30, are to be used in the subsequent budget period to
offset assessment billings. However, NERC ROP §1107.4 provides for exceptions or
alternatives to this treatment if approved by NERC and by FERC, or any Applicable
Governmental Authority. In June 2019, the SERC Board approved an amendment to SERC’s
Cash Reserves Policy. Included with this amendment was the creation of an Assessment
Stabilization Reserve. This reserve was established to narrow the gap between annual
percentage changes in SERC’s budget and annual percentage changes in assessments that
result from year-to-year variations in financial Penalties. SERC’s proposed 2022 budget reflects
the release of $1,200,000 from the Assessment Stabilization Reserve as an offset to
assessments.
The following targeted budget changes allow SERC to accomplish the specific objectives
outlined in the 2022 Business Plan and Budget (BP&B) (dollars are stated as an increase in the
2022 budget compared to the 2021 budget). The most significant changes to the budget are in
personnel, which includes the following two components:
Staffing changes proposed for 2022 – The targeted staffing level for 2022 is 104 Full-Time
Equivalents (FTEs), which is a total increase of four FTEs compared to the 2021 budget. Three
of these four positions are budget neutral to SERC. These additional personnel will help drive a
stronger and more robust internal IT team.
Other shifts between program areas align resources with overall needs and address expected
impacts of the ERO wide Align project, resulting in an overall increase of one FTE.
Cost increase for maintaining staff budgeted in 2022 – The net increase in Personnel
Expenses of $1,194,469 compared to 2021 reflects a Board approved merit increase and an
increase in employee benefit costs. A 5% vacancy rate has been applied to all Personnel
Expenses.
Other notable changes in the proposed budget from year-to-year include the following:
•

Meetings and Travel – A combined decrease of $102,293 reflects efficiencies realized
in SERC’s Compliance Monitoring audit process, which includes utilizing a hybrid of onsite and virtual monitoring personnel.

•

Consultants and Contracts – SERC anticipates an overall decrease in consultants and
contracts of $386,192.
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•

Office Costs – An increase of $102,370 is due primarily to planned software purchases
to improve the IT security infrastructure.

•

Professional Services – A decrease of $10,040 is due to lower anticipated legal
expenses bases on historical spend.

•

Fixed Assets – An overall increase of $64,000 is due to cyber security enhancements
and new corporate services software.

Summary of Budget by Program Area
The following table and figure summarize and illustrate the funding requirements for SERC’s
primary statutory program areas.

Budget
2021

Program
Reliability Standards
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration
and Certification

$

223,255 $

Projection
2021
231,612 $

Budget
2022

Variance
2021 Budget v
2022 Budget Variance %

221,085 $

(2,170)

(1.0%)

19,064,908

18,972,520

19,534,883

469,975

2.5%

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis

2,651,802

2,624,344

2,735,869

84,067

3.2%

Training, Education and Stakeholder Outreach

2,901,036

2,811,116

2,988,657

87,621

3.0%

988,077

1,189,486

1,227,766

239,689

24.3%

879,182

3.4%

Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security
Total By Program

$ 25,829,078 $ 25,829,078 $ 26,708,260 $

Working Capital Reserve

(930,193)

Total Funding

Table 2.

24,898,885

(1,017,693)
24,811,385

(513,326)
26,194,934

416,867
1,296,049

5.2%

Budgeted Funding by Program Area

This graphical representation does not include an allocation of working capital requirements among the program areas.

Figure 1.

Budgeted Funding by Program Area Chart
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FTE by Program Area
For an explanation of the variances, refer to the Resource Requirements section in each
program area in Section A.

Total FTEs by Program Area

Budget
2021
STATUTORY

Projection
2021

Budget
2022

Increase
(Decrease)

Operational Programs
Reliability Standards
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization
Registration and Certification
Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis
Training, Education and Stakeholder Outreach
Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.00

50.15

50.45

50.45

0.30

6.30
7.95
2.50

6.30
7.50
3.00

6.30
8.00
3.00

0.00
0.05
0.50

Total FTEs Operational Programs

67.40

67.75

68.25

0.85

Corporate Services
Technical Committees and Member Forums
General & Administrative
Legal and Regulatory
Analytics & Information Technology
Human Resources
Finance and Accounting

3.90
9.00
2.90
10.80
3.00
3.00

3.90
9.00
2.90
10.45
3.00
3.00

3.90
8.65
2.90
14.30
3.00
3.00

0.00
(0.35)
0.00
3.50
0.00
0.00

Total FTEs Corporate Services

32.60

32.25

35.75

3.15

Total FTEs

100.00

100.00

104.00

4.00

Table 3.

Total FTEs by Program Area
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2021 Budget and Projection and 2022 Budget Comparisons
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
STATUTORY

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released*
Total Statutory Funding
Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses
Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

2021
Budget

$
$
$

$

$

$
$
$
$

2021
Projection

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

23,513,886
1,180,000
24,693,886

$ 23,513,886
1,180,000
$ 24,693,886

$

175,000
30,000
24,898,886

$

87,500
30,000
$ 24,811,386

$

15,157,961
1,057,723
1,920,040
1,924,856
20,060,580

$ 15,418,809
1,076,489
1,843,802
1,958,019
$ 20,297,119

$

$

352,268
649,510
1,001,778

$

1,739,436
823,200
1,005,422
532,560
4,100,618

$

415,308
985,632
1,400,940

$

1,764,136
823,200
1,068,823
511,400
4,167,559

$

25,629,079

$

-

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

2022
Budget

$ 24,798,934
1,200,000
$ 25,998,934

$

$

$

$

1,285,048
20,000
1,305,048

(87,500)
(87,500)

166,000
30,000
$ 26,194,934

260,848
18,766
(76,238)
33,163
236,539

$ 16,239,814
971,965
1,981,828
2,061,442
$ 21,255,049

$

(63,040)
(336,122)
(399,162)

$

443,307
855,340
1,298,647

$

$

1,377,944
840,067
1,171,193
501,360
3,890,564

$

$

(24,700)
(63,401)
21,160
(66,941)

$

(386,192)
16,867
102,370
(10,040)
(276,995)

$ 25,399,515

$

(229,564)

$ 26,444,260

$

815,181

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

(9,000)
1,296,048

1,081,853
(85,758)
61,788
136,586
1,194,469
27,999
(130,292)
(102,293)

Indirect Expenses

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Total Expenses (B)

$

25,629,079

Change in Assets

$

(730,193)

Fixed Asset Additions, excluding Right of Use Assets (C $
TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)
FTEs

$
$

200,000

$ 25,399,515

$

(229,564)

$ 26,444,260

$

815,181

$

(588,129)

$

142,064

$

(249,326)

$

480,867

$

429,564

$

229,564

$

264,000

$

64,000

25,829,079
(930,193)

$ 25,829,079
$ (1,017,693)

$
$

(87,500)

$ 26,708,260
$
(513,326)

$
$

879,181
416,867

100.0

100.0

-

104.0

4.0

* Penalties Released in the current year reflects the designated amount of funds released from the Assessment Stabilization Reserve (ASR) to offset U.S. assessments
as approved by the SERC Board of Directors and FERC. Actual penalties invoiced in the current reporting year are shown as an increase in the ASR on the reserve
summary table and will be reported as income on the audited financial statements in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

Table 4.

Budget and Projection Comparison, 2021 to 2022
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Section A – Statutory Programs
2022 Business Plan and Budget
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Section A – Statutory Programs

Reliability Standards Program

Section A – Statutory Programs
Reliability Standards Program

Reliability Standards Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
SERC may develop Regional Reliability Standards to establish threshold requirements for
assuring the planning and operation of the Bulk Electric System (BES). In accordance with the
SERC Reliability Standards Development Procedure, SERC develops and maintains its
Regional Reliability Standards to minimize the risks of cascading failures and avoid damage to
major equipment. These Standards must be more stringent than a NERC Reliability Standard,
or address a regional difference or a physical difference in the BES.
SERC may also develop regional criteria and guidelines. Regional criteria and guidelines are
clear, timely, and effective in mitigating risks to good utility practices used to enhance the
reliability of the BES, consider cost-effectiveness/impact, and may augment Reliability
Standards. Regional criteria and guidelines are not Reliability Standards, and therefore are not
enforceable. SERC develops its regional criteria and guidelines in accordance with the
Organization and Procedures Manual for SERC Technical Committees.
2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the Reliability Standards program are as follows:
•

SERC expects the overall volume of NERC Reliability Standard changes to remain at
levels consistent with prior years, as the Standards are undergoing an efficiency review
and many requirements are being retired. It may be a year or two before Standard
changes reach a steady state.

•

SERC resources will support the Standards development per the NERC Standards
Process Manual.

•

SERC anticipates that regional criteria and guideline development will continue as
needed to support reliability and security.
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Section A – Statutory Programs

Reliability Standards Program

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC Reliability Standards program are as follows:
•

Manage the SERC Technical Committee documents per the approved 2022 Review
Work Plan;

•

Support the ERO to develop, modify, and conduct periodic reviews of the Reliability
Standards to ensure Standards are written clearly and properly structured for existing
and emerging risks; and

•

Provide information to SERC staff and stakeholders on upcoming Standard changes or
implementation dates to ensure awareness and preparedness.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Reliability Standards program is consistent with 2021.
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Section A – Statutory Programs

Reliability Standards Budget Detail

Reliability Standards Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
RELIABILITY STANDARDS

2021
Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses
Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses

$

$

$

$
$
$

2021
Projection

206,038
8,754
214,792
200
223
215,215

$
$
$

$

96,823
6,778
9,243
12,190
125,034

$

1,110
9,540
10,650

$

$

200
200

$

Indirect Expenses
Other Non-Operating Expenses

Total Direct Expenses

$

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

$

$
$

206,038
8,754
214,792
221
215,013

$
$
$

$

97,930
6,855
19,593
12,324
136,702

$

1,110
6,360
7,470

$

$

$

(200)
(2)
(202)

2022
Budget

$
$
$

$

1,107
77
10,350
134
11,668

$

(3,180)
(3,180)

$

$

$
$

2,500
2,500

$

$

$

(1,110)
(7,040)
(8,150)

1,107

-

$

-

$

-

84,070

$

(1,817)

$

-

$

-

$

4,045
(726)
800
504
4,623

$

$

-

$

86,994

$

$

100,868
6,052
10,043
12,694
129,657

$

8,488

85,887

$

(17)
(3)
1,621

(3,727)

$

$

$

$

144,372

$

$

1,604
37
1,641

132,157

$

135,884

183
220
216,836

$

$

$

$

207,642
8,791
216,433

(200)
(200)

-

200
200

$

-

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

Total Expenses (B)

$

221,771

$

228,442

$

6,671

$

219,151

$

(2,620)

Change in Assets

$

(6,556)

$

(13,429)

$

(6,873)

$

(2,315)

$

4,241

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

1,484

$

3,170

$

1,686

$

1,934

$

450

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

223,255
(8,040)

$
$

231,612
(16,599)

$
$

8,357
(8,559)

$
$

221,085
(4,249)

$
$

(2,170)
3,791

FTEs

0.50

0.50

-

0.50

-

Reliability Standards Budget Detail
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Section A – Statutory Programs
Certification Program

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration and

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration and
Certification Program
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement;
Organization Registration and Certification Program
(in whole dollars)
2021 Budget
Total FTEs

Increase
(Decrease)

2022 Budget

50.15

50.45

0.30

Direct Expenses

$

10,301,585

$

10,562,037

$

260,452

Indirect Expenses

$

8,614,510

$

8,777,698

$

163,188

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

Inc(Dec) in Fixed Assets

$

148,813

$

Total Funding Requirement

$

19,064,908

$

-

$

-

$

-

195,148

$

46,335

19,534,883

$

469,975

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration and
Certification Program Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
The purpose of the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement program is to ensure that all
compliance monitoring, risk assessment, mitigation, and enforcement activities are risk-based,
reliability-focused, and adhere to the requirements of the SERC Delegation Agreement and the
ERO Enterprise Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Implementation
Plan. To accomplish this objective, SERC has divided its Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement program into four areas: Organization Registration and Certification, Compliance
Monitoring, Risk Assessment and Mitigation, and Enforcement.
Organization Registration and Certification
•

Registers owners, operators, and users of the BPS for compliance with Reliability
Standards; and

•

Certifies applicable entities.

Compliance Monitoring
•

Uses a risk-based monitoring approach to conduct SERC compliance monitoring
activities (e.g., audits, spot checks, self-certifications, and Compliance Investigations);

•

Performs registered entity Internal Controls Evaluations and reviews entity internal
controls during monitoring engagements;

•

Provides subject matter experts for Standards and Requirements; and

•

Implements and maintains the Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Standards
Technical Feasibility Exceptions (TFEs) process.

Risk Assessment and Mitigation (RAM)
•

Conducts registered entity Inherent Risk Assessments;

•

Develops and implements entity Compliance Oversight Plans (COPs);

•

Serves as the technical point of contact for all noncompliance issues discovered and/or
self-reported;
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Section A – Statutory Programs
Certification Program

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration and

•

Performs risk-harm assessments on noncompliance issues, which include determining
the scope and root cause of the noncompliance, and the potential and actual risk or
harm to BPS reliability;

•

Reviews and approves the registered entity’s mitigating activities to ensure the
registered entity performs the actions necessary to correct the noncompliance and
prevent recurrence to protect BPS reliability;

•

Administers the SERC Regional self-logging program; and

•

Performs Compliance Evaluations, when required, on events reported by registered
entities.

Enforcement
SERC Enforcement staff are responsible for resolving violations/noncompliance issues of NERC
Reliability Standards and/or SERC Regional Reliability Standards, and imposing penalties or
non-monetary sanctions, as appropriate. SERC Enforcement staff follows these steps:
•

Notifies the registered entity of the findings and filing disposition regarding the
violation/noncompliance and any applicable monetary penalties or non-monetary
sanctions;

•

Negotiates settlement with the registered entity or issues a Notice of Alleged Violation
and Proposed Penalty and/or Sanction, if SERC and the registered entity cannot reach a
settlement agreement;

•

Submits the proposed enforcement action, along with any proposed penalty or nonmonetary sanctions, to NERC for review, approval, and subsequent submittal to FERC
for review and approval; and

•

Prosecutes the case before a Hearing Body if a registered entity contests the findings of
the violation, penalty, and/or non-monetary sanction.

2022 Key Assumptions
Compliance
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC Compliance program, which includes Compliance
Monitoring and RAM are as follows:
•

The Compliance Monitoring team incorporates a purposeful risk-based approach into
audit planning and execution. This risk-based approach generally results in more
frequent visits to entities posing a higher risk to the grid, and few visits to entities posing
a lower risk.

•

The Compliance Monitoring team works to continuously improve by incorporating
lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic, and performing virtual audits during
2020 and 2021. Incorporating lessons learned resulted in the modification of audit team
sizes. Reducing the number of audit team member travel lowers travel expenses, for a
net change of reduced travel expenses in 2022.

•

Compliance Monitoring plans to increase the use of self-certifications for monitoring
engagements for lower risk entities and to use the results to inform the scope for
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monitoring in future years, as we have smaller more risk-focused engagements with the
highest risk entities.
•

The number of incoming noncompliances, whether through audit findings or self-reports,
will remain relatively consistent with trends over the past 12 to 24 months.

•

As subject matter experts, the Compliance and RAM staff will continue to receive
training on risk principles, internal controls, and enhanced audit practices. Additionally,
staff will pursue or maintain professional credentials and further enhance their
knowledge on risk-based CMEP processes. This will ensure the skills of SERC staff
remain current on industry trends and Reliability Standards.

•

The number of CIP TFE requests is expected to continue to decline as the CIP programs
for registered entities mature.

Organization Registration and Certification
•

SERC Registration and Certification staff will continue to address the Regional Risk
identified in SERC’s annual Regional Risk Report associated with the potential for the
incorrect registration of entities within the SERC Region.

•

Due to the significant changes to the generation fuel mix in the SERC Region, the
volume of registration changes is expected to increase as a result of generation
decommissioning (retirements) and subsequent installation of new generation facilities.

•

SERC Registration and Certification staff will continue to collaborate with NERC and
implement the NERC ROP changes to the approved certification process to assess a
registered entity’s capability for performing its registered function(s). SERC expects the
volume of certification engagements to increase.

•

The volume of documents for the Joint Registration Organization (JRO), Coordinated
Functional Registration (CFR), and the Multi-Regional Registered Entity (MRRE) may
increase as registered entities better delineate shared responsibilities and promote
efficiency and effectiveness in compliance. This increase will affect the workload for
Registration and Compliance Monitoring within SERC.

•

The ERO Enterprise will facilitate meetings with Regional Entities in the development of
application business requirements and the testing of business functionality for ERO
Enterprise projects. SERC Registration and Certification staff expects to have an active
role in the development of ERO Enterprise CMEP Tools, which may require additional
resources to provide an adequate level of support.

Enforcement
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC Enforcement program area are as follows:
•

SERC will likely continue to see a high number of enforcement actions due to the
implementation of new Standards and new versions of Standards, both CIP and
Operations and Planning, and due to the increase in compliance audits from the entities
which transferred to SERC from Florida.
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•

SERC will process or dismiss Possible Violations in a timely and fair manner; and

•

There will be no significant increase in travel for Enforcement staff to process Possible
Violations.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
Compliance Monitoring and Risk Assessment and Mitigation
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for Compliance Monitoring and RAM are as follows:
•

Conduct scheduled risk based Compliance Monitoring engagements pursuant to the
2022 Implementation Plan. Compliance Monitoring engagements for 2022 will consider
on-site audits, off-site audits, spot checks, and self-certifications. As the RAM team
completes or refreshes registered entities’ Inherent Risk Assessments and Compliance
Oversight Plans (COPs), the 2022 Compliance Monitoring schedule may change, with
additional engagements added;

•

Continue to process and reduce backlog inventory, achieving an average age of open
inventory that does not exceed 12 months;

•

Facilitate efficient and collaborative transitions to new and revised Standards through
continued ERO Enterprise-wide collaboration;

•

Work with the ERO Enterprise and industry to provide information on effective
procedures and programs to monitor, detect, correct, report, and prevent deficiencies in
compliance, reliability, and security;

•

Collaborate with the ERO Enterprise and encourage effective internal controls models;

•

Evaluate the compliance monitoring, violation/noncompliance processing, risk
assessment, and registration and certification activities for sufficiency and effectiveness,
and modify the activities, as needed;

•

Collaborate with the ERO Enterprise to develop common and consistent CMEP
processes, information systems, and methods among Regions;

•

Refine and implement risk-based compliance monitoring and enforcement by focusing
on serious risk violations to improve the effectiveness of SERC operations, and reducing
unnecessary costs of compliance on registered entities while ensuring achievement of
reliability objectives;

•

Ensure timely mitigation of all violations/noncompliance to restore compliance and
prevent recurrence, thereby maintaining the reliability of the BPS;

•

Develop mature violation/noncompliance processing management tools and training
based on risk-based techniques to improve the efficiency, transparency, consistency,
quality, and timeliness of violation/noncompliance processing;

•

Continue an active role in ERO Enterprise-wide Align and Secure Evidence Locker
(SEL) development and implementation; and

•

Continue to support the training requirements necessary to meet the criteria set forth by
the ERO Auditor Manual and Handbook and the Compliance Auditor Capabilities and
Competency Guide. SERC will work to ensure that:


Compliance Monitoring staff and other personnel, as necessary, understand
Compliance implementation guidance documents and risk-based principles;
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An annual process exists for personnel to acknowledge their commitment to
Professional Standards, Ethical Principles, and Rules of Conduct;



A continual assessment process exists to evaluate audit team content and
capability needs; and



Training exists that addresses initial and continuing training for capability and
competency development.

Organization Registration and Certification

•

The 2022 goals and key deliverables for Organization Registration and
Certification are as follows: Operate an efficient Registration and Certification program
that:


Ensures that SERC provides NERC timely and accurate information about
changes in registrations;



Performs certification reviews, or if a new certification is required, accommodates a
change in a registered entity’s status; and



Documents certification activities sufficiently and makes recommendations to
NERC regarding certification.

Enforcement
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the Enforcement program area are as follows:
•

Manage Enforcement activities in an unbiased, fair, and consistent manner to ensure
due process for all registered entities;

•

Collaborate with the RAM team to continue to reduce backlog inventory, achieving an
average age of open inventory that does not exceed 12 months;

•

Hold registered entities accountable for violations that create a serious risk to the BES
with penalties and/or non-monetary sanctions commensurate with the risk posed to the
security and reliability of the BES;

•

Continue messaging to registered entities, via penalties, non-monetary sanctions, or
otherwise, desired behavior that SERC and the ERO Enterprise value, including selfreporting, continued engagement and cooperation during enforcement processing,
maintaining a strong Internal Compliance Program, voluntary and prompt mitigation to
reduce risk, taking ownership of undesired behavior by admitting violations, and
resolving violations through a settlement agreement;

•

Collaborate with the RAM and Advanced Analytics and IT departments to develop
effective tools to quickly identify and share with stakeholders themes, trends, and
emerging risks associated with their noncompliance;

•

Continue to collaborate and strategize with the ERO Enterprise on enforcement policy
initiatives and guidance that increases efficiency and consistency in processing Possible
Violations and

•

Continue an active role in ERO Enterprise-wide Align and SEL development and
implementation.
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Resource Requirements
Personnel
An increase of 0.30 FTEs is due to the realignment of personnel supporting the Compliance
Monitoring and Enforcement; Organization Registration and Certification Program.
Meeting and Travel
Compliance Monitoring activity has decreased over previous years as a result of efficiencies
and lessons learned during the pandemic, resulting in overall reduced Compliance Monitoring
travel costs.
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Compliance Monitoring, Enforcement, and Organization Registration and
Certification Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT; ORGANIZATION REGISTRATION AND CERTIFICATION
Variance
2021 Budget
2021
2021
v 2021 Projection
Budget
Projection
Over(Under)

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$
$
$

$

32,090
22,322
18,378,317

$
$
$

$

7,474,586
523,221
812,343
942,920
9,753,070

$

18,500
501,485
519,985

$

$

$

28,530
28,530

$

Indirect Expenses

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

$

17,445,909
877,996
18,323,905

$
$
$
$

17,445,909
877,996
18,323,905
6,000
22,339
18,352,244

$
$
$

$

7,539,344
527,754
757,056
950,573
9,774,727

$

8,000
350,556
358,556

$

$

$

36,730
36,730

10,301,585

$

8,614,510

$

-

$

$

$

$

(26,090)
17
(26,073)

64,758
4,533
(55,287)
7,653
21,657
(10,500)
(150,929)
(161,429)

$

8,200
8,200

10,170,013

$

8,482,632

$

$

-

$

$
$
$

$

$

$
$
$

2022
Budget

18,220,737
887,034
19,107,771
29,480
22,176
19,159,427

7,811,906
468,714
825,332
984,930
10,090,882
12,600
419,975
432,575

$
$
$

$

$

$

774,828
9,038
783,866
(2,610)
(146)
781,110

337,320
(54,507)
12,989
42,010
337,812

$

(5,900)
(81,510)
(87,410)

$

$

38,580
38,580

$

10,050
10,050

(131,572)

$

10,562,037

$

260,452

(131,879)

$

8,777,698

$

163,188

-

$

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

$

-

$

$

-

Total Expenses (B)

$

18,916,095

$

18,652,645

$

(263,451)

$

19,339,735

$

423,640

Change in Assets

$

(537,778)

$

(300,401)

$

237,378

$

(180,308)

$

357,470

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

148,813

$

319,875

$

171,062

$

195,148

$

46,335

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

19,064,908
(686,591)

$
$

18,972,520
(620,276)

$
$

(92,389)
66,316

$
$

19,534,883
(375,456)

$
$

469,975
311,135

FTEs

50.15

50.45

0.30

50.45

0.30

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement and Organization Registration and
Certification Budget Detail
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Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis Program

Reliability Assessments and Performance Analysis Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
SERC’s Reliability Assessments and Performance Analysis (RAPA) program provides
assessment of future reliability of the BPS. The RAPA function identifies reliability risks to the
BPS in the SERC footprint for the purpose of integrated risk analysis. The program supports
SERC’s mission by identifying risks to reliability, analyzing performance, and prioritizing
significant risks.
SERC conducts an independent reliability assessment of the BPS within the SERC Region,
including model building, studies, and analysis. The assessment program uses information from
internal data sources along with other programs, such as NERC Transmission Availability Data
System (TADS), Generating Availability Data Systems (GADS), Demand Response Availability
Data System (DADS), and the Misoperations Information Data Analysis System (MIDAS).
SERC evaluates the overall reliability, performance, and adequacy of the SERC Region and
reports its results to NERC. SERC’s work supports NERC’s obligation to perform similar
analysis of the interconnected North American BPSs.
2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC RAPA program are as follows:
•

SERC will continue to support NERC’s RAPA program to analyze data, develop
assessments, and report on the reliability of the BPS.

•

SERC will support the ERO Enterprise in the identification and mitigation of significant
current reliability risks, as well as the identification and assessment of emerging risks.


•

SERC will continue to support its role per the Eastern Interconnection Regional
Entity Assessments and Model Building Agreement, developed within the Eastern
Interconnection Reliability Assessment Group (ERAG).

SERC will continue to support its integrated risk management initiatives to promote
awareness and discuss strategies for risk mitigation.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the RAPA program will support the following goals:
•

Continue to support NERC Reliability Assessments, Performance Analysis, and System
Analysis programs;
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•

Support Regional analysis that contributes to NERC reliability analysis efforts, SERC
reliability risk discussions, and performance analysis efforts;

•

Continue to submit timely and quality probabilistic, seasonal, and long-term SERC and
NERC reliability assessments and studies;

•

Continue to support ongoing improvements to SERC and ERAG Eastern Interconnection
planning models, structure, assessments, and analysis;

•

Provide support to the associated SERC and NERC committees and initiatives;

•

Continue to support entity outreach efforts to increase reliability risk-related discussions;

•

Assess the need for advanced probabilistic tools to support resource adequacy
sensitivities and Regional model improvements, and acquire tools based upon findings;

•

Complete annual FERC Form 715 and Energy Information Administration (EIA)
submittals on behalf of SERC registered entities within specified periods; and

•

Continue NERC and Regional coordination to improve processes, and information
required to implement enhanced Regional analytical efforts.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to RAPA is consistent with 2021.
Meeting & Travel Expenses
RAPA staff travel decreased over previous years as a result of efficiencies and lessons learned
during the pandemic, resulting in overall reduced in travel costs.
Contractors and Consultants
The 2022 budget includes contractor support for a probabilistic assessment performed through
the Resource Adequacy Working Group, as well as the addition of contractor support for the
Under Frequency Load Shedding and special studies.
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Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

2021
Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$

$

2021
Projection

2,440,677
110,297
2,550,974
2,524
2,804
2,556,302

$
$
$

$

929,064
65,035
106,764
117,183
1,218,046

$

60,000
85,080
145,080

$

$

$

170,000
17,800
187,800

$

Indirect Expenses

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

$

$
$
$
$

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

2,440,677
110,297
2,550,974
2,790
2,553,764

$
$
$

$

949,025
66,432
98,565
119,619
1,233,641

$

43,000
53,080
96,080

$

$

$

170,000
25,400
195,400

1,550,926

$

1,082,182

$

-

$

$

$

(2,524)
(14)
(2,538)

2022
Budget

$
$
$

$

19,961
1,397
(8,199)
2,436
15,595

$

(17,000)
(32,000)
(49,000)

$

$

$

7,600
7,600

1,525,121

$

1,059,278
-

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

2,567,440
110,769
2,678,209
2,308
2,769
2,683,286

$
$
$

$

126,763
472
127,235
(216)
(35)
126,984

977,497
58,650
103,741
123,207
1,263,095

$

42,000
72,000
114,000

$

$

$

212,500
25,780
238,280

$

42,500
7,980
50,480

(25,805)

$

1,615,375

$

64,449

$

(22,904)

$

1,096,125

$

13,943

$

-

$

$

-

$

$

$

$

-

$

$

48,433
(6,385)
(3,023)
6,024
45,049
(18,000)
(13,080)
(31,080)

Total Expenses (B)

$

2,633,108

$

2,584,399

$

(48,709)

$

2,711,500

$

78,392

Change in Assets

$

(76,806)

$

(30,635)

$

46,171

$

(28,214)

$

48,592

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

18,694

$

39,945

$

21,251

$

24,369

$

5,675

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

2,651,802
(95,500)

$
$

2,624,344
(70,580)

$
$

(27,458)
24,920

$
$

2,735,869
(52,583)

$
$

84,067
42,917

FTEs

6.30

6.30

-

6.30

-

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis Budget Detail
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Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach

Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
The SERC Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach programs provide education and
training necessary to obtain essential knowledge of BPS operations, reliability and security.
These programs collectively provide many risk-based outreach options to stakeholders to
increase engagement, knowledge, and understanding in the SERC Region and beyond. These
options offer access to coaching, training, and educational opportunities through several
formats, tools, and venues.
SERC Training and Education programs have annual scheduled events and targeted efforts
directed at external stakeholders. Additionally, Training and Educational programs support the
continuing education of NERC Certified System Operators, security and compliance
professionals, trainers, and other critical subject matter experts. Stakeholder Outreach is a
voluntary program that offers targeted coaching and training to requesting registered entities,
focused on best practices and risk mitigation.
2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach
programs are as follows:
•

SERC will support the ERO initiative to expand risk-based focused programs and
committees. Achieving this goal will require structured training.

•

SERC will support the ERO goal to mitigate known and emerging risks by providing
timely and valuable outreach and training events to stakeholders. Additionally, the
Stakeholder Outreach program provides guidance and coaching to entities on effective
mitigation of identified and emerging risks.

•

SERC’s Training program will maintain SERC’s status as a NERC certified Continuing
Education Provider and provide training to operating personnel to promote effective
operating, reliability, and security of the BPS.

•

SERC will educate utility personnel regarding changes to NERC Reliability Standards,
ERO procedures, and programs that detect, monitor, report, correct, and prevent
recurrence of issues with risk, reliability, security, and compliance.

•

SERC will increase targeted outreach efforts that promote BPS reliability, security, and
risk mitigation across its footprint.
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2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC Training, Education, and Stakeholder
Outreach programs are as follows:
:
•

Develop and deliver training on required technical knowledge, skills, and abilities for key
staff positions within SERC;

•

Develop and deliver four System Operator Conferences that promote BPS reliability by
assuring the competence of real-time operating personnel through continuing education
on power system operating topics;

•

Deliver risk-based security and reliability seminars or webinars to BPS system operators,
operating support personnel, compliance personnel, security personnel, and training
personnel to raise awareness and provide training on identified and emerging reliability,
security, and compliance threats;

•

Provide guidance and expectations of new or revised Reliability Standards and related
procedures and programs, as well as changes in observed performance;

•

Develop and deliver to internal and external stakeholders, timely and effective education
that promotes the mission of SERC and the ERO Enterprise; and

•

Provide targeted outreach that communicates, trains, and supports the mitigation of
threats to the BPS.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach programs
is consistent with 2021.
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Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
TRAINING AND OUTREACH

2021
Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$

$

2021
Projection

2,514,652
139,184
2,653,836
139,185
3,539
2,796,560

$
$
$

$

$

-

$

$

(6,255)
(23)
134,656

$

$

96,570
1,817
98,387

$

2,225
(185)
2,040

(9,317)

$

1,565,807

$

53,972

(104,565)

$

1,391,905

$

26,295

$

-

1,261,045

$
$

$

$

$

-

$

139,459
1,475
140,934

120,153
85,690
205,843

1,502,518

$

132,930
3,516
2,931,216

$

$

$

$

2,654,111
140,659
2,794,770

980,344
58,821
98,832
123,580
1,261,577

$

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

-

1,365,610

$

$

$

$

Indirect Expenses

$

(740)
(42,022)
(42,762)

1,511,835

$

Total Direct Expenses

$

(71,185)
(218)
(71,403)

$

$

$

$

$

-

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

2022
Budget

37,257
2,415
(10,868)
4,641
33,445

$

$

$

$

94,345
2,002
96,347

94,345
2,002
96,347

Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses

$

$

$

$

$

$

112,354
54,470
166,824

113,094
96,492
209,586

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses

68,000
3,321
2,725,157

$

$

$

$

2,514,652
139,184
2,653,836

951,793
66,626
100,947
119,981
1,239,347

914,536
64,211
111,815
115,340
1,205,902

$

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

-

$

$

$

-

$

$

65,808
(5,390)
(12,983)
8,240
55,675
7,059
(10,802)
(3,743)

Total Expenses (B)

$

2,877,445

$

2,763,563

$

(113,882)

$

2,957,712

$

80,267

Change in Assets

$

(80,885)

$

(38,406)

$

42,479

$

(26,496)

$

54,389

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

23,591

$

47,553

$

23,962

$

30,945

$

7,354

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

2,901,036
(104,476)

$
$

2,811,116
(85,959)

$
$

(89,920)
18,517

$
$

2,988,657
(57,441)

$
$

87,621
47,035

FTEs

7.95

7.50

(0.45)

8.00

0.05

Training, Education, and Stakeholder Outreach Budget Detail
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Situational Awareness and Infrastructure Security Program

Situational Awareness and Infrastructure Security Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
The SERC Situational Awareness and Infrastructure Security (SAIS) program identifies and
analyzes events and conditions that present risk to the BPS. This is accomplished by monitoring
sources of information and maintaining communications with stakeholders, NERC, and other
organizations. SERC analyzes significant BPS events and develops lessons learned to educate
stakeholders on risks and vulnerabilities that could recur elsewhere within the BPS.
2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC SAIS program are as follows:
•

SERC will support the ERO Enterprise in the identification and mitigation of significant
reliability risks, as well as the identification and assessment of conditions that indicate
emerging risks.

•

SERC will continue to work with NERC’s Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis
Center (E-ISAC) and SERC registered entities to identify opportunities for improving
information sharing on CIP-related events, threats, and vulnerabilities to improve
reliability within the BPS.

•

SERC will continue its Outreach program to communicate lessons learned from analysis
of SAIS events.

•

SERC will continue to review, track, and trend reliability events to support the ERO
Enterprises’ goal of fewer, less severe events in the SERC Region.

•

SERC will share mitigating measures and other BPS improvements with SERC entities
and the ERO Enterprise to improve reliability on the BPS.

•

SERC will continue to work with other Regional SAIS groups to identify conditions or
best practices that improve reliability within the BPS.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC SAIS program are as follows:
•

Continue to increase the utilization of data collection tools and data analysis to
provide oversight of the BPS to support NERC reporting requirements;

•

Evaluate events information to identify risk trends and benchmarking efforts;
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•

Develop SERC Reliability Bulletins and support NERC Lessons Learned initiatives;

•

Continue stakeholder outreach efforts that encourage stakeholder participation in the
SAIS program;

•

Facilitate and promote post-event collaboration and coordination with NERC and
applicable governmental agencies;

•

Identify and prioritize risks based on reliability impacts, assessments, projected
resources, and emerging issues; and

•

Monitor and evaluate CIP-related threats, vulnerabilities, and events for information
sharing with internal and external stakeholders.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
An increase of 0.50 FTEs is due to the realignment of personnel supporting the SAIS program.
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Situational Awareness and Infrastructure Security Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
SITUATION AWARENESS AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY

2021
Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$

$

2021
Projection

906,610
43,769
950,379
1,001
1,113
952,493

$
$
$

$

391,291
27,390
44,216
49,346
512,243

$

1,500
37,000
38,500

$

$

$

479
479

$

Indirect Expenses

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

$

$
$
$
$

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

$

$

906,610
43,769
950,379
1,328
951,707

$
$
$

$

492,474
34,473
47,555
62,066
636,568

$

29,000
29,000

$

$

$
$

(1,001)
215
(786)

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

2022
Budget

$
$
$

$

1,149,004
52,747
1,201,751
1,099
1,319
1,204,169

$
$
$

$

242,394
8,978
251,372
98
206
251,676

507,248
30,435
49,258
63,928
650,869

$

42,500
42,500

$

$

$

829
829

$

350
350

101,183
7,083
3,339
12,720
124,325

$

(1,500)
(8,000)
(9,500)

$

-

$

$

$

$

$

115,957
3,045
5,042
14,582
138,626
(1,500)
5,500
4,000

$

479
479

$

551,222

$

666,047

$

114,825

$

694,198

$

142,976

429,437

$

504,418

$

74,981

$

521,964

$

92,527

$

-

$

$

-

-

$

-

-

Total Expenses (B)

$

980,659

$

1,170,465

$

189,806

$

1,216,162

$

235,503

Change in Assets

$

(28,166)

$

(218,758)

$

(190,592)

$

(11,993)

$

16,173

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

7,418

$

19,021

$

11,603

$

11,604

$

4,186

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

988,077
(35,584)

$
$

1,189,486
(237,779)

$
$

201,409
(202,195)

$
$

1,227,766
(23,597)

$
$

239,689
11,987

FTEs

2.50

3.00

0.50

3.00

0.50

Situational Awareness and Infrastructure Security Budget Detail
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Corporate Services

Corporate Services
(in whole dollars)
Direct Expenses and Fixed Assets
2021 Budget

2022 Budget

Increase
(Decrease)

FTEs
FTEs
2021 Budget 2022 Budget

Increase
(Decrease)

Technical Committees and Member Forums

$

1,089,562 $

1,129,720 $

40,158

3.90

3.90

-

General and Administrative

$

4,224,800 $

4,357,419 $

132,619

9.00

8.65

(0.35)

Legal and Regulatory

$

1,344,517 $

1,441,805 $

97,288

2.90

2.90

-

Analytics & Information Technology

$

3,734,775 $

3,585,056 $

(149,719)

10.80

14.30

3.50

Human Resources

$

934,097 $

1,138,627 $

204,530

3.00

3.00

-

Accounting and Finance

$

449,876 $

486,059 $

36,183

3.00

3.00

-

Total Corporate Services

$

11,777,627 $

12,138,686 $

361,059

32.60

35.75

3.15

Corporate Services Budget

Program Scope and Functional Description
SERC’s Corporate Services program includes the budget for all business and administrative
functions of the organization:
•

Technical Committees and Member Forums

•

General and Administrative

•

Legal and Regulatory

•

Advanced Analytics and IT

•

Human Resources

•

Finance and Accounting

Methodology for Allocation of Corporate Services Expenses to Programs
Expenses related to indirect programs are allocated proportionally to the direct programs for
2022 based on the number of FTEs in those programs.
Where applicable, Operating Expenses are accounted for within the related department’s
budget. If an expense cannot be attributed to a specific department, it is included in one of the
Corporate Services programs. All expenses for the Corporate Services program, referred to as
indirect expenses, are allocated proportionately based on FTE count to the direct programs.
This allocation provides improved financial perspective for the direct program areas.
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Technical Committees and Member Forums
Program Scope and Functional Description
The Technical Committees and Member Forums programs serve to strengthen capabilities
within the Region to plan and operate the BPS reliably, securely, and in compliance with
Reliability Standards. The success of these programs depends on the active and direct
participation of its members. The forums are also a source of expertise in the industry to
address current and emerging risk to the BPS.
2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC Technical Committees and Member Forums programs
are as follows:
•

SERC will continue its Technical Committee and subgroup structure for effective
stakeholder involvement in 2022.

•

SERC will continue to invest in technology and innovation to allow efficient collaboration
on technical issues related to reliability.

•

SERC’s Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG) will continue to identify, and educate
SERC staff and Regional members about the reliability risks to the BPS in the SERC
Region from an engineering, operations, and security perspective.

•

SERC will continue to leverage its members as volunteer technical resources to support
the Region’s mission and initiatives. As needs change, SERC will assess committee
structure to continue to meet the needs of our members.

•

SERC Technical Committees and Member Forums programs will manage committee
work according to the Organization and Procedures Manual for SERC Technical
Committees.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC Technical Committees and Member Forums
programs are as follows:
•

Convene regular meetings of the standing committees and their subordinate groups, as
necessary;

•

Communicate to the Board and SERC staff on issues pertaining to operation, planning,
and engineering of the BPS, and the advancement of the physical and cyber security of
the BPS;

•

Provide a forum for representatives to share experience and discuss issues of operating,
planning and engineering, and physical and cyber security;

•

Perform special projects at the request of the Board;

•

Review the measurement of performance relative to Reliability Standards and
performance statistics (e.g., GADS, TADS, Misoperations, etc.) to determine the risk
level within the SERC Region;

•

Review activities within the SERC Region that affect reliability and adequacy, as
necessary, to meet Reliability Standards and other reliability initiatives;

•

Perform technical functions through the assignment of specific tasks to subordinate
groups to address current and emerging risks; and

•

Provide key inputs from the SERC RRWG for the CMEP Implementation Plan.
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Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Technical Committees and Member Forums programs is
consistent with 2021.
Meetings
Meeting expenses in 2022 reflect an increase due to higher cost of facilities and the increased
participation in Technical Committees.
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General and Administrative
Program Scope and Functional Description
The SERC General and Administrative function provides executive management and oversight
of the corporation. Responsibilities include interacting with the Board, performing the Corporate
Treasurer function, and fostering strong relationships through coordinated and consistent
outreach with governmental agencies, regulators, stakeholders, and other industry
organizations.
The department ensures execution of the SERC strategic priorities and the day-to-day
management of the corporation.

2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC General and Administrative function are as follows:
•

SERC will emphasize effective execution, efficiency, and transparency with a strong
culture of continuous improvement and program readiness.

•

SERC will facilitate reliability-enhancing activities.

•

SERC will continue its outreach and communication with stakeholders to promote
effective reduction of risk to the (BPS).

The General and Administrative Program incorporates the regional specific strategic and
operating objectives set forth in the ERO Enterprise Long Term Strategy and the ERO
Enterprise Operating Plan. ERO strategic and operational objectives are considered in the
development and maintenance of the SERC Strategic Plan on an annual basis.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The SERC General and Administrative function will support the following goals:
•

Continue high-quality performance of delegated functions while maintaining an
appropriate resource requirement; and

•

Provide pertinent and timely information to stakeholders to improve efficiency of
interactions with SERC staff.

•

Manage interface with NERC enterprise-wide internal audit initiatives

Resource Requirements
Personnel
There was a decrease of 0.35 FTE in the General and Administrative function due to the
reallocation to support additional FTE needs in the CMEP and SAIS programs.
Contractors and Consultants
The 2022 budget includes support for corporate strategic initiatives.
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Legal and Regulatory
Program Scope and Functional Description
SERC maintains in-house legal staff and hires outside legal consultants, as needed. These
legal resources provide the following services:
•

Provide legal advice to the Chief Executive Office, Board, and staff on legal and
regulatory matters that affect SERC;

•

Reconcile and determine SERC’s legal position on all legal matters;

•

Draft and review items filed with governmental agencies for legal sufficiency;

•

Support SERC’s corporate governance function, including facilitating implementation of
governance changes to transition the Board into a more strategic oversight body and
providing input on matters for the Board’s consideration;

•

Review contracts and corporate documents;

•

Ensure continuing recognition of SERC as a Regional Entity;

•

Negotiate and author necessary changes to SERC’s governing documents, including the
SERC Bylaws and Regional Delegation Agreement with NERC;

•

Provide input and obtain regulatory approvals, as needed, on governance changes and
for new and revised Regional Reliability Standards;

•

Review legal documents, including Notices of Penalty and settlement agreements,
required to be filed with FERC. Provide legal support for contested enforcement actions
and other assistance;

•

Provide legal counsel during compliance and enforcement proceedings and support the
approval process of enforcement filings before the NERC Board of Trustees Compliance
Committee and FERC;

•

Interface with the appropriate authorities regarding responses/filings to related
governmental/regulatory directives/orders;

•

Develop SERC’s strategic engagement with states by building relationships with policy
makers and regulators in each of the 16 states in the SERC footprint to educate on what
SERC does in the areas of reliability and security, NERC and regional assessments, and
reports.

•

Assist in the development of and ensure proper administration of SERC corporate
policies and procedures; and

•

Manage relationships with SERC’s outside counsel.

2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the SERC Legal and Regulatory function are as follows:
•

SERC will continue to support SERC’s governance structure by supporting the Board
and Board committees, facilitating the selection of stakeholder and independent
directors, and drafting and obtaining approval of any necessary modifications to Bylaws
and other corresponding governance changes.

•

SERC will continue to support the processing of enforcement actions through the
development of settlement agreements and Notices of Penalty, leading settlement
negotiations with the registered entities, discussing resolutions with NERC, obtaining
approvals from the NERC Board of Trustees Compliance Committee, and with FERC;
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•

SERC will continue to enhance its strategic engagement with states by building
relationships with policy makers and regulators in each of the 16 states in the SERC
footprint to educate on what SERC does in the areas of reliability and security, NERC
and regional assessments, and reports.

•

SERC will proactively engage with NERC and FERC to help ensure SERC’s continued
recognition as a Regional Entity.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC Legal and Regulatory function are as
follows:
•

Work with Enforcement to support processing enforcement actions, including the
documentation of settlement agreements and Notices of Penalty, through the filing
process at FERC;

•

Support SERC’s corporate governance needs;

•

Support SERC’s corporate legal needs; and

•

Work with NERC and other Regions on obtaining renewal of SERC’s Regional
Delegation Agreement with NERC.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Legal and Regulatory function is consistent with 2021.

Meeting Expenses
The 2022 budget includes an increase in meeting and travel expenses due to anticipated higher
costs for facilities and support services for annual offsite Board meetings.

Professional Services
A decrease in legal fees is based on historical actuals, with Independent Director fees
increasing to reflect actual costs.
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Advanced Analytics and Information Technology
Program Scope and Functional Description
SERC’s Advanced Analytics and IT departments are integrating a robust data management
framework to provide technology innovation, support data collection efforts across SERC, and
develop insights through data to inform several risk-based programs across SERC. The
Advanced Analytics and IT programs include the following functions:
•

IT and Security Operations

•

Advanced Analytics

The IT function offers computer and network services, including design and maintenance for the
SERC computer and network infrastructure, as well as project and vendor management for all
current and future technology-related contracts. SERC’s IT and Security Operations function will
continue efforts to enhance the company’s security posture to ensure cybersecurity is an
essential component of the organization’s culture. The IT program executes the following
functions:
•

Improves SERC’s information systems security and resiliency through the adoption of
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework;

•

Maintains network and computer infrastructure;

•

Ensures protection of SERC and registered entity data;

•

Provides onsite end user support and services to conduct SERC business;

•

Provides a security awareness training program to increase awareness; and

•

Provides project management and deployment of technical solutions.

The Advanced Analytics function leverages information as a strategic asset. Data is critical to
SERC’s continued success, deepening relationships with stakeholders, and providing
meaningful analysis of risk areas across the SERC Region. Advanced Analytics executes the
following functions:
•

Manage usability and integrity of data;

•

Evaluation of data to determine risk;

•

Visualization and reporting of data;

•

Insight development; and

•

Calculation of operations metrics for SERC.

SERC supports the NERC Project Management Office (PMO) in its efforts to provide technology
tools across the ERO Enterprise. SERC’s budget assumes the availability of new and existing
technology tools from the PMO and other sources. If the required technology tools are not
available as planned, SERC could incur additional costs to ensure fulfillment of its core
responsibilities.
NERC and the Regional Entities will collaborate to refine existing strategies, governance, and
procurement practices applicable to the development, operation, and maintenance of enterprise
architecture and software and data systems supporting both NERC and Regional Entity
operations. NERC’s BP&B will include ongoing funding support for the development, operation,
and maintenance of NERC and Regional Entity-approved enterprise applications. Enterprise
application funding in any given year will be subject to the budget and funding limits set forth in
NERC’s approved BP&B.
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2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the Advanced Analytics and IT program are as follows:
•

SERC will continue to evaluate and consider shared ERO services and partnerships.

•

SERC will continue to purchase and maintain a hardware and software lifecycle
necessary to conduct business.

•

SERC will continue utilizing secure third-party hosting centers.

•

SERC will continue to support the ERO's Cybersecurity Strategy objectives and
initiatives.

•

SERC will continue to assess, enhance, and strengthen SERC’s security posture.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and deliverables for the Advanced Analytics and IT program are as follows:
•

Improve the capabilities of SERC’s Business Intelligence Center (BIC) to include
internally focused operations reporting;

•

Update and consolidate SERC committee and reliability portals, as the compliance portal
is phased out to continue to provide the remaining functionality;

•

Support the deployment of Align;

•

Upgrade IT infrastructure per lifecycle management;

•

Implement a multi-year plan that implements IT and Security NIST Cybersecurity
framework and strategy;

•

Implement a multi-year plan to integrate a Data Management framework;

•

Improve cyber and physical security controls to defend against emerging threats;

•

Formalize and define IT and Security policies, processes and procedures; and

•

Implement new ERO-sponsored security and IT consolidation efforts.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
SERC has increased staffing levels in the Advanced Analytics and IT and Security departments
to support the overall IT strategy around improved security and program management and
analytics. The additional personnel will help drive a stronger and more robust internal IT team,
while reducing the heavy reliance on external IT contractors. This results in an increase of 3.5
FTEs in these departments
Contractors and Consultants
The 2022 budget decreased as contractor support for IT staff transitioned to FTEs.
Office Costs
The 2022 budget for the Advanced Analytics and IT program is increasing due to planned
activity around replacement or addition of computers, hardware equipment, tools, and software
licenses. Some expenses are directly due to increase in staff or lifecycle management projects.
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Human Resources
Program Scope and Functional Description
The SERC Human Resources function provides the organization with structure and the ability to
meet business needs through managing our most valuable resources— our employees. The
Human Resources department is responsible for a variety of essential functions:
•

Strategic and succession planning across all areas of human resources.

•

Recruitment and retention, hiring for cultural fit, employee relations, performance
management, training and professional development and employee engagement.

•

Compliance with state and federal laws to minimize organizational liability.

•

Analysis and administration of competitive compensation and total rewards programs.

•

Management of payroll, Human Resource Information Systems, and employee benefits
administration.

2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the Human Resources function are as follows:
•

SERC assumes a 5% vacancy rate to total Personnel Expenses.

•

SERC will provide competitive compensation and benefits packages.

•

SERC will ensure that staff attains and maintains elevated professional credentials to
remain a leader in the industry.

•

SERC will provide a Board-approved merit salary increase. The salary expense budget
for all program areas reflects this assumption.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the Human Resources department are as follows:
•

Promote employee engagement and empowerment;

•

Attract, develop, and retain highly competent and motivated staff;

•

Review compensation and benefits to ensure organization and industry competitiveness;

•

Create growth, training and development opportunities for staff

•

Promote a diverse and inclusive workplace; and

•

Lead efforts to keep SERC a highly desirable place to work.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Human Resources program is consistent with 2021.
Contractors and Consultants
The 2022 budget includes contractor support for leadership development and staff training.
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Finance and Accounting
Program Scope and Functional Description
The SERC Finance and Accounting department provides accounting, analytical, and treasury
services for SERC by performing the following functions:
•

Develop SERC’s BP&B and provide ongoing financial analysis regarding expenditures
and forecasts;

•

Prepare monthly, quarterly, and annual financial statements;

•

Review and refine accounting policies, procedures, and internal fiscal controls to support
the changing business environment;

•

Coordinate with external auditors to ensure timely completion of the annual audit;

•

Prepare and file required federal and state tax returns;

•

Maintain banking relationships and manage cash flow and investments; and

•

Support the ERO’s funding process by annually collecting NEL data as mandated by
FERC;

•

Work with the ERO Finance Working Group to provide consistent reporting throughout
NERC and the Regions; and

•

Manage accounts payable, accounts receivable, and fixed assets.

2022 Key Assumptions
The 2022 key assumptions for the Finance and Accounting function are as follows:
•

Current accounting systems and controls are effective.

•

There are no major changes in applicable accounting regulations.

2022 Goals and Key Deliverables
The 2022 goals and key deliverables for the SERC Finance and Accounting department are as
follows:
•

Allocate financial resources in a manner that best promotes the security and reduction of
risk to the (BPS) bulk power system;

•

Identify and prioritize opportunities, and create efficiency through new processes,
procedures, and technology;

•

Provide timely, relevant, and accurate reporting and financial analysis to SERC
management, the FAC, and the Board; and

•

Ensure SERC has effective financial controls and exercises fiscal prudency.

Resource Requirements
Personnel
The number of FTEs assigned to the Finance and Accounting program is consistent with 2021.
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Corporate Services Program Budget Detail
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
2021 Budget & Projection, and 2022 Budget
CORPORATE SERVICES

2021
Budget

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$

$

Variance
2021 Budget
v 2021 Projection
Over(Under)

2021
Projection

-

$

-

$
$

13,500
13,500

$

$
$
$

$

13,500
13,500

2022
Budget

$
$
$

$

$

$

$

(430,917)
16,867
84,375
(10,040)
(339,715)

(186,184)

$

11,874,686

$

297,059

186,184

$

(11,874,686)

$

(297,059)

$

$

11,391,443

$

(11,391,443)

$

$

$

11,577,627

$

(11,577,627)

$

$

-

1,068,874
840,067
1,104,187
501,360
3,514,488

(24,700)
(79,201)
21,160
(82,741)

1,475,091
823,200
940,611
532,560
3,771,462

$

$

$

$

$

-

268,554
232,675
501,229

(33,300)
(99,991)
(133,291)

187,804
156,044
343,848

-

$

$

$

$

-

5,861,951
349,293
894,622
753,103
7,858,969

36,581
3,261
(15,574)
5,580
29,848

5,388,242
374,349
820,085
693,457
7,276,133

Variance
2022 Budget
v 2021 Budget
Inc(Dec)

510,290
(21,795)
58,963
65,226
612,684

5,351,661
371,088
835,659
687,877
7,246,285

$

221,104
256,035
477,139

$

$

$

1,499,791
823,200
1,019,812
511,400
3,854,203

$

Indirect Expenses

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Total Expenses (B)

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Change in Assets

$

-

$

13,500

$

13,500

$

-

$

-

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

-

$
$

13,500

$
$

13,500

$
$

-

$
$

-

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

FTEs

$

$
$
$
$

$

$

32.60

32.15

$

$

(0.45)

$

$

35.75

$

$

47,450
(23,360)
24,090

3.15

Corporate Services Budget Detail
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Section B – Supplemental Financial Information
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Working Capital and Assessment Stabilization Reserve Analysis
Reserve Analysis
STATUTORY

Beginning Reserves, January 1, 2021 $
Plus: 2020 Funding (form Load-Serving Entities (LSE) or desgnees) $
Plus: 2021 Other funding sources
Penalties released from Assessment Stabilization Reserve in 2021
Penalty Sanctions January 1 - June 30, 2021
Less: 2021 Projected expenses & capital expenditures

Total
Reserves
7,676,396

23,513,886 $
117,500
(25,829,079)

Projected Reserves, December 31, 2021 $

5,478,703

$

Assessment
Stabilization
Reserve 1
$
4,545,000

23,513,886 $
117,500
1,180,000
(25,829,079)
2,113,703

$

(1,180,000)
3,365,000

Targeted Reserve, December 31, 2022 $
Less: Projected Reserves, December 31, 2021

3,765,377 $
(5,478,703)

1,600,377 $
(2,113,703)

2,165,000
(3,365,000)

Increase/(decrease) to 2022 Assessments $

(1,713,326) $

(513,326) $

(1,200,000)

2022 Expenses and Capital Expenditures $
Less: Penalties released from Assessment Stabilization Reserve
Adjustment to achieve targeted Working Capital Reserve
Less: Other funding sources
2022 SERC Assessment $
1

$

Working
Capital
Reserve
3,131,396

26,708,260
(1,200,000)
(513,326)
(196,000)
24,798,934

Penalty sanctions are added to the Assessment Stabilization Reserve upon approval of the
enforcement action by FERC, and released to offset future assessments, as approved by SERC's Board
of Directors.

Table B-1.

Working Capital Reserve Analysis 2021- 2022

Explanation of the Working Capital Reserve
Pursuant to SERC’s Cash Reserves Policy, as approved by the Board on June 26, 2019, SERC
maintains a Working Capital Reserve to satisfy cash flow needs for daily operations, as well as
for contingencies that were not anticipated at the time the BP&B was prepared. The targeted
Working Capital Reserve included in SERC’s 2022 BP&B is $1,600,377. SERC reduced the
2022 ERO Assessments by $513,326 to adjust its Working Capital Reserve to the targeted
amount.

Explanation of the Assessment Stabilization Reserve
Pursuant to SERC’s Cash Reserves Policy, SERC maintains an Assessment Stabilization
Reserve to mitigate annual assessment volatility. With NERC and FERC approval, Penalty
sanctions are added to the reserve, and released to offset assessments in future years. SERC
is requesting to place $765,000 of Penalty sanctions received between July 1, 2020 and June
30, 2021, into the Assessment Stabilization Reserve, and to release $1,200,000 from the
Assessment Stabilization Reserve to offset 2022 SERC Assessments.
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Breakdown by Statement of Activity Sections
The following detailed schedules support the Statement of Activities and Capital Expenditures,
page 11, of the 2022 BP&B. All significant variances have been disclosed by program area on
the preceding pages.

Penalty Sanctions
All penalty monies received between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021, are detailed below,
including the amount and date received.
Pursuant to the NERC ROP Section 1107.4, SERC is requesting an exception to NERC ROP
1107.2. All funds from financial Penalties assessed in the United States received by the entity
initiating the compliance monitoring and enforcement process shall be applied as a general
offset to the entity’s budget requirements for the subsequent fiscal year, if received by July 1, or
for the second subsequent fiscal year, if received on or after July 1. Specifically, SERC is
requesting an exception in order to place $765,000 of Penalty sanctions received between July
1, 2020 and June 30, 2021, into the Assessment Stabilization Reserve, and to release
$1,200,000 from the Assessment Stabilization Reserve to offset 2022 SERC Assessments.
Allocation Method: Penalty sanctions released to offset 2022 assessments have been
allocated to the following statutory programs to reduce assessments: Reliability Standards,
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement, RAPA, Training, Education and Stakeholder
Outreach, and SAIS. Penalty sanctions are allocated based upon the number of FTEs in the
program divided by the aggregate total FTEs in the programs receiving the allocation.
Table B-2 lists all penalties, including date received and amount, received prior to June 30,
2021.
Penalty Sanctions Received on or Prior to
June 30, 2021
Payment

Date Received

Penalty payment 1
Penalty payment 2
Penalty payment 3
Penalty payment 4
Penalty payment 5

10/13/2020
10/13/2020
12/1/2020
12/1/2020
1/13/2021

Total Penalties Received

Table B-2.

Amount Received

$

85,000
90,000
430,000
125,000
35,000

$

765,000

Penalty Sanctions Received
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Table B-3 Supplemental Funding
Other Revenue Breakdown By Program
(Excludes Assessments & Penalty Sanctions)
Reliability Standards
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total
Compliance Monitoring, Enforcement & Org. Registration
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total

Budget
2021

Variance
2021 Budget v 2022
Budget

Budget
2022

Projection
2021

$
$
$

200
223
423

$
$
$

221
221

$
$
$

183
220
403

$
$
$

(17)
(3)
(20)

$

$

$

29,480
22,176
51,656

$

$

6,000
22,339
28,339

$

$

32,090
22,322
54,412

$

(2,610)
(146)
(2,756)

$
$
$

2,524
2,804
5,328

$
$
$

2,790
2,790

$
$
$

2,308
2,769
5,077

$
$
$

(216)
(35)
(251)

$

$

$
$

132,930
3,516
136,446

$

$

68,000
3,321
71,321

$

(6,255)
(23)
(6,278)

Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total
Training, Education and Stakeholder Outreach
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total

$

139,185
3,539
142,724

Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total

$
$
$

1,000
1,113
2,113

$
$
$

1,328
1,328

$
$
$

1,099
1,319
2,418

$
$
$

99
206
305

Total

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

13,500
13,500

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

Total Outside Funding

$

$

117,499

$

$

(9,000)

Corporate Services
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest

Table B-3.

205,000

196,000

Supplemental Funding

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
The decrease in Workshops and Miscellaneous funding in 2022 from the 2021 budget is due to
anticipated reduced in-person attendance.
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Table B-4 Personnel Expenses

Salaries

Budget
2021

Personnel Expenses

Projection
2021

Variance
2021 Budget v 2022
Budget

Budget
2022

Total Salaries

$

15,157,961 $

15,418,809 $

16,239,814 $

Total Payroll Taxes

$

1,057,723 $

1,076,489 $

971,965 $

Total Benefits

$

1,920,040 $

1,843,802 $

Total Retirement

$

1,924,856 $

Total Personnel Costs

$

20,060,580 $

FTEs
Cost per FTE

Salaries $
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement
Total Cost per FTE

Table B-4.

$

Variance %

1,081,853

7.1%

(85,758)

(8.1%)

1,981,828 $

61,788

3.2%

1,958,019 $

2,061,442 $

136,586

7.1%

20,297,119 $

21,255,049 $

1,194,469

6.0%

4.0

4.0%

100.0

100.0

104.0

151,580 $
10,577
19,200
19,249

154,188 $
10,765
18,438
19,580

156,152 $
9,346
19,056
19,822

4,572
(1,231)
(144)
573

200,606

202,971

204,375

3,770

$

$

$

3.0%
(11.6%)
(0.8%)
3.0%
1.9%

Personnel Expenses

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
The budget reflects a Board-approved merit increase and an increase in health insurance
premiums. A vacancy rate of 5% has been applied to all Personnel Expenses.
The combination of one incremental FTE and a shift toward in-house versus third party
resources is driving increases in Salaries, Benefits and Retirement expenses.
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Table B-5 Meeting Expenses

Table B-5.

Meeting Expenses

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
The 2022 budget includes a slight increase in Meeting Expenses related to Board and
Committee governance activities.
Travel expenses reflect a substantial decrease due to a concerted focus on maximizing online
meeting technology when appropriate and efficiencies realized in SERC’s Compliance
Monitoring audit process, which includes utilizing a hybrid mix of on-site and virtual monitoring
personnel.
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Table B-6 Consultants and Contracts

Table B-6.

Consultants and Contracts

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
RAPA – Contractor support is included for a probabilistic assessment performed through the
Resource Adequacy Working Group, and for additional special reliability assessments of the
SERC footprint.
Corporate Services:
•

General & Administrative – Increase due to investment in staff development initiatives.

•

IT – Reduced reliance on third party resources is driving the reduction to contractor and
consulting expenses.
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Table B-7 Office Rent

Table B-7.

Office Rent

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
Increase in building’s operational Common Area Maintenance expenses.
Table B-8 Office Costs

Table B-8.

Office Costs

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
Computer Supplies and Maintenance – Increase is due to additional software license expense
associated with the recent member portal replacement, and SERC’s overall strategy to continue
strengthening cyber and physical security controls. This is partially offset by reduced computer
and network supply purchases.
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Table B-9 Professional Services
Budget
2021

Professional Services

Projection
2021

Budget
2022

Variance
2021 Budget v 2022
Budget

Variance %

Outside Legal
Independent Director Fees
Accounting & Auditing Fees

$
$

122,400 $
350,000 $
39,000

122,400 $
376,000 $
34,160

72,400 $
394,800 $
34,160

(50,000)
44,800
(4,840)

(40.8%)
12.8%
(12.4%)

Total Services

$

511,400 $

532,560 $

501,360 $

(10,040)

(2.0%)

Table B-9.

Professional Services

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
Outside Legal expenses are decreasing based on historical norms. Independent Director Fees
have increased to reflect actual cost.

Table B-10 Miscellaneous

Table B-10.

Miscellaneous

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
There are no costs budgeted for these items in 2021 or 2022.
Table B-11 Non-Operating Expenses

Table B-11.

Other Non-Operating Expenses

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
There are no costs budgeted for these items in 2021 or 2022.
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Table B-12 Fixed Assets

Table B-12.

Fixed Assets

Explanation of Significant Variances – 2022 Budget versus 2021 Budget
An overall Fixed Asset increase of $64,000 was due to firewall replacements and new corporate
services software.
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Table B-13 2023 and 2024 Projections
Statement of Activities and Capital Expenditures
2022 Budget & Projected 2023 and 2024 Budgets
Statutory
% Change
2022
2023
$ Change
22 v 23
22 v 23
Budget
Projection

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released*
Total Statutory Funding

$
$

Membership Fees
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

$

$

$

$

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

$
$
$

$
$

Indirect Expenses

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

Total Expenses (B)

$

Change in Assets

$

Fixed Assets
Computer & Software CapEx
Furniture & Fixtures CapEx
Equipment CapEx
Leasehold Improvements

$ Change
23 v 24

26,024,597 $
1,425,000
27,449,597 $

1,225,663
225,000
1,450,663

4.9% $
18.8%
5.6% $

27,229,040 $
950,000
28,179,040 $

1,204,443
(475,000)
729,443

4.6%
(33.3%)
2.7%

$
166,000
30,000
26,194,934 $

$
166,000
30,000
27,645,597 $

1,450,663

$
0.0%
0.0%
5.5% $

$
166,000
30,000
28,375,040 $

729,443

0.0%
0.0%
2.6%

16,239,814 $
971,965
1,981,828
2,061,442
21,255,049 $

16,987,008 $
1,016,675
2,072,992
2,156,268
22,232,944 $

747,194
44,710
91,164
94,826
977,895

4.6% $
4.6%
4.6%
4.6%
4.6% $

17,496,619 $
1,047,176
2,135,182
2,220,956
22,899,933 $

509,610
30,500
62,190
64,688
666,988

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

443,307 $
855,340
1,298,647 $

443,307 $
855,340
1,298,647 $

-

0.0% $
0.0%
0.0% $

447,740 $
863,893
1,311,633 $

4,433
8,553
12,986

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

1,377,944
840,067
1,171,193
501,360
3,890,564

8,401
15,041
23,441

0.0%
1.0%
0.0%
3.0%
0.6% $

1,391,723 $
856,952
1,182,905
531,893
3,963,474 $

13,779
8,485
11,712
15,492
49,468

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
3.0%

$

1,377,944 $
848,468
1,171,193
516,401
3,914,005 $

26,444,260
-

$

27,445,597 $

1,001,337

3.8% $

28,175,040 $

729,443

2.7%

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

27,445,597 $

1,001,337

3.8% $

28,175,040 $

(249,326) $

200,000 $

449,326

(180.2%) $

200,000 $

-

0.0%

200,000
-

(64,000)
-

200,000
-

-

0.0%

26,444,260

-

-

-

(24.2%)

-

$

264,000

$

200,000 $

(64,000)

(24.2%) $

200,000 $

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)

$

26,708,260

$

27,645,597 $

937,337

3.5% $

28,375,040 $

TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$

$

513,326

(100.0%) $

-

1.9%

106.0

(513,326) $

-

104.0

106.0

2

729,443

-

Incr(Dec) in Fixed Assets (C)

FTEs

% Change
23 v 24

24,798,934 $
1,200,000
25,998,934 $

264,000
-

Allocation of Fixed Assets

2024
Projection

$

729,443

1.3%

2.7%

0.0%
2.6%

-

0.0%

* Penalties Released in the current year reflects the designated amount of funds released from the Assessment Stabilization Reserve (ASR) to offset U.S. assessments as
approved by the SERC Board of Directors and FERC. Actual penalties invoiced in the current reporting year are shown as an increase in the ASR on the reserve summary table
and will be reported as income on the audited financial statements in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

Table B-13.

Budget 2022 Compared with 2022-2023 Projections
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Explanation of 2023 and 2024 Budget Projections
Personnel Expenses
•

Addition of two FTEs in 2023 to support continued implementation of enhanced data
security initiatives;

•

Annual merit pay increases in 2023 and 2024

•

Annual increase in insurance premiums; and

•

A continuation of a 5% vacancy rate.

Meeting Expenses
•

Meetings and travel costs include a 1% inflationary increase in 2024.

Operating Expenses
•

Modest increase in office lease operating costs.

•

Professional services include a 3% increase in both 2023 and 2024 associated with
Independent Director Fees.

•

Other operating expenses remain flat for 2023 and include a 1% inflationary increase in
2024.

Section C – Non-Statutory Activities
2018 Business Plan and Budget
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Section C – Non-Statutory Activities
2022 Non-Statutory Business Plan and Budget
At present, SERC does not provide any non-statutory functions; therefore, Section C is not
applicable at this time. However, SERC may in the future consider providing non-statutory
functions from time to time, as appropriate and as permitted by its Board and applicable statutes
and regulations.
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Section D – Additional Consolidated Financial
Statements
2022 Business Plan and Budget
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Consolidated Financial Statement of Activities by Program, Statutory and Non-Statutory
Total

Statement of Activities and Capital Expenditures by Program

Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released
Total Statutory Funding
Non-statutory Funding
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)
Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses
Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous - Expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
Total Direct Expenses

$

Statutory Total

24,798,934
1,200,000
25,998,934

$

166,000
30,000
26,194,934

$

16,239,814
971,965
1,981,828
2,061,442
21,255,049

$

443,307
855,340
1,298,647

$

1,377,944
840,067
1,171,193
501,360
-

$

$

3,890,564

$

26,444,260

$
$

$

$

$
$
$
$

24,798,934
1,200,000
25,998,934

$

166,000
30,000
26,194,934

$

16,239,814
971,965
1,981,828
2,061,442
21,255,049

$

443,307
855,340
1,298,647

$

1,377,944
840,067
1,171,193
501,360
-

$
$

$

$

$

$

Indirect Expenses

$

-

$

Other Non-Operating Expenses

$

-

$

Total Expenses (B)

$

Change in Assets

$

Depreciation
Computer & Software CapEx
Furniture & Fixtures CapEx
Equipment CapEx
Leasehold Improvements

26,444,260

$

(249,326) $

$

264,000
-

Fixed Assets, excluding Right of Use Assets (C)

$

264,000

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)
TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A-B-C)

$
$

26,708,260 $
(513,326) $

Allocation of Fixed Assets

FTEs

Table D-1.

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$

-

$

3,890,564

$

-

26,444,260

$

-

(0) $

-

$

$

-

$

$

-

$

(249,326) $

-

$

-

$

264,000
-

26,444,260

264,000
-

$

264,000

$

$

$

$

$

-

207,642
8,791
216,433

$

18,220,737
887,034
19,107,771

$

183
220
216,836

$

29,480
22,176
19,159,427

$

100,868
6,052
10,043
12,694
129,657

$

7,811,906
468,714
825,332
984,930
10,090,882

$

2,500
2,500

$

12,600
419,975
432,575

$

-

$

38,580
-

$

-

$

166,000
30,000
26,194,934

$

16,239,814
971,965
1,981,828
2,061,442
21,255,049

$

443,307
855,340
1,298,647

$

1,377,944
840,067
1,171,193
501,360
-

$

$

3,890,564

$

$

38,580

$

26,444,260

$

132,157

$

10,562,037

(0) $

86,994

$

8,777,698

-

$

$

$

$

-

26,444,260

$

$

$

$

$
$

(249,326) $

$

$

264,000

26,708,260 $
(513,326) $

-

$
$

26,708,260 $
(513,326) $
104.0

219,151

$

$

$

$

$

(2,315) $

-

$

1,934

-

-

Reliability
Assessment and
Performance
Analysis

24,798,934
1,200,000
25,998,934

$

$

104.0

Compliance
Monitoring and
Enforecement;
Organization
Registration and
Certification

Reliability
Standards

Statutory Total

-

$

-

104.0

Non-Statutory
Total

$

1,934

19,339,735

$

$

$

2,567,440
110,769
2,678,209

$

2,308
2,769
2,683,286

$

977,497
58,650
103,741
123,207
1,263,095

$

42,000
72,000
114,000

$

221,085 $
(4,249) $
0.5

195,148

$
$
$

$

238,280

$

1,615,375

$

1,096,125

$
$

2,711,500

$

-

19,534,883 $
(375,456) $

24,369

6.3
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$

132,930
3,516
2,931,216

$

980,344
58,821
98,832
123,580
1,261,577

$

120,153
85,690
205,843

$

$

$
$
$

1,149,004
52,747
1,201,751

$

1,099
1,319
1,204,169

$

507,248
30,435
49,258
63,928
650,869

$

42,500
42,500

$

829
-

$

$

$

$

$

-

5,861,951
349,293
894,622
753,103
7,858,969
268,554
232,675
501,229

$

98,387

$

829

$

3,514,488

$

1,565,807

$

694,198

$

11,874,686

$

1,391,905

$

521,964

$

(11,874,686)

$
$

$

2,957,712

$
$

(26,496) $

-

$

30,945
$

2,735,869 $
(52,583) $

50.5

2,654,111
140,659
2,794,770

Corporate Services

$

24,369
$

Situation
Awareness and
Infrastructure
Security

96,570
1,817
-

(28,214) $

Consolidated Statements of Activities by Program, Statutory and Non-Statutory
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$

$

195,148
$

$

212,500
25,780
-

(180,308) $

-

Training and
Outreach

30,945

$

-

$

-

(11,993) $

-

1,216,162

-

$

11,604
$

2,988,657 $
(57,441) $
8.0

-

1,068,874
840,067
1,104,187
501,360
-

11,604

264,000
(264,000)

$

-

1,227,766 $
(23,597) $

-

3.0

35.8

Section D – Additional Consolidated Financial Statements

Statement of Financial Position

Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Financial Position
2020 Audited, 2021 Projection, and 2022 Budget
STATUTORY and NON-STATUTORY
Projected
31-Dec-21

(Per Audit)
31-Dec-20

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

$

Investments

4,799,061

$

7,671,990

Accounts receivable, net

4,370,760

Property and equipment, net
Total Assets

$

$

7,671,990

35,000

Prepaid expenses and other assets

Budget
31-Dec-22
5,081,765
6,671,990

-

-

317,479

250,000

250,000

1,947,224

1,826,788

1,565,788

14,770,754

$

14,119,538

$

13,569,543

40,000 $

40,000

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Liabilities
Accounts payable

$

308 $

Accrued expenses

4,149,903

4,100,000

4,100,000

Deferred revenue

96,010

30,000

30,000

900,913

875,913

850,913

Other liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

Unrestricted net assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

Table D-2.

5,147,134

$

9,623,620
$

14,770,754

5,045,913

$

9,073,625
$

14,119,538

5,020,913
8,548,630

$

13,569,543

Statement of Financial Position, Three-Year Comparison
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Appendix A: Organization Chart

Appendix A: Organization Chart
The SERC Organization chart shown here compares 2021 and 2022 SERC personnel counts.

Figure 2.

SERC Organization Chart
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SERC Reliability Corporation
Statement of Activities, Fixed Assets Expenditures, and Change in Working Capital
From 1/1/2020 Through 12/31/2020

2020
YTD Actual
Funding
Statutory Funding
SERC Assessments
Penalties Released*
Total Statutory Funding

$

14,135,382
1,028,204
1,843,730
1,824,181
18,831,497

$

521,824
805,148
1,326,972

$

$

$

2,369,580
789,276
710,350
166,140
1,200
4,036,546

$

24,195,014

14,796,076
959,260
1,590,688
1,851,030
19,197,054

$

37,105
111,242
148,347

$

$

$

1,680,454
821,813
823,134
91,908
1,393
3,418,702

$

22,764,103

$

$
$

Total Direct Expenses

$

$

$

Operating Expenses, excluding Depreciation
Consultants & Contracts
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses

‐
‐
165,000
60,000
24,584,123

‐
‐
8,615
80,576
24,448,314

$

Meeting Expenses
Meetings & Conference Calls
Travel
Total Meeting Expenses

$

$

$

Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses

22,459,123
1,900,000
24,359,123

22,459,123
1,900,000
24,359,123

$

Membership Fees
Services & Software
Workshops & Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Funding (A)

2020
YTD Budget

$

Variance
2020 YTD Actual
v 2020 YTD Budget
Over(Under)

$

$

$

$

$

‐
‐
‐

%

0.00%

‐
‐
(156,385)
20,576
(135,809)

‐0.55%

660,694
(68,944)
(253,042)
26,849
365,557

1.94%

(484,719)
(693,906)
(1,178,625)

‐88.82%

$

(689,126)
32,537
112,784
(74,232)
193
(617,844)

‐15.31%

$

(1,430,911)

‐5.91%

$

$

$

Indirect Expenses

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

Other Non‐Operating Expenses

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

Total Expenses (B)

$

22,764,103

$

24,195,014

$

(1,430,911)

Change in Assets

$

1,684,211

$

389,109

$

1,295,102

332.84%

79,588

24.12%

409,588

$

330,000

$

TOTAL BUDGET (B+C)

$

23,173,691

$

24,525,014

$

(1,351,323)

TOTAL CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL (A‐B‐C)

$

1,274,623

$

59,109

$

1,215,514

Fixed Asset Additions, excluding Right of Use Assets (C) $

FTE's
Head Count

96.00
96.00

98.00
98.00

Beginning WC Reserve at 1/1/2020

1,855,528

1,201,725

653,803

Change to WC - 2020

1,274,623

59,109

1,215,514

Working Capital Reserve at 12/31/2020

3,130,151

1,260,834

1,869,317

Assessment Stabilization Reserve:
Beginning AS Reserve at 1/1/2020
Penalties Released $
Penalties Received
Assessment Stabilization Reserve 12/31/2020

Net Assets Designated for Operating Reserves
(from audited financial reports)
Beginning WC - 1/1/2020

‐5.91%

‐5.51%
2056.40%

(2.00)
(2.00)

5,645,000
(1,900,000)
800,000
4,545,000

1,855,528
1,855,528

* Penalties Released in the current year reflects the designated amount of funds released from the Assessment Stabilization Reserve (ASR) to offset U.S.
assessments as approved by the SERC Board of Directors and FERC. Actual penalties invoiced in the current reporting year are shown as an increase
the ASR on the reserve summary table and will be reported as income on the audited financial statements in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
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COMMUNICATION WITH THOSE CHARGED WITH GOVERNANCE
[reportdate]
To the Finance and Audit Committee of SERC Reliability Corporation:
We have audited the financial statements of SERC Reliability Corporation (the “Corporation”) as of and for the year
ended December 31, 2020, and have issued our report thereon dated [reportdate]. Professional standards require
that we advise you of the following matters relating to our audit.
Our Responsibility in Relation to the Financial Statement Audit
As communicated in our engagement letter dated December 17, 2020, our responsibility, as described by
professional standards, is to form and express an opinion about whether the financial statements that have been
prepared by management with your oversight are presented fairly, in all material respects, in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America. Our audit of the financial statements does
not relieve you or management of your responsibilities.
Our responsibility, as prescribed by professional standards, is to plan and perform our audit to obtain reasonable,
rather than absolute, assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
of financial statements includes consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, as part of our audit, we considered
the internal control of the Corporation solely for the purpose of determining our audit procedures and not to provide
any assurance concerning such internal control.
We are also responsible for communicating significant matters related to the audit that are, in our professional
judgment, relevant to your responsibilities in overseeing the financial reporting process. However, we are not
required to design procedures for the purpose of identifying other matters to communicate to you.
Planned Scope and Timing of the Audit
We conducted our audit consistent with the planned scope and timing we previously communicated to you.
Compliance with All Ethics Requirements Regarding Independence
The engagement team, others in our firm, as appropriate, and our firm have complied with all relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence.
Qualitative Aspects of the Entity’s Significant Accounting Practices
Significant Accounting Policies
Management has the responsibility to select and use appropriate accounting policies. A summary of the significant
accounting policies adopted by the Corporation are described in Note 1 to the financial statements. There have
been no initial selections of accounting policies and no changes in significant accounting policies or their application
during 2020. No matters have come to our attention that would require us, under professional standards, to inform
you about (1) the methods used to account for significant unusual transactions and (2) the effect of significant
accounting policies in controversial or emerging areas for which there is a lack of authoritative guidance or
consensus.
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Page Two
Significant Accounting Estimates
Accounting estimates are an integral part of the financial statements prepared by management and are based on
management’s current judgments. Those judgments are normally based on knowledge and experience about past
and current events and assumptions about future events. Certain accounting estimates are particularly sensitive
because of their significance to the financial statements and because of the possibility that future events affecting
them may differ markedly from management’s current judgments.
The most sensitive accounting estimates affecting the financial statements are:
Management’s functional expense classification policy is based on a review of the current corporate structure,
and the identification, reclassification and allocation of certain employee, facility, and departmental expenses
which serve multiple functional areas. We evaluated the key factors and assumptions used to develop the
functional allocation in determining that it is reasonable in relation to the financial statements taken as a
whole.
Management’s estimate of depreciation expense is based on the expected useful life of the underlying assets.
We evaluated the key factors and assumptions used to develop the estimate of depreciation expense in
determining that it is reasonable in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole.
Significant Difficulties Encountered During the Audit
We encountered no significant difficulties in dealing with management in performing and completing our audit.
Management Representations
We have requested certain representations from management, which are included in the attached management
representation letter dated [reportdate].
Corrected and Uncorrected Misstatements
Professional standards require us to accumulate all known and likely misstatements identified during the audit,
other than those that are clearly trivial, and communicate them to the appropriate level of management. Further,
professional standards require us to also communicate the effect of uncorrected misstatements related to prior
periods on the relevant classes of transactions, account balances or disclosure, and the financial statements as a
whole. We noted no such misstatements during our audit.
Disagreements with Management
For purposes of this letter, a disagreement with management is a financial accounting, reporting, or auditing matter,
whether or not resolved to our satisfaction, that could be significant to the financial statements or the auditors’ report.
We are pleased to report that no such disagreements arose during the course of our audit.
Management Consultations with Other Independent Accountants
In some cases, management may decide to consult with other accountants about auditing and accounting matters.
Management informed us that, and to our knowledge, there were no consultations with other accountants regarding
auditing and accounting matters.
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Other Significant Matters, Findings, or Issues
In the normal course of our professional association with the Corporation, we generally discuss a variety of matters,
including the application of accounting principles and auditing standards, significant events or transactions that
occurred during the year, business conditions affecting the entity, and business plans and strategies that may affect
the risks of material misstatement. None of the matters discussed resulted in a condition to our retention as auditors.
Accounting Standards Updates
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02: Leases. This update requires recognition of lease assets
and lease liabilities on the balance sheet for substantially all leases with a term of at least one year, including leases
which are currently classified as operating leases under current accounting guidance. For nonpublic entities, this
update is effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2021.
Management should review this standard to determine the effect, if any, it will have on the Corporation’s financial
statements.
This information is intended solely for the use of the Finance and Audit Committee and management of SERC
Reliability Corporation and is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than these specified
parties.
Sincerely,

GreerWalker LLP
Attachment
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
To the Finance and Audit Committee of SERC Reliability Corporation:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of SERC Reliability Corporation (the “Corporation”) which
comprise the statements of financial position as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the related statements of
activities and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America; this includes the design,
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our
audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in the United States of America. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Corporation’s preparation and fair presentation
of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Corporation’s internal control. Accordingly,
we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of SERC Reliability Corporation as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the results of its operations and
its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United
States of America.

Certified Public Accountants
[reportdate]
Charlotte, NC
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SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
ASSETS

2020

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Total current assets

$

4,799,061
35,000
317,479
5,151,540

2019

$

4,654,100
247,867
4,901,967

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET

1,947,224

2,091,183

INVESTMENTS

7,142,778

7,063,776

529,212

410,352

INVESTMENTS - DEFERRED COMPENSATION
TOTAL

$

14,770,754

$

14,467,278

$

308
408,028
3,741,875
96,010
4,246,221

$

2,669
976,934
3,039,646
27,830
4,047,079

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accrued salaries and related benefits
Deferred revenue
Total current liabilities
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Deferred compensation
Deferred rent
Total non-current liabilities
NET ASSETS WITHOUT DONOR RESTRICTIONS:
Undesignated
Designated for assessment stabilization reserve
Designated for operating reserves
Total net assets
TOTAL

$

529,212
371,701
900,913

410,352
418,136
828,488

1,947,224
4,545,000
3,131,396
9,623,620

2,091,183
5,645,000
1,855,528
9,591,711

14,770,754

$

14,467,278

See notes to financial statements.
2
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SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
2020
FUNDING:
Member assessments
Penalty sanctions
Workshops
Investment income
Miscellaneous
Total

$

EXPENSES:
Personnel expenses:
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Employee benefits
Savings and retirement
Total personnel expenses
Meeting expenses:
Meetings
Travel
Conference calls
Total meeting expenses
Operating expenses:
Consultants and contracts
Rent and improvements
Office costs
Professional services
Depreciation
Miscellaneous
Total operating expenses
Total expenses
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS WITHOUT DONOR RESTRICTIONS
CUMALATIVE EFFECT OF CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE
NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$

2019

22,459,123
800,000
7,475
80,576
1,140
23,348,314

$

17,372,216
5,659,718
173,335
72,178
2,933,352
26,210,799

14,796,076
959,260
1,590,688
1,851,030
19,197,054

12,460,249
832,342
1,426,427
1,438,105
16,157,123

21,001
111,242
16,104
148,347

489,744
880,256
25,150
1,395,150

1,680,454
821,813
823,134
91,908
552,302
1,393
3,971,004

1,623,982
740,385
892,906
150,038
284,605
98,836
3,790,752

23,316,405

21,343,025

31,909

4,867,774

-

960,201

9,591,711

3,763,736

9,623,620

$

9,591,711

See notes to financial statements.
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SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
2020

2019

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Change in net assets

$

31,909

$

4,867,774

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets
to net cash from operating activities:
Depreciation

552,302

Unrealized (gains) losses on investments, net

1,571

Loss on disposal of property and equipment

1,247

284,605
(3,125)
118,951

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable

(35,000)

Prepaid expenses and other assets

(69,612)

(120,222)

(2,361)

(35,955)

Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accrued salaries and related benefits
Deferred revenue
Deferred rent
Net cash provided by operating activities

-

(568,906)

313,166

702,229

620,514

68,180

(8,985)

(46,435)

(37,935)

635,124

5,998,788

(80,573)

(7,060,651)

Purchase of property and equipment

(409,590)

(1,676,998)

Net cash applied to investing activities

(490,163)

(8,737,649)

144,961

(2,738,861)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchase of investments and reinvestment of earnings

NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END OF YEAR

4,654,100
$

4,799,061

7,392,961
$

4,654,100

See notes to financial statements.
4
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SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
1.

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Operations - SERC Reliability Corporation (the “Corporation”) is a nonprofit corporation authorized by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to operate as a Regional Entity and is funded through
Load-Serving Entity (LSE) assessments authorized by (FERC) under Section 215 of the Federal Power
Act. The Corporation’s mission is to assure effective and efficient reduction of risks to the reliability and
security of the bulk power system (BPS) in all or portions of 16 central and southeastern states.
SERC is governed by a balanced, hybrid Board consisting of 18 Directors comprised of a combination of
stakeholder representatives from SERC member companies (i.e., Sector Directors) and independent
representatives (i.e., Independent Directors) that add independent balance, perspective, and expertise.
This combination of stakeholder and Independent Directors allows the Board to focus on the most
important and significant risks to reliability in the SERC footprint.
The Corporation’s members are companies from various ownership segments of the electricity supply
industry, including Investor Owned Utilities (IOU’s), rural electric cooperatives, municipal utilities,
independent power producers, power marketers, Regional Transmission Organizations (RTO’s), Reliability
Coordinators, and Independent System Operators (ISO’s).
Basis of Accounting - The financial statements of the Corporation have been prepared on the accrual
basis of accounting in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of
America (“GAAP”). The Corporation is required to report information regarding its financial position and
activities according to two classes of net assets - net assets with donor restrictions and net assets without
donor restrictions. The Corporation had only net assets without donor restrictions as of December 31,
2020 and 2019, including net assets that have been designated by the Board of Directors as assessment
stabilization reserve and operating reserves.
Use of Accounting Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of certain assets and
liabilities and disclosures. Accordingly, the actual amounts could differ from those estimates. Any
adjustments applied to estimated amounts are recognized in the year in which such adjustments are
determined.
Cash and Cash Equivalents - The Corporation considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of
three months or less when purchased to be cash equivalents. The Corporation maintains cash deposits
with financial institutions that, at times, may exceed federally insured limits.
Accounts Receivable - The Corporation extends credit to its customers. By the nature, accounts
receivable involve risk, including the credit risk of nonpayment by the customer. Accounts receivable are
considered past due based on contractual and invoice terms. Accounts deemed uncollectible are charged
directly to bad debt expense. As of December 31, 2020, the Corporation considered all remaining
accounts collectible and, therefore, no allowance has been provided.
Investments - Investments are recorded at fair value with realized and unrealized gains and losses
included in the statements of activities as increases or decreases in net assets without donor restrictions.
The fair value of investments is determined by reference to exchange or dealer-quoted market prices. If a
quoted market price is not available, fair value is estimated using quoted market prices for similar
investment securities.

5
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Property and Equipment - Property and equipment with a cost of $5,000 or more and an estimated useful
life greater than one year, are capitalized at cost. Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method
over the estimated economic useful lives of the assets ranging from 5-7 years for leasehold improvements
and 3 years for computer equipment and software. The costs of major improvements are capitalized,
while the costs of maintenance and repairs, which do not improve or extend the lives of the respective
assets, are expensed currently. The cost and accumulated depreciation of property and equipment are
eliminated from the accounts upon disposal, and any resulting gain or loss is included in the change in net
assets of the Corporation. Long-lived assets held and used by the Corporation are reviewed for
impairment whenever changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value of an asset may not be
recoverable.
Fair Value Measurement - GAAP establishes a framework for measuring fair value. That framework
provides a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair
value. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical
assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs (Level 3
measurements). The three levels of the fair value hierarchy are described as follows:




Level 1 - quoted prices in active markets for identical assets
Level 2 - other significant observable inputs either directly or indirectly (including quoted prices for
similar securities, interest rates, yield curves, credit risk, etc.)
Level 3 - significant unobservable inputs

The asset or liability’s fair value measurement level within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest
level of any input that is significant to the fair value measurement. Valuation techniques used need to
maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs.
The inputs or methodology used for valuing investments are not necessarily an indication of the risk
associated with investing in those investments.
Deferred Revenue - Deferred revenue represented amounts collected from members for workshops and
meetings in advance of the periods in which the events occur.
Deferred Rent - The Corporation recognizes operating lease expense on a straight-line basis over the
term of the respective lease. When the terms of the operating lease provide for periods of free rent, rent
concessions, and/or rent escalations, the Corporation establishes a deferred rent liability for the difference
between the scheduled rent payment and the straight-line rent expense recognized. The deferred rent
liability is also amortized over the underlying lease term on a straight-line basis as a reduction of rent
expense.
Revenue Recognition - The Corporation receives a significant portion of its funding directly from the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) based on the budget submitted by the Corporation and
approved by NERC and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”). Although the funding is
received from NERC, the members of the Corporation are its customers as the members of the
Corporation are entities to which the Corporation provides services. NERC assesses each member a
share of its annual operating budget and funds SERC based on the approved budget noted above. The
assessments are received from the members, via NERC, in four equal quarterly installments received at
the beginning of each quarter. The Corporation also receives penalty sanctions directly from its members
for penalties assessed by the Corporation as well as fees and miscellaneous revenue for workshops and
other services performed.
A performance obligation is a promise to transfer a distinct product or service to a customer. A contract’s
transaction price is allocated to each distinct performance obligation and recognized as revenue when, or
as, the performance obligation is satisfied. Contracts may have a single performance obligation as the
promise to transfer is not separately identifiable from other promises, and therefore, not distinct, while
other contracts may have multiple performance obligations, most commonly due to the contract covering
multiple deliverable arrangements.
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For member assessments, there is one performance obligation to its members as each of its promises to
transfer services is not separable or distinct from other promises under its agreement with NERC. These
member assessments are recognized over time by the Corporation, over the course of the year’s budget
period with NERC. There is no variable consideration in the member assessments as these are
determined and approved by NERC and FERC.
For penalty sanctions, the Corporation recognizes the revenue in the period the penalty is assessed.
Workshops and miscellaneous revenue are each treated as individual performance obligations and the
related revenue is recognized as the service is provided or at a point in time, based on the nature of the
service. Payments for these revenue sources are due 30 days after they are invoiced. The timing of
revenue recognition, billings and cash collections results in billed accounts receivable. The Company had
accounts receivable of $35,000 as of December 31, 2020 and no accounts receivable as of December 31,
2019 and 2018.
Income Taxes - The Corporation is a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal
Revenue Code and, therefore, no provision for income taxes has been made in the accompanying
financial statements.
The Corporation records liabilities for income tax positions taken or expected to be taken when those
positions are deemed uncertain to be upheld in an examination by taxing authorities. No liabilities for
uncertain income tax positions were recorded as of December 31, 2020 and 2019.
Subsequent Events - In preparing its financial statements, the Corporation has evaluated subsequent
events through [reportdate], which is the date the financial statements were available to be issued.
2.

LIQUIDITY AND AVAILABILITY
The table below represents financial assets available for general expenditures within one year at
December 31, 2020 and 2019:
2020
2019
Financial assets at year-end:
Cash and cash equivalents
$ 4,799,061
$ 4,654,100
Accounts receivable
35,000
Prepaid expenses and other assets
317,479
247,867
Investments
7,142,778
7,063,776
Total financial assets
Financial assets available to meet general
expenditures within one year

12,294,318

11,965,743

$ 12,294,318

$ 11,965,743

As part of the Corporation’s liquidity management, it invests cash in excess of daily requirements in shortterm investments, such as money market funds and fixed income securities. In addition to the above
amounts, the Corporation has a line of credit for $1,500,000 as mentioned in Note 6.
3.

INVESTMENTS
Investment balances held by the Corporation are all Level 1 investments as of December 31, 2020 and
2019. Investments included the following as of December 31, 2020 and 2019:
2020

2019

At fair value and fixed income securities:
Money market
Fixed income securities

$

3,400,039
3,742,739

$

356,808
6,706,968

Total

$

7,142,778

$

7,063,776
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Investment income included the following for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019:
2020

4.

2019

Interest
Realized and unrealized gain (loss)
Other

$

136,058
(1,571)
(55,486)

$

56,358
3,125
4,294

Total

$

79,001

$

63,777

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment consisted of the following as of December 31, 2020 and 2019:
2020

5.

2019

Software
Leasehold improvements
Computer equipment
Equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Construction in progress
Subtotal
Less accumulated depreciation

$

1,492,593
1,292,158
305,898
525,773
385,291
134,778
4,136,491
2,189,267

$

1,362,988
435,392
262,749
344,931
29,182
1,494,740
3,929,982
1,838,799

Total, net

$

1,947,224

$

2,091,183

LEASE COMMITMENTS
During the year ended December 31, 2014, the Corporation entered into an operating lease for office
space which commenced on April 1, 2014 and continues through January 31, 2025. The lease provides
free rent for the first 10 months of the lease period and annual rent payments ranging from approximately
$460,000 to approximately $612,000.
On January 15, 2016, the Corporation entered into an amendment to the current operating lease for
expansion of office space. The amended lease continues through the original expiration date January 31,
2025. The amended lease provides for additional annual rent payments ranging from approximately
$75,000 to approximately $88,000.
On October 12, 2017, the Corporation entered into an operating sublease for expansion of office space
which commenced November 3, 2017 and was scheduled to continue through March 31, 2020. This
sublease was terminated in 2018 and replaced with a lease between the owner of the building and the
Corporation which continues through January 31, 2025 and has annual rent payments ranging from
approximately $169,000 to approximately $178,000.
The Corporation also has leases for various office equipment. Total rent expense for the years ended
December 31, 2020 and 2019 was approximately $811,000 and $807,000, respectively.
The following is a schedule of the approximate future minimum lease payments under all long-term leases
as of December 31, 2020:
During the year ending December 31:
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
Total

$

821,000
840,000
859,000
878,000
73,000

$

3,471,000
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6.

LINE OF CREDIT
The Corporation has a line of credit with a bank that allows for borrowings up to a maximum of
$1,500,000. Interest accrues at 5% with all accrued interest and principal due in a single payment upon
expiration of the note in May 2021. There were no outstanding borrowings under the line of credit as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019.

7.

RETIREMENT PLANS
401(k) plan - The Corporation sponsors a 401(k) retirement plan covering all eligible employees, as
defined. The Corporation makes matching contributions to the plan limited to 6% of each eligible
employee’s compensation, as defined. In addition, the plan provides that the Corporation may make
additional discretionary non-elective contributions in an amount to be determined by the Board of Directors
each year. The Corporation also makes safe harbor non-elective contributions to the plan equal to 3% of
each eligible employee’s compensation, as defined. During the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019, contribution expense related to the plan totaled approximately $1,788,000 and $1,384,000,
respectively.
Deferred compensation plan - The Corporation has established a deferred compensation plan in
accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 457(b) for certain employees, as defined. The plan
provides that eligible employees may make elective salary reduction contributions in accordance with
limitations established by the Internal Revenue Code. In addition, the Corporation may make discretionary
contributions as provided in the plan. All contributions are immediately vested in the plan. During the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, contribution expense related to the plan totaled $47,840 and
$45,109, respectively. As part of the plan, the Corporation reports assets and liabilities of equal amounts
attributable to the amount deferred and contributed and the related investment earnings. The
Corporation’s investments related to the deferred compensation consist of equity mutual funds and money
market funds, which are classified as level 1 securities in accordance with the fair value measurement
framework under GAAP (see Note 1). The balance in the deferred compensation plan is $529,212 and
$410,352 at December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.

8.

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
The following is an allocation of expenses by functional category for the years ended December 31, 2020
and 2019:
December 31, 2020
General and
Program
Administrative
Total
Personnel
$ 12,694,963
$ 6,502,091
$ 19,197,054
Meeting and travel
91,240
57,107
148,347
Consultants and contracts
192,461
1,487,993
1,680,454
Rent and improvements
821,813
821,813
Office costs
71,185
751,951
823,134
Professional services
91,908
91,908
Depreciation
552,302
552,302
Miscellaneous
1,393
1,393
$ 13,049,849
$ 10,266,558
$ 23,316,405

Personnel
Meeting and travel
Consultants and contracts
Rent and improvements
Office costs
Professional services
Depreciation
Miscellaneous

Program
9,699,904
768,701
331,212
51,212
$ 10,851,029
$

December 31, 2019
General and
Administrative
$ 6,457,219
626,449
1,292,770
740,385
841,694
150,038
284,605
98,836
$ 10,491,996

Total
$ 16,157,123
1,395,150
1,623,982
740,385
892,906
150,038
284,605
98,836
$ 21,343,025
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9.

DISAGGREATION OF REVENUE
The following table disaggregates the Corporation’s revenue for the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019 based on the type of revenue:
2020
2019
Revenue recognized over time:
Member assessments
$ 22,459,123
$ 17,372,216
Investment income
80,576
72,178
Miscellaneous
1,140
2,913,962
Subtotal
22,540,839
20,358,356
Revenue recognized at a point in time:
Penalty sanctions
Workshops and miscellaneous
Subtotal
Total

800,000
7,475
807,475

5,659,718
192,725
5,852,443

$ 23,348,314

$ 26,210,799

Miscellaneous revenue recognized over time for the year ended December 31, 2019 reflects member
assessments allocated to the Corporation from Florida Reliability Coordinating Council.
10.

CONTINGENCY
On March 10, 2020, the World Health Organization declared the coronavirus outbreak (“COVID-19”) to be
a pandemic. The outbreak is disrupting supply chains and affecting production and sales across a range
of industries. The extent of the impact of COVID-19 on the Corporation’s operational and financial
performance will depend on certain developments, including the duration and spread of the outbreak,
impact on its customers, employees and vendors, all of which are uncertain and cannot be predicted.
Therefore, the extent to which COVID-19 may impact the Corporation’s financial condition or results of
operations is uncertain.
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SERC Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
March, 2021
WebEx
1. Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Purpose
SERC Reliability Corporation established its Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee
(CIPC) to increase the physical and cyber security posture in the SERC Region. The
CIPC and the Physical Security Subcommittee (PSS) provide a forum for member
subject matter experts to actively participate in Regional security and reliability issues
facing the industry.
The Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee (CIPC) held its spring technical
committee meeting virtually on the mornings of March 24 and 25, 2021.
2. Committee Approval Items
The Committee reviewed the revised CIPC Scope document. The committee accepted
the nomination of John Greaves, Southern Company as the incoming Chair and Carter
Manucy, Florida Municipal Power Agency as the incoming Vice-Chair of the CIPC.
3. Guest speakers and Industry Expertise Shared
SERC Vice President Tim Ponseti welcomed the members of the CIPC and shared the
achievements of SERC since the fall 2020 technical committee meetings. He stressed
the importance of the Region working as a team to combat the issues we face through
natural and cyber events, and how SERC is living its mission of reducing risk to reliability
and security of the bulk power system.
Klint Walker, Cybersecurity advisor for the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA) presented on the tools and assistance that CISA can provide for the
power industry and how CISA can support our cyber security efforts. Mr. Walker shared
insights and use cases that the entities found very valuable.
Dr. Mike Elrod addressed the committee on the activities of the new CIP Tools Working
Group. Dr. Elrod discussed the value this group brings to the Region by providing
technical hands-on information. He shared the group’s rapid response to the
SolarWinds breach, and a special session was held to provide members with information
on this issue.
Charles Abell of Ameren reminded the committee how risks are identified and risk values
are assigned. He highlighted the changes incorporated in the 2020 SERC Reliability
Risk Report and shared the top risks to the reliability and security to the Bulk Power
System.
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CIPC Vice-Chair John Greaves from Georgia Power moderated a roundtable discussion
on “Protecting Physical Assets during a Time of Civil Unrest.” A panel of colleagues
joined him to provide insight, strategies, and best practices for protecting key assets and
personnel that may become targets during trying times. Topics of discussion included
personnel safety, deploying armed security safely, and protecting physical locations.
4. Changes in The Industry
Several SERC staff members recognized changes within the SERC Region and
provided insights on how they are being addressed. SERC Director of Engineering and
Advanced Analytics, Melinda Montgomery spoke on the Align and SERC Member Portal
projects, expected implementation dates, and when to expect training. She let the
members know what to expect when Align and the SERC Member Portal projects go
live. For a legal perspective, SERC Counsel Dulce Plaza explained new Executive
Orders and their impact on the industry. On the technical side, Bill Peterson, Manager of
Outreach and Training, spoke on requests to the Assistance Group over the last year.
He identified several CIP standards for which members wanted help or clarification,
including CIP-004 and FAC-008. Mr. Peterson also reminded the committee of the
training modules that are available to the members and that there are more currently in
development.
5. Opportunities for Member Discussions
The meeting concluded with a “Pencils Down” roundtable that generated much
discussion on how members were returning to the office after the pandemic. They also
discussed the issues regarding writing policies that matched state laws. This forum also
allowed for the dissemination of the mitigation links provided by Microsoft and the
Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) for the Exchange and
SolarWinds issues. The session included members of the CIPC and SERC staff to
provide input and answers to queries posed by the members. Tony Hall ended the
discussion at noon on Thursday and announced a closed session for members only,
which was reported to have opened the opportunity for even more discussion.

SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
SERC Engineering Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
March 31, 2021
WebEx
1. Engineering Committee Purpose
The SERC Engineering Committee (EC) and its subgroups provides a forum in which
SERC can engage the reliability expertise provided by the active participation of
industry volunteers of the SERC member companies. The EC leverages this
expertise to promote the reliability and adequacy of the Bulk Power System (BPS) by
identifying current and emerging planning and engineering reliability risks and
providing mitigation measures to address those risks. The following report highlights
the recent activities in support of this effort.
The EC spring meeting was held on March 24-25, 2021, via WebEx. There were
seventy participants with thirty-three member companies represented. The overall
theme of the spring EC meeting was understanding and mitigating the top
engineering risks to the SERC Region’s Bulk Electric System (BES).
2.

Industry Outreach
The EC’s subcommittees discussed the work they perform, how this work is helping
reduce risks to the reliability of the BPS, and their participation on other industrial
activities. SERC also invited guest speakers to discuss and inform the group on
relevant topics. Ryan Quint from the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) discussed emerging risks resulting from the changing resource mix and
reviewed the guidelines developed by NERC and the NERC System Planning
Impacts from Distributed Energy Resources Working Group (SPIDERWG).
Charles Wubbena from Seminole Electric Cooperative provided an overview of the
study work that has been performed by the Florida Reliability Coordinating Council’s
Fuel Reliability Working Group (FRWG). The FRCC FRWG has been performing
coordinated studies with the Natural Gas Pipeline owners to ensure fuel reliability
within the Peninsula Florida.

3. SERC Risk Mitigation
In 2021, the SERC Engineering Working groups collaboratively developed a work
plan to start addressing and mitigating the highest risk items to the SERC Region.
Planning Coordination Subcommittee Chair, Daryl McGee from Southern Company,
outlined the studies that the EC working groups and SERC staff will conduct.
Speakers gave presentations on risks associated with Distributed Energy Resources
(DER) and the growing reliance on natural gas. Additionally, the EC held
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discussions on the development of seminars focused on the growing awareness of
risk associated with aspects of Inverter Based Resources.
4. New and Emerging Focus
Wyatt Ellertson from Entergy presented the results of the last Probabilistic study,
which assesses the adequacy of resources within the SERC Region. Mr. Ellertson
noted that the SERC Resource Adequacy Working Group would next focus on
reviewing the Regional Reserve Requirements to determine if changing resource mix
will have any impact. Finally, Richard Becker from SERC provided follow-up details
on some of the new initiatives to enhance the efficiency within the Engineering
Committee groups. In his remarks, Mr. Becker stated that the Reliability Review
Subcommittee will begin creating SERC-focused summer and winter assessment
outlooks utilizing the work performed in developing the NERC Assessments. In
addition, the RRS will continue to work on ways to efficiently evaluate Regional
transmission adequacy.

SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
SERC Operating Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
March 31, 2021
WebEx
1. Operating Committee Purpose
The SERC Operating Committee (OC) promotes the reliability and adequacy of the Bulk
Power System (BPS) by identifying current and emerging operational reliability risks,
sharing routine and best practices in the area of operations, and recommending
mitigation measures to address those risks.
The OC, along with its working groups, provides a forum in which SERC and its member
companies can engage the reliability expertise provided by the active participation of
industry volunteers. The following report highlights the recent activities in support of
these efforts.
The OC met on March 24-25, 2021 for its biannual meeting. There were sixty-six
attendees present, representing thirty-nine member companies. Guests from the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission were also in attendance.
The OC recognized the contributions of Jeff Harrison from Associated Electric
Cooperative, Inc., who has led the OC as its Chair for past two years. His term as chair
ends on June 30, 2021. The OC accepted the nomination of Daniel Case, GridLiance
Holdco, as the incoming Chair, and Glenn Dooley, Duke Energy Florida, as the incoming
Vice-Chair.
2. Current and Future Operating Conditions
The OC working groups reported on their activities. The Reliability Coordinator Working
Group (RCWG) reported on past winter operations and expected summer conditions for
each Reliability Coordinator (RC). Rick Stachowicz (SERC) provided an overview of the
February Cold Weather event in the SERC Region. The OC discussed the importance
of regional transfers in averting further load shed.
The Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG) identified three new task forces to address
consistency across the three committees (Critical Infrastructure Protection, Engineering,
and Operating) for scoring of risks, the impact areas for each risk, and risk nomination.
The RRWG is beginning the process for 2021 risk nominations and the Risk Report.
3. Addressing Risk to the Bulk Power System
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Troy Blalock (Dominion Energy South Carolina) led a discussion about the persistent
over-generation in the Eastern Interconnection. He stressed how it is causing constant
time-error correction, which may affect situational awareness of the grid.
Michelle Bourg (Entergy) shared lessons learned from the busy 2020 hurricane season.
She identified what worked well as they prepared, withstood, and restored the Bulk
Power System, as well as areas for improvement. Some of these include coordination
with neighbors during and after the storm, ensuring the supply chain of critical
restoration materials, and COVID-19 protocols.
Marty Sas (SERC) shared the Winter Survey that SERC will be sending out to the
entities. The survey will help SERC and its entities identify trends and best practices in
preparing for the winter season. Dave Krueger (SERC) also led a discussion on the
proposed Cold Weather Standard changes and the status of the standard.
Elliott Hankinson (Associated Electric Cooperative) provided a look into how AECI is
using dynamic and ambient line ratings. He shared how the constant ratings
adjustments help reduce TLRs and the accuracy of ratings during weather events.

Attachment 13

SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
March 24, 2021
Prepared for SERC Board Information Only
REGULATORY UPDATE
SUMMARY OF NERC FEBRUARY 2021 QUARTERLY BOARD AND MRC MEETINGS
Finance and Audit Committee
February 3, 2021, 11:00 a.m. Eastern
• 2020 Year-End Unaudited Statement of Activities – The committee reviewed and recommended the 2020
Year-End Statement of Activities for acceptance by the Board. Total expenditures for the ERO Enterprise were
under budget by 5.4 percent.
o SERC Overall Summary
 SERC was under budget $1.4M (5.5%) primarily because of suspended travel due to the
pandemic.
 Spending was $1.3 million under budget due to impacts related to the pandemic
 Funding was $136k under budget attributable to cancellation of workshops due to COVID-19
restrictions
• Proposed Amendments to Committee Mandate – The committee reviewed and recommended the revised
mandate for approval by the Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee.
o The revisions to the mandate implement a new policy on Internal Audit and Corporate Risk Management.
Compliance Committee
February 3, 2021, 12:45 p.m. Eastern
• Updates and Reports:
o The committee reviewed reports and updates on COVID-19 related activities, Facility Ratings activities,
and the CMEP Annual report.
Technology and Security Committee
February 3, 2021, 2:30 p.m. Eastern
• Proposed Amendments to Committee Mandate – The committee reviewed and recommended the revised
mandate for approval by the Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee.
o The revisions to the mandate clarify the committee's role in: (1) reviewing NERC's cyber security posture
at least once annually; (2) providing the Finance and Audit Committee and the Board with
recommendations regarding the E-ISAC's budget as part of the annual business plan and budgeting
process; and (3) serving as the Board's liaison with the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council's
Member Executive Committee for the E-ISAC.
• Updates and Reports:
o The committee reviewed reports and updates on the recent supply chain compromise targeting the
SolarWinds Orion software suite, E-ISAC operations, ERO Enterprise Align Project, ERO Enterprise
Secure Evidence Locker, and the Security Advisory Group established by NERC (an advisory body that
represents all industry sectors).
Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee
February 3, 2021, 4:15 p.m. Eastern
• Board Committees’ Self-Assessment Surveys – the committee reviewed and approved the surveys.
• 2021 Board of Trustees Committee, Chair and Vice Chair Appointments and Related Assignments – the
committee reviewed and recommended the proposed appointments and assignments to the Board for approval.
o Board: Kenneth W. DeFontes, Chair; and Robert G. Clark, Vice Chair
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Corporate Governance and Human Resources: George S. Hawkins, Chair; Jane Allen; Robert G. Clark;
Colleen Sidford; and Roy Thilly
o Finance and Audit: Robert G. Clark, Chair; Suzanne Keenan; Colleen Sidford; Larry Irving; Jim Prio; and
Sue Kelly
o Technology and Security: Suzanne Keenan, Chair; Robert E. Manning; Jane Allen; Sue Kelly; and Larry
Irving
o Compliance: Robin E. Manning, Chair; Jane Allen; George S. Hawkins; Roy Thilly; and Sue Kelly
o Enterprise-wide Risk: Colleen Sidford, Chair; Robert G. Clarke; Suzanne Keenan; Robin E. Manning;
Larry Irving; and Jim Piro
o Nominating: Roy Thilly, Chair; Robert E. Manning; Larry Irving, Suzanne Keenan; Sue Kelly; Jim Piro;
and George S. Hawkins
o MRC: Paul Choudhury, Chair; and Roy Jones, Vice Chair
Updates and Reports:
o The committee reviewed reports and updates on matters discussed in January 20 and February 1, 2021
closed session, the 2020 Work Plan Priorities Year-End Report, results of the Board Self-Assessment and
MRC Assessment of Board of Trustees Effectiveness, NERC Governance Guidelines, NERC’s processes
for considering conflicts of interest and assuring independence, and human resources and staffing.
Proposed Amendments to Corporate Governance and Human Resources Mandate – the committee reviewed
and recommended the revised mandate to the Board for approval.
o The revisions to the committee mandate improve efficiency and effectiveness and better align the
ownership of governance accountabilities.
Proposed Amendment to the Technology and Security, Finance and Audit, and Enterprise-wide Risk
Committees Mandates – the committee reviewed and recommended the revised mandates to the Board for
approval.
Policy on Internal Audit and Corporate Risk Management – the committee reviewed and recommended the
policy to the Board for approval.
o

•

•

•

•

Member Representative Committee
February 4, 2021, 11:00 a.m. Eastern
• Outgoing Chair Jennifer Sterling conducted the meeting, with incoming Chair Paul Choudhury and incoming
Vice Chair Roy Jones present.
• Election of NERC Trustees – the committee reviewed and approved the election of four Board members: the reelection of George Hawkins and Rob Manning and election of Larry Irving and Sue Kelly for three-year terms
ending in 2024.
o Jan Schori completed her term on the Board and she was thanked for her service.
o Four Board members will be up for re-election next year.
• General Updates and Reports:
o The committee reviewed updates and reports on the Business Plan and Budget Input Group’s recent and
future activities, the stakeholder perception process led by the Compliance and Certification Committee –
specifically noting recent improvements to the program, and a regulatory update.
• Policy and Discussion Items – Responses to the Board’s Request for Policy Input; Future Approaches to
Stakeholder Engagement
o Responses to Mr. Thilly’s December 30, 2020, letter requesting policy input on future approaches to
stakeholder engagement, in addition to the preliminary agenda topics for the February meetings, are
posted on the NERC website.
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NERC will strive to use an approach that supports both in-person and virtual interactions and any
approach taken would be evaluated and adjusted as necessary. Many responses suggested that NERC
keep meeting space in its offices for small to medium-sized meetings.
Technical Updates
o FERC Reliability Matters – including Order on Standards Efficiency Review retirements; Supply Chain
Notice of Inquiry (NOI); Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) for BAL-002-WECC-3; Order
approving 2021 Business Plans and Budgets; Order regarding delegation agreements; Order regarding
virtualization and cloud services for power grid operations; Order regarding the ERO Five-Year
Performance Assessment; and NOPR regarding revisions to regulations on ERO performance
assessments.
o Western Heatwave Event – which created high demands for generation across the interconnection
between August 14, 2020, and August 18, 2020, and forced California utilities to cut power to customers
on two occasions due to electricity shortages.
o Impacts of Electrochemical Utility-Scale Battery Storage Systems on the Bulk Power System report
– which emphasizes some of the potential reliability benefits that battery energy storage systems offer.
o

•

Board of Trustees
February 4, 2021, 2:00 p.m. Eastern
• Committee Membership and Charter Amendments – Reliability Issues Steering Committee (RISC)
Membership – the Board duly appointed the following SERC Members to the RISC:
o Nelson Peeler, Chair; At-Large Member; Company: Duke Energy; Term ending January 31, 2023.
o Adrianne Collins; At-Large Member; Company: Southern Company; Term ending January 31, 2023.
o John Stephens; At-Large Member; Company: City Utilities of Springfield; Term ending January 31,
2023.
o Carol Chinn; MRC Member; Company: FMPA; Term ending January 31, 2023.
• Remarks and Reports:
o Remarks by Maria Pope, President and CEO, Portland General Electric
o Remarks by Richard Glick, Chairman, FERC
o Remarks by Patricia Hoffman, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, DOE
o President’s Report
o Report on the January 19 and February 1, 2021 Closed Meetings – Information
• Election and Appointment of Board Chair and Vice Chair, Board of Trustees Committee Assignments and
NERC Officers – the Board approved the following resolutions:
o Upon recommendation of the Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee (“CGHRC”), the
Board elected the following officers of the Corporation for 2021:
 Kenneth W. DeFontes, Chair
 Robert G. Clarke, Vice Chair
 James B. Robb, President and Chief Executive Officer
o Upon recommendation of the President and the CGHRC, the Board appointed the following individuals
as officers of the Corporation for 2021:
 Sonia Mendonca, Senior Vice President, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary
 Manny Cancel, Senior Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of the E-ISAC
 Kelly Hanson, Senior Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer
 Mark G. Lauby, Senior Vice President and Chief Engineer
 Janet Sena, Senior Vice President, External Affairs
 Howard Gugel, Vice President, Engineering and Standards
 Stanley Hoptroff, Vice President, Business Technology
 Andy Sharp, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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•

•

•

•

•

 Mechelle Thomas, Vice President, Compliance
o Upon recommendation of the CGHRC, the Board approved the 2021 Board Committee Assignments, as
detailed in the Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee meeting summary above.
Board Committee Reports
o Corporate Governance and Human Resources – the Board approved the updated CGHRC Mandate,
updated Technology and Security Committee (“TSC”) Mandate, updated Finance and Audit Committee
(“FAC”) Mandate, updated Enterprise-wide Risk Committee (“EWRC”) all substantially in the form
presented. The Board also approved the Policy on Internal Audit and Corporate Risk Management,
substantially in the form presented.
o Compliance – At the December 17, 2020 executive meeting, the Committee approved three Full Notices
of Penalty. At the February 2, 2021 executive meeting, the Committee approved one Full Notice of
Penalty.
o Finance and Audit – The Board approved and accepted the 2020 NERC, Combined ERO Enterprise, and
Regional Entity Unaudited Statement of Activities.
o Enterprise-wide Risk – At the February 2, 2021 closed meeting, the Committee received an update on:
(i) Compliance and Certification Committee (“CCC”) activities; (ii) Regional Entity activities; and (iii)
NERC Corporate Risk Management activities.
o Technology and Security – At the February 3, 2021 open meeting, the Committee received an update
on: (i) E-ISAC operations; (ii) the ERO Enterprise Align Project; (iii) the ERO Enterprise Business
Technology Projects; (iv) the ERO Enterprise Secure Evidence Locker; and (v) the recent supply chain
compromise.
Standards Quarterly Report and Actions
o The Board adopted the proposed Reliability Standard FAC-008-5 (Facility Ratings).
o The Board voted to withdraw the proposed Reliability Standard CIP-002-6 (BES Cyber System
Categorization), due to recent cyber events and the evolving threat landscape.
o The Board approved the SERC Regional Reliability Standards Development Procedure.
o Supply chain activities – Update
Other Matters and Reports
o Framework to Address Known and Emerging Reliability and Security Risks – The Board approved
and accepted the framework, substantially in the form presented.
 The Framework to Address Known and Emerging Reliability and Security Risks identifies the
policies, procedures, and programs developed by the ERO to support its mission and incorporates
them into an iterative six-step risk management framework.
o Texas RE Bylaws Amendments – The Board approved the proposed amendments to the Bylaws of
Texas Reliability Entity, substantially in the form presented.
o The Board reviewed updates on the 2020 Year-End Review and 2021 ERO Enterprise Reliability
Indicators and results of the Board Self-Assessment and MRC Assessment of Board of Trustees
Effectiveness Survey.
Committee Reports
o Standards Committee – The Board approved the Standard Committee’s 2021-2023 Strategic Work Plan.
o Compliance and Certification Committee – The Board approved the CCC’s 2021 Work Plan.
o The Board also received reports from the Member Representatives Committee, Personnel Certification
Governance Committee, Reliability Issues Steering Committee, and Electricity Subsector Coordinating
Council
Forum and Group Reports – The Board received reports from the North American Energy Standards Board,
North American Transmission Forum, and North American Generator Forum.
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